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IV.

- JANUARY-JULY 1967

THE ATTEHPT TO DE-ESCAL.!\.TE

During the first seven month s of 1967 a ru..rming battle "Tas fought
'Ivithin the Johnson Administration behTeen the advocates of a greatly
expanded air campaign a gainst North Vietnam, one that might genuinely
be called 1I strategic, II and the disillusioned doves vTho urged relaxa.tion,
if not complete suspension, of the bombing in the interests of greater
effectiveness and the po ss ibilities for p eace. The IIhm'l'ks" of cour se 'Here
primarily the military , but in 'Har-time their po"rer and influence 'Hith an
incumbent Administration is disproportionate. McNamara, supported quantitatively by John McNaughton in ISA , led the attempt to de-escalate the
bombing . Treading the uncertain middle ground at different times in the
debate "Tere Hilliam Bundy at State , Air Force Secretary Harold Brovrn and,
most i mportantly, the President himself. Buffetted from right and left
he determinedly tried to pursue the temperat e course , escalating gradually
in the late spring but levelling off aga in in the summer. To do so wa.s
far from easy because such a'course really pleased no one (and, it should
be added, did not offer much prospect for a breakthrough one "ray or the
other ) . It "las an unhappy, contentious time in 'Hhich the decibel level
of the debate went up rr~rkedly but the difficult decision was not taken
it "laS avoided.
A.

The Year Begins "ri th No Change
1.

Escalation

~£oposal s

The year 1967 began with the military commands still
grumbling about the Christmas and New Year's truces ord ered from Washington. Both had been grossly violated by multiple VC inCidents, and both
had been the occas ions of ma jor VC/NVA resupply efforts. The restrictions
place d on U. S. forces were felt by the field cOII1.1nands to be at the expense
of American life. UoS. military authorities '\'l'Ould argue long and hard
a gainst a truce for the TET Lunar New Year holiday, but in the end they
would loo se .
Early in 1967, CINCPAC reopened his campaign to win
Washington approval for air strikes against a wider list of targets in
North Vietnam . On January ll.~ CINCPAC sent the JCS a restatement of the
objectives for ROLLING TlfLJNDER he had developed in 1966, noting his belief
that they r emained valid for 1967. 1/
Four days later he forvrarded a
long detailed lIst of proposed ne'\-l targets fer attack. What he proposed
was a comprehensive destruction of North Vietnam's military and industrial
This called for the destrucbase in Route Package 6 (Hanoi-Haiphong). 2/
tion of 7 povrer plants (all except the one-in the very center of Hanoi,
and the 2 in Haiphong included in a special Haiphong package ); 10 1I"Tar
supporting industries ll (,\'l'i.th the 'I'hai Nguyen iron and steel plant at the
head of the list); 20 tra.nsportat ion support facilities; 44 military
complexes; 26 pOI" targets; and 28 targE;ts in Haiphong and the other
ports (including docks , shipyards , POL, po"rer plants, etc.). CINCPAC
1
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optimi stically cont ended that this voluminous target system could be
atta cked 'Hi th n,) increase in sorties and "\vi tl:t an actual decline in aircraft lost to hostile fire.
The proposal w'as evidently received in Washington "lvith something less than enthusiasm . The Chiefs did not send such a recommendation
to the Secretary and there is no evidence that the matter was given serious
high level attention at t hat time . On January 25 in a cable on antiinfiltration (i.e. the much-maligned barrier), CINCPAC again rai sed the
question . He was careful to note (as he had previously in a private cable
to Wheeler 8,nd Westmoreland on January 3) 3/
that, It .•• no single measure
can stop infiltrati on ." 4/
But he argued-that the extraordinary measures
the enemy had taken to strengthen his air defenses and generate a world
oplnlon against the bombing were evidence of ho"\v much the air strikes were
hurting him.
.
These arguments vTere reinforced by the January CIA analysis
which also made something of a case for a heavier bomb ing campaign. It
considered a number of alternative target systems -- modern industry, shipping,
the Red River levees, and other t argets -- and tvTO interdiction campaigns ,
one Itunlimited " and the other restricted to the southern NVN paI1.1landle and
Laos, and concluded that the unlimited campaign vTas the most promising. 2/
On the modern industry target list, CIA included 20 facilities, 7 of them electric power plants. Knocking out the se facilities, it
said; would eliminate the fruits of several hQDdred million dollars capital
investment , cut off the source of one-fourth of the GNP and most foreign
exchange earnings, disrupt other sectors of the economy "lvhich used their
products, add to the burden of aid required from NVN's allies, and temporarily
displace the urban l abor force. The loss ,'lOuld be a serious blow to NVN's
hopes for economic progress and status, negating a decade of intense effort
devoted to the construction of modern industry. Thi s vlOuld exert additional
pressure on the regime, but vTould not by itself, CIA believed, be intens e
enough to bring Hanoi to the negot iating table. Outside aid cOllld no doubt
make up the deficit in goods to sustain the economy and the national defense
of the North as "Tell as to continue the war in the South. §/
Aerial mining, provided it was extended to coastal and
inland vraters as well as the harbors, and especially if accompanied by
inten s ive armed r econnais sance against all LOCs to China, would be very
serious . NVN 'i'Tould almost certainly have to reduce some import programs ,
not sufficiently perhaps to degrade the flo,'T of essential military supplie s or prevent cont inued support of the I'Tar in SVN, but enough to hurt
the economy. 1 / '
'
.
Bombing the l evee system vThich kept the Red River under control,
if timed correctly, could cause l arge crop losses and force NVN to import

2
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large amount s of rice. Depending on the success of interdiction efforts,
such imports mi~ht overload the transport system. The levees themselves
could be repaired in a matter of weeks , however, and any military effects
of bombing them ,,[ould be limited and short - li ved . §/
An "unlimited" campa ign against transportation and remalnlng
t argets, in addition to attacking industry and mining the harbors and
waterways , "rould greatly increase the costs and difficulties in maintaining
t he flow of the most essential military and civilian goods within NVN .
I f the attack on transportation vJere able to cut the capacity of the railroads by 1/3 on a sustained basis and roads by l/l~, the remaining availabl e
route capacity woul d not be sufficient to satisfy NVN ' s minimum daily needs:
If an unlimited interdiction program vJere highly suc cess:flll, t he regime would encounter increasing difficulty
and cost in maintaining the flow of some of their most
. ess ential military and economic goods. In the long term the
uncertainties and difficulties resulting from the cumulative
effect of the air ca..mpaigns would probably cause Hanoi to
undertake a basic reassessment of the probable course of
the war and the extent of the r egime ' s commitment to it.

21

By contrast, according to the CIA analysis , r estricting t he
bombing to the Panhandle of 1~ and Laos would tend t o strengthen Hanoi ' s
will. The main effect VTould be to f orce NVN to increase the repair l e,bor
force in southern.NVN and Laos by about 30 percent , which could easily
be draw·n from other areas no longer being bombed . The flolv of men and
supplies would continue. NVN "rould regard the change in the bombing pat t ern as a clear victory , evidence that internat ional and domestic pressures
on the U.S. were having an effect . It would be encouraged to believe that
the U. S. was tiring of the vlar and being forced to r etreat . 10/
Other considerations, however , were dominant in Washington
at the highest levels . In mid -January another effort t o communicate pos itions with the DRV had been made and there was an understandable desire
to defer escalatory decisions until it had been determined whet her some
possibility for negotiations existed . 11/
Moreover , the TET holiday at
the beginning of February ,for which a truce had b een aJ:1Jlounced, made l a te
January an inpropitious time to expand the bombing . Thus, on January 28,
ROLLI NG THUNDER program #53 authorized little more tllan a cont inuation of
strikes "l-rithin the parameters of previous authorizations. 12/
2.

The TET Pause -- 8-14 February

As noted in the previous section of this paper , the Chiefs
had recorded their opposition to any truce or military standdo"m for the
holi days in l ate November . 13/
On January 2, General Westmoreland had
strongly recow~ended against a ~ruce fpr TET because of the losses to
friendly forces during the Christmas and Neiv Year ' s truces just concluded.

3
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CINCPAC endorsed his opposi tion to any further truce as did the JCS on
January 4. 151
The Chiefs pointed out that the history of U.S. experience I'l ith such holiday suspensions of operations was that the vc/NVA
had increasingly exploited tllem to resupply, prepare for attacks, redeploy
forces and commit violations . Perhaps of most concern was the opportunity
such standdowns provided the enemy to mount major unharassed logist ical
re supply operations . Thus, they concluded:
Against this background of persistent exploitation of
the standdol'i'D periods by the enemy , the Joint Chiefs of Staff
vi elv the forthcoming standdolVD for TET with grave concern . To
grant the enemy a r espite dlITing a four-day standdown at TET
will slow our campa i gn , allow him time to reconstitute and
replenish his forces, and cost us greater casualties in the
long run. '}Ej
This unanimous military oppos ition was falling on deaf ears.
The President and his advisors had already committed the U.S. to a
four-day truce and such a bela,ted change of course would have clearly
r ebounded to the public opinion benefit of the North Vietnamese (who had
already, on January 1, announced their intention to observe a 7-day TET
truce). Thus, on January 14, Ambassador Lodge vTas instructed to get the
GVN ' s concurrence to maintain just the 96-hour standdOl'i'D , but to tell
them that the Allies should be prepared to extend the pause if fruitful
contacts developed during it. 171
Lodge replied the following day that
the proposal was agreeable to the GVN and to the Allied Chiefs of Mission
in Saigon. ~
.
Acknowledging the political considerations which required
a pause , the Chiefs on January 18 proposed the announcement of a set of
conditions to the standdown : (1) that SEA DRAGON countersea infiltration
operations continue up to 19 0 ; (2) that CINCPAC be authorized to r esume
air attacks against major land resupply efforts south of 19 0 ; (3) that
operations be resu.rned in the DMZ area to counter any major resupply or
infiltration ; and (4) that warning be given that violations or vc/NVA
efforts to gain tactical advantage in SVN during the truce, would prompt
direct military counteractions . ~
The reaction at state to these new
JCS conditions 1'laS vigorous. On January 21, Bundy,sent Katzenbach a memo
urging him to oppose anything that would compromise our suspension of
operations against North Vietnam •

•

••• 1 strongly r e commend against approving JCS proposals
for broader military a.uthority to respond to North VietNamese resupply activities in North Viet-Nam .••• In my vi el'l ,
re supply activities in North Viet-Nam cannot be considered
a sufficiently immediate and direct threat to our forces to
justify the great political and psychological disadvantages
of U.S. air and naval strikes a.gainst North Viet-Namese
territory during a truce period .· ~

4
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No information i s available on McNamara ' s reaction to the proposedJCS
truce limit ations, but on the basis of his general position on the
bombing at that time he can be presumed to have opposed them . In any
case , they wer .; not adopted. The execute or-ier for the suspens ion of
hostiliti es authorized CINCPAC strikes only in the case of an i mmediate
and direct threat to U.S . forces, and stipulated that, " In the event
reconnaissance disclosed major military resupply activity in North Vietnam
south of 19 degrees north latitude, report immediately to the · JCS ." '.?lJ
Deci sions on how and when to respond to such resupply efforts would be made
in Washington not Honolulu . This, then, was the i ssue whose mer i ts would
be the focus of debate at the end of the pause when furious diplomatic
efforts to get t alks started would generate pressure for an extension .
Even before the holiday arrived pressure to extend the
pause had begun to mount . On February 2, Leonard Marks, Director of
USIA proposed to Rusk that the truce be extended , "in 12 or 24 hour
periods contingent upon DRV and VC continued o.bservance of the truce
The latter included in hi s definition, " ... suspension
conditions." 5JJ
of all infiltr at ion and movement t mvard infiltration .... " §/
At the
Pentagon, at l east wi thin civilian circles, there 1vas sentiment for
extending the pause too. In the materials that John McNaughton left
behind is a hand1rritten scenario for the pause with his pencilled changes .
The authorship is uncertain since the handwriting is neither McNaughton's
nor McNamara ' s (nor apparently that of any of the other key Pentagon
advisors), but a note in the margin indicates it had been seen and approved
by the Secretary. Therefore it i s reproduced below. Under lined words
or phrases are McNaughton ' s modifications .
SCENARIO
1. President tell DRV before Tet, "We are stopping
bombing at start of Tet and at the end of Tet we will not
r esume ."

2.

During Tet and i.n days thereafter:
a. Observe DRV/VC conduct for 'signs'
b. Try to get talks started .

3. Meantime , avoid changes in 'no i se l eve l' i n other
areas of conduct -- e . g ., no larg2 US troop deployments for
couple "reeks, no dramatic changes in rules of engagement in
South, etc .

4.

As for public handling :
a. At end of 4 days of Tet merely extend to 7 days.
b. At end of 7 day~ just keep pausing, :o1aking Make no
expansion.
c. Later say "vIe are seeing "rhat happens. "
d. Even later, say (if true) infiltr at ion dovffi, etc .

5
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5. If ,·le must resume RT, have I'eaS9RS justifications '
and start in:Route packages 1 & 2, working W9~~ North as
excuses appear (and excuses "Jill appearj":-6. If talks start and DRV &-tRey demands ceasefire i n
South or cessation of US troop addit ions , consider exact deal
then.
7.

Accelerate readiness of Project 728. L"inti-infiltration

barrieE.7

8.

Avoid allowing our terms to harden just because things
appear to be going better .
(vance :

How handle case if resupply keeps up during Pause? ) ~

In a puzzling marginal note, McNaughton recorded MCNamara ' s reaction to
the scenario: " SecDef (2/3/67: 'Agreed "le ,-Till do this if answer
to note i s unproductive ' (7) . Something like this even if productive .
J·TM." 25/
It is not clear what the Secretary may have had in mind in
his reference to a "note ." The U. S. had exchanged notes vlith the DRV
t hrough the respective embassies in Moscow in late January and he may
have meant this contact . Another possibility i s that he vlas thinking of
t he letter from the President to Ho that must have been in draft at that
time (it "las to have been delivered in MOS COI·l on Febr uary 7 but actual
delivery was not until the 8th). In either case, McNamara must have
for eseen thi s scenario for unilateral extension of the pause based on
DRV actions on the ground as an alternative if they formally r ejected
our demands for reci proci ty •.
Whatever the explanation , the President's letter to Ho
reiterated the demand for reciprocity:
I am prepa red to order a cessation of bombing against
your country and the stopping of further augment ation of
U.S. forces in South Vietnam as soon as I am assured that
infiltration into South Vietnam by l and and by sea has stopped . ~
The Pre sident did , however , tie his proposal to t he Tet pause and voiced
t he hope that an anSVler would be received before the end of Tet that would
permit the susrension to continue and peace talks to begin.
Pressures on the President to continue the pause also came
t

from his domestic cZ'itic s and from the international cornmunit y .

On the

very day the pause began , the Pope sent a message to both sides in the
conflict expressing his hope that the suspension of hostilities could be
extended and open the way to peace . The President ' s reply "las court eous

6
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but firm:
We ai.'e prepared to talk at any tim:, and place, in
any forum, and with the object of bringing peace to
Vietnam; hOvTever, I know you would not expect us to
reduce military action unless the other side is willing
to do like,vise.

?:11

Meanwhile the possibility that a definitive suspension of
the bombing might produce negotiations became increasingly likely.
Premier Kosygin had arrived in London to confer with ~£ime Minister
Wilson on February 6, two days before the truce started . They immediately began a fr antic weeklong effort to bring the two sides together.
Multiple interpretations of position were passed through the intermediaries in London, but in the end, the massive DRV resupply effort
forced the U.S. to resume the bombing without having received a final
indication from the DRV as to their willingness to show restraint. But
this was not before the bombing halt had been extended from l.~ to 6 days,
and not before the Soviets had informed the DRV of the deadline for an
answer.
The factor which took on su~~ importance and eventually
forced the President1s hand was the unprecedented North Vietnamese
resupply activity during the bombing suspension. As already noted, the
military had opposed the halt for just this reason and the Christmas
and New Year I s halts had given warning of IV'hat might be expected. By
the time the truce had been j_n effect 24 hours, continuing surveillance had
already r evealed the massive North Vietnamese effort to move supplies into
its southern panhandle. Washington sounded the alarm. On February 9
Rusk held a press conference and warned about the high rate of supply
activity. The same day Bundy called Saigon and London with details of
the rate of logistical movement and with instructions for dealing with
the press. To London he stated:
Ambassador Bruce .•• should bring this story to the
attention of highest British l evels urgently, pointing out
its relevance both to the problems we face in continuing
the Tet bombing suspension and to the wider problem involved
in any proposal that vTe cease bombing in exchange for mere
talks . In so doing, you should not repeat not suggest that
we are ' not still ,vide open to the idea of continuing the
Tet bombi.lg suspension through the 7-day period or at least
QDtil Kosygin departs London . You should emphasize, however, that we are seriously concerned about these developments and that final decision on such additional two- or
three-day suspension does involve serious factors in light
of this information. ~

•
7
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On February 10 DIA sent the Secretary a summary of the re supply situation in the first L~8-hours of the truce . If the pattern of the first
48 hours contirued , the DRV vTould. move some ::;4,000 tons of materiel
southward, the e~uivalent of 340 division-days of supply . 29/
Thus the pressure on the ~£esident to resume mounted .
On February 12 w'hen the truce ended, the bombing was not resumed, but
no announcement of the fact vTas made. The DRV were again invited to
indicate what reciprocity the U. S. could expect . But no answer was
forthcoming . Finally after more hours of anxious waiting by Kosygin
and Wilson for a DRV reply, the Soviet Premier left London for home
on February 13. The same day, the New York Times carried the latest
Harris poll vThich shovTed that 67% of the American people supported the
bombing. vlithin hours , the bombing of the North was re sumed . The President, in speaking to the press, stressed the unparalleled magnitude of
the North Vietnamese logistical effort during the pause as the reason he
could no longer maintain the bombing halt. J!})
On February 15, Ho sent
' the President a stiff letter rejecting U.S. demands for reciprocity and
restating the DRV ' s position that the U.S. must unconditionally halt the
bombing before any other issues could be considered . 31/
Thus , the book
closed on another effort to bring the conflict to the-negot iating table .

B.

.More Targets
1.

The Post-TET Debate

The failure of the Tet diplomatic initiatives once again
brought attention back to measures which might put more pressure on the
DRV. CINCPAC's January targetting proposals were reactivated for consid eration in the week following the r esumption of bombing . In early February,
before the pause , CINCPAC had added to his re~uests for additional bombing
t argets a re~uest for authority to close North Vietnam's ports t hrough
aerial mining . Arguing that , itA drastic r eduction of external support to
the enemy VTould be a major influence in achieving our objectives ..• ,1t he
suggested that this could be accomplished by denying use of the ports.
Three means of closing the ports were considered : (1) naval blockade;
. (2) air strikes against port facilities; and (3) aerial mining of the
approaches . The first was rejected because of the undesirable political
r~mifications of confrontations with Soviet and third country shipping .
But air strikes. and mining vTere r ecommended as complementary ways of
denying u se of the ports. Closure of Haiph0ng alone, it was estima~ed ,
would have a dramatic effect because it handled some 95% of North Viet names e shipping . 32/
In a related development , the JCS , on February 2,
gave their endorsement to mining certain inland vlateTIvays including the
Kien Giang River and its seaward approaches . ]1/ .

..
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In the "reek follo'\ving the Tet pause the range of possible
escalatory actions came under full review. The President apparently
requested a lis '~ing of options for his consid:;ration, because on February 21, Cyrus Vance, the Deputy Secretary of Defense,forwarded a package
of propo sals to Under Secretary Katzenbach at State for comment. Vance's
lett er stated, "The President vTants the paper for his night reading
tonight."
The paper Vance transmitted gives every indication of
having been vrritten by McNaughton, although that cannot be verified. In
any case} it b egan "lith the following outline ttshopping list" of po ss ible
actions with three alternative JCS packages indicated :

W
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. OUTLINE
1.

Military actions against North Vietnam and in Laos
A. Present program

1

B. Options for increased military programs
2
1. Destroy modern i ndustry
3
- Thermal po\ver (7-plant gri O
X
- Steel and cement
X
- Machine tool plant
X
- Other
2. Destroy dikes and l evees
6
X
3. Mine ports and coastal waters
7
- Mine estua ries south of 20 0
X
- Mine major ports and approaches , and estuX
aries north of 20 0
4. Unrestri cted LOC attacks
10
- Eliminate 10 -mil e Hanoi probib ited area
X
- Reduce Haiphong restricted area to 4 miles
X
- Eliminate prohibited/restricted a r eas except
X
Chicom zone
- Elements of 3 ports (Haiphong , Cam Pha and Hon Gai )
X
- 4 ports (Haiphong , Cam Pha, Hon Gai and Hanoi Port)
X
- Selected rail facilities
X
- Mine inland watenrays south of 20 0
X
- Mine i nl and watenrays north of 20 0
X
- 7 locks
X
5. Expand naval surface operations
12
0
Fire
at
t
argets
ashore
and
afl08,t
south
of
19
X
- Expand to 20 0
X
- Expand north of 20 0 to Chicom buffer zone
X
6. Destroy MIG airfields
14
All
unoccupied
airfields
X
- 4 not u sed for int ernat ional civil transportation
X
- 2 remaining airfields (Phuc Yen and Gia Lam)
X
7. SHINING BRASS ground operations in Laos
15
- Delegat e State/ DOD authority to CINCPAC/ Vientiane
X
- Expand operational limit s to 20 km i nto Laos ,
X
increase helo operations , authorize l arger forces,
increase fr equency of operation
- Batta lion-si ze forc es ; start guerrilla warfare
X
8. Cause interdict ing r ains in or near Laos
16
X
9. Miscellaneous
- Base part of B-52 operations at U-Tapao , Thailand
X
- Fire artillery from SVN against DMZ and north of DMZ
X
- Fire artillery fr om SVN against targets in Laos
X
- Aw~unition dump 4 miles SW of Haiphong
X
- Air defense HQ and Ministry· of Defense HQ in Hanoi
X
Actions
in South Vietnam
II.
A. Expand US forces and/ or their rol e
17
- Continue current forc e build -up
- Accelerate current build -up (depl oying 3 Army bns in 6/ 67 )
X
_ Deploy Marine brigade from Okinavra! Japan i n 3/ 67
X
_
Deploy up to 4 divi s ions and up to 9 air squadrons
X
B. I mprove pacification
18
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The discussion section of the paper dealt with each of
the eight specific option areas noting our capability in each instance
to inflict heavy damage or complete destruction to the facilities in
question. The important conclusion in each instance >-ras that elimination
of the targets, individually or collectively, could not sufficiently
reduce the flolv of men and materiel to the South to undercut the Communis t
forc es fighting the war . The inescapable fact which forc ed this conclusion
was that North Vietnam ' s import potential far exceeded its requirements
and cotud sustain considerable contraction without impairing the war
effort . The point was dramatically made in the follo>-ring table:
When Option 4 is taken together with Options 1-3, the
i mport and need figures appear as follo,vs :
NORTH VIETNAM ' S POTETIITIAL FOR OBTAINING
I MPORTS BEFORE AND AF'rER U. S. ATTACK
(tons per day)
Potential NOliT
By
By
By
By

s ea
Red River from China
road from China
rail from China
TOTAL

potential After Attack

6,5 00
1,5 00
3, 200
6,000

650
150
2,400
4,000

17,200

7,200

Without major hardship , the need for imports is as fo llo>-Ts (tons
per day ):
Normal imports
If imports replace destroyed i ndustrial production
If imports r eplace rice destroyed by leve ee breaks
TOTAL

4,200
1,400
600-2,500
6,200-8,100

12.1

With respect to crippling Hanoi ' s will to continue the war,
the paper stated:
Unless things were going very badly for t hem there
/J-n the So"ut'i/, it is likely that the North Vietnamese
would decide to continue the war despite their concern over
the increasing destruction of their country, t he effect of
thi s on their people , and their i ncreasing apprehens i on
that the US would invade the North . ]£I
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The expected reaction of the Soviet Union and China to these escalatory
options varied, but none v[as judged as unacceptable except in tp.e case
of mining the harbors. Here the Soviet Union i-TOuld be faced with a
difficult probl~m. The paper judged the likEly Soviet reaction this
way:
the USSR, the mining of the ports would be
challenging. Last year t hey moved some
530,000 tons of goods to North Vietnam by sea . If the
ports r emained closed, almost all of their deliveries -military and civilian -- 'would be at the sufferance of
Peiping, with ,,[hom they are having increasing difficulties .
They ivould be severely embarrassed by their inability to
prevent or counter the US move. It is an open question
whether they would be willing to take the risks involved
in committing their own ships and aircraft to an effort
to reopen the ports.
•••• To

particu~arly

In these circumstances, the Soviets vTould at least
send a token number of !lvolunteers" to North Vietnam if
Hanoi asked for them, and vTould provide Hanoi with new
forms of milita~J assistance -- e . g. , floating mines and
probably cruise missiles (land-based or on Komar boats),
which could appear as a direct respons e to the US mining
and vThich would endanger our ships in the area.
The Soviets ivould be likely to strike back at the US
in their bilateral relations, severely reducing i-That remains
of no rmal contacts on other issues. They would focus their
propaga.nda and diplomatic campaign to get US allies in
Europe to repudiate the US action. They '-TOuld probably
also make other tension-promoting gestures , such as
pressure in Berlin. The situation could of course become
explosive if the mining operations r esulted in serious
damage to a Soyiet ship. ]1/
This confirmed Ambassador Thompson's judgment of a few days before,
IJ1ining of Haiphong Harbor would provoke a strong
reaction here and Soviets would certainly relate it to
their relations with China .•.• They would consider that
vTe are quite i-Tilling to make North VietnarfJ. entirely
dependent lJ.pon aUNCOMs with all vTLich t1at vTould imply.

]§}

'Thus vThile considering a long list of possible escalations, it did not
offer forceful argumenw for any or them . The copy preserved in McNaughton 's
materials contains a final section entitled !lv.rays to Advance a Settlement. !I
A pencil note, hOivever, indica~es tha~ this section vTas not sent to State
and presumably not to the Presldent elther.
,

n
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At State, Bundy drafted some comments on the OSD paper
which generally supported its analysis. With respect to the proposals
for mining Nort.1 Vietnamese ,1aters, hO"l'rever, it made a significant
distinction :
••. 11e w'ould be inclined to separate the mlnlng of
ports used by Soviet shipping from the mining of' coastal
waters where ("I're believe) most of the shipping , if not all,
is North Vietnamese. Mining of the watenrays would have
a more limited effect on Hanoi will and capacity, but would
also be much less disturbing to the Soviets and much less
likely to throw Hanoi into the arms of China, or to induce
the Soviets to cooperate more fully with the Chinese. 39/
The distinction is important because the President the next day did in
fact approve the limited mining of internal waterl1ays but deferred any
deci sion on mining the ports. Beyond this , Bundy sought to reinforce
the undesirability of striking the sensitive dyke and levee system and
to emphasi.ze that the Chinese buffer zone "l'ras a more i mportant sanctuary
(from the point of view of likely Soviet and/ or Chinese reactions ) than
the Hanoi-Haiphong perimeters . ~
Several other memos of the same period appear in the files,
but it is ·unlikely they had any influence on the new t argets the President
was considering . Roger Fisher had sent McNaughton another of his
periodic notes on "future Strategy ." After rehearsing the failures of
t he bombing program he suggested that " ... all northern bombing be restricted
to a narr0l1er and narrower belt across the southern part of North Vietnam
until it merges into air support for an on-the-ground interdiction barrier ."
By t hus concentrating and intensifying our interdiction efforts he hoped
yTe might finally be able to choke off the flovT of men and goods to the
South .
A memo from the President's special mil itary advisor,
General Maxwell Taylor, on February 20 considered some of t he difficulties
of negotiations, in particular the se~uence in which we should seek to
arrange a ceasefire and a politi cal settlement . He argued that it was
in the u.S. i nterest to adopt a "fight and talk" strategy, in which the
political is sues were settled first ana the cease -fire arranged aften'Tards,
hopefully conducting the actual negotiations i n secret while we continued
to vigorous ly pres s the VC / NVA in combat . ~
The President passed the
memo on to the Secretaries of state and DefeLse and the Chairman of 'che
JC S for their comment but since the ~uestion of ne gotiations was for the
moment a cademi c it probably had no bearing on t he next bombing decisions . 43/
2.

A "Little " Escalation

The Pre s i dent approved only a limited nQmber of the measures
pre sented to him, by and l arge -those t'hat would incur little risk of
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caunter-e scalatian . He authari zed naval gunfire up to' the 20th parallel
against targets ashare and aflaat , artillery fire acrass the DMZ , a
slight expansian af aperatian in LaO's, the mining af rivers and estuaries sauth af 200', and new bambing targets far ROLLING TffuNDER 54. The
latter included the remaining thermal pawer plants except Hanai and
Haiphang, and a reiteratian af authar ity to' strike the Thai Nguyen Steel
Plant and the Haiphang Cement Plant (initially given in RT 53 but targets
nat struck).
The President vlas neither r eady nar willing, hOI-Tever,
to' cansider the mining af the parts nar, far the mament, the remaval af
the Hanai sanctuary. A decisian an basing B-52s in Thailand was alsO'
deferred far the time being.

W

CINCPAC pramptly taak steps to' bring the newly autharized
targets under attack. On February 24 u.S. artillery units alang the DMZ
began shelling narth af the buffer with lang-range 175mm . cannan. The
same day the Secretary tald a news canference that mare targets in the
Narth might be added to' . the strike li st , thereby preparing the public far
the madest escalatian appraved by the President tvla days befare . On
February 27 u.S. planes began the aerial mining af the rivers and caastal
estuaries af Narth Vietnam below the 20th parallel. The mines were
e~uipped with de-activatian devices to' neutralize them at the end af
three manths . Weather candi tians, ho\vever, cantinued to' hamper apera tians
aver Narth Vietnam and to' defer sarties fram several af the autharized
targets that re~uired visual identificatian Heather canditians befare
strike appraval cauld he given. The Thai Nguyen Iran and Steel camplex,
far example, was nat struck until March 10 . The slaw s~ue eze was ance
mare the arder af .the day with the emphasis an pragress ively destraying
Narth Vietnam's embryanic industrial capability .
But the President intended that the pressure an the Narth
be slavTly incr eased to' demanstrate the firmness af aur resalve . Thus
William Bundy in Saigan in early March tald Thieu an behalf af the President that:
GVN shauld have nO' daubt that President adhered to'
basic position he had stated at Manila, that pressure must
continue to be applied befare Hanai could be expected to
change its attitude, while at the same time we remained
completely alert for any indication af change in Hanai ' s
posi tian. If \Vas na,v clear fram December and January events
that Hanoi 'Ivas negative for the time being, so that we were
proceeding'with cantinued and samewhat jncreased pressures
including addi tianal measure s 8,gainst the Narth .
The Pre sident perceived the strikes as necessary in the psychalagical
test of vTills between the tvTa sides to' punish the Narth~ in spite of the
near-consensus opinian of his advisers that no level of dalnage or destruc tian that vTe were "Tilling to' inflict was likely to' destray Hanai ' s
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determination to continue the struggle. In a March 1st letter to
Senator Jackson (who had publicly called for more bombing on February 27)
he pointed to ~;he DRV's violation of the t"rG Geneva Agreements of 1954 ·
and 1962 as the reason for the bombing, its specific purposes being:
••• first ••• to back our fighting men and our fighting
allies by demonstrating that the aggressor could not illegally
bring hostile arms and men to bear against them from the
security of a sanctuary .
Second .•• to impose on North Viet-Nam a cost for violating
its international agreements .
Third .•. to limit or raise the cost of bringing men and
supplies to bear against the South. ~
The form1J~ation of objectives for the bombing w'as almost identical tVTO
"I'leeks later "Then he spoke to· the Ten..nessee State Legislature:
--To back our fighting men by denying the enemy a
sanctuary;
--To exact a penalty against North Vietnam for her
flagrant violations of the Geneva Accords of 195L~
and 1962;
--To limit the fl~'l, or to substantially increase the
cost of infiltration of men and materiel from North
Vietnam . ~
In both instances the President put the psychological role of the bombing
ahead of its interdiction functions. There vTas little evidence to suggest, however, that Hanoi was feeling these pressures in the way in which
Mr. Johnson intended them.

3. The Guam Conference and More Salami Slices
Sometime early in March the President decided to arrange
a high level conference to introduce his new' team for Vietnam (Ambassadors
Bunker and Komer, General Abrams, et al.) to the men they "Tere to replace
and to provide them comprehensive briefings on the problems they would
face. Later it was decided to invite Thieu and Ky to the conference as
"I.rell. The conference was scheduled for March 20-21 on Guam and the
President led a large high-level delegation from Washington . Two importan7'.
events occurred just before tlle group gathered and in large degree prorvided the backdrop if not the entire subject matter of their deliberations.
First the South Vietnamese· Constituent Assembly completed its work on
a draft constitution on March 18 and Thieu and Ky proudly brought the
document "I'Ti th them to present to the President for his endorsement.
Not surprisingly the great portion of the conference VTas given over to
dis cussions about the forthcoming electoral process envisaged in the new
constitution through "I·rhich legitimate government would once again be

W
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restored to South Vietnam . The second significant development also
occurred on the 18th \-I'h en General Westmoreland sent CINCPAC a long
cable requesting additional forces. ~
Hi~ request amounted to l ittl e
more than a restatement of the force requirements that had been rejected
i n November 1966 when Program #4 "/as approved. The proposal must have
hung over the conference and been discussed during it by the Principles
even though no time had been available before their departure for a
detailed analysis.
The bombing program and the progress of the anti - infiJ_tration
barrier were also items on the Guam agenda but did not occupy much time
since other Cluestions were more pressing. Some hand,vritten " press suggestions" which McNaughton prepared for McNamara reflect the prevalent
Guam concern with the war in the South. McNaughton ' s first point (origi nally numbered #4 but renumbered 1 in red pen ) was , "Constant Stra,tegy :
A. Destroy Main Forces B. Provide Security C. Improve lot of peopl e
D. Press NVN (RT ) E. Settle.!! 2})
As if to emphasize the preoccupation
with the war in the South, the Joint CommuniClue made no mention of the
air "lar . But, if ROLLING THUNDER ,'las only fourth priority in our " Constant
Strategy,!! the Guam Conference nevertheless produced approval for two
significant new targets -- the Haiphong thermal power plants . They
were added to the authorized targets of RT 54 on March 22. A related
action also announced on March 22 after discussion and Presidential
approval at Guam was the decision to assign B-52s conducting ARC LIGHT
strikes in North and South Vietnam to bases in Thailand as the JCS had
l ong been recommending . Slo,v1y the air war was inching i ts way up the
escal atory ladder .
During the Guam Conference one of the more unusual , unexpe cted and inexplicabl e developments of the entire Vietnam war oc curred .
Hanoi , for reasons still unclear , decided to make public the exchange
of letters between President Johnson and Ho during the Tet truce . The
North Vietnamese Foreign Ministry rel eased the texts of the two l etters
t o the press on March 21 ",hile the President , his advisers and the South
Vietnamese l eadership were all closeted in Guam reviewing t he progr ess
of the war . Hanoi must have calculated that it would embarrass t he
President , make the South Vietnamese suspicious of U. S. intentions , and
enhance t heir own peaceful image . By admitting past contacts with the
U. S., hOvlever , the DRV assumed some of the direct responsibility f or the
failure of peace efforts . Moreover , the ~resident ' s letter was concilia tory and forthcoming ,vhereas Ho ' s was cold and uncompromising . I n any
case , the disc ~osure did the President no reLl harm ,·lith public opinion,
a miscal culation whi ch must have disappointed Hanoi greatly . After their
r eturn to Hashington McNaughton sent McNam.ara a memo with some State
Department observations on other aspects of the disclosure :

•
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Bill Bundy ' s experts read this into Ho Chi Minh ' s
release of the Johnson-Ho exchange of letters: (a) Ho
thereby "played the world harp,tr thereby "losing" in the
Anglo - Saxon'lforld; (b) to Ho ' s Hanoi public, he rltold off
the Americans, " sho'l,Ting the hard line but simultaneously
reit erating the Burchette line (which China did not like);
(c) in t he process of ~uoting the President ' s letter, Ho
l eaked the fact of previous exchanges , thereby admitting
past contacts and preparing the public for future ones ;
and (d) Ho ignored the NLF. ~
The most immediate and obvious effect of the disclosure , however , was
to throvT cold vTater on any hopes for an early break in the Washington Hanoi deadlock .
Shortly after the President ' s return from the Pacific he
receive d a memo from the Chairman of the JCS, General Wheeler , describing
the current status of targets authorized under ROLLING THUNDER 54. While
most of the targets authorized had been struck, including the Thai Nguyen
Iron and Steel plant and its associated thermal pO'lfer facility, bad weather
was preventing the kind of sustained campaign against the approved industrial
targets that the JCS would have liked . ~
The Thai Nguyen complex , for
instance , had been scheduled for attack 51 times by March 21 , but only 4 of
these couid be carried out, the r est being cancelled because of adverse
"reather . Piecemeal additions to the authorized t arget list continued
t hrough the month.of April . On April 8, ROLLING THUNDER program 55 was
approved , adding the Kep airfield ; t he Hanoi power transformer near the
center of tOi'lll; and the Haiphong cement plant, POL storage, and ammunition
dump to the target li st along with more bridges , railroad yards and vehicle
parts elsewhere in the country. 53/
The restrictions on the Hanoi and
Haiphong perimeters were relaxed to permit the destruction of these new
target s .
In spite of the approval of these new "high- value " industrial
t argets that the JCS and CINCPAC had lusted after for so long, the Chairman
in his monthly progress report to the Pre s ident in April could r eport littl e
.progress . Unusually bad weather conditions had forced the cancellation
of la,rge numbers of sorties and most of' the targets had been struc k
i nsufficiently or not at all.
In acdition to broadening the NVN target base, increased
pressure must be attained by achieving greater effectiveness
in destruction of targets , maintaining continuous harassment
during periods of darkness and marginal attack weather , and
generating surge strike capabilities dlrring periods of visual
attack conditions • . In vie;;.r of the increased hostility 0:' NVN
air environment , achievement of around -the-clock strike
capability i s imperative ~o effeGt maximum possible degrada tion of the NVN air defense system '\'rhich, in turn, 'Ifill
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i ncrease over-all attack effectiveness. As radar bombing/
pathfinder capabilities are expanded and techni~ues perf ected, the opportunity to employ additional strike
forces effectively in sustained operations will improve
significantly . 55/
.
These problems did not deter them from recommending the approval of three
additional tactical fighter s~uadrons (to be based at Nam Phong, Thailand )
for the vIaI' in the North.
The concept of operations under ,.,hich
these and other CINCPAC assigned aircraft were to operate vTaS little more
than a restatement of the goals set dOvTn the previous fall. The purpose
was, "To make it as difficult and costly as possible for NVN to continue
effective support of the VC and to cause NVN to cease direction of the
VC insurgency." 57/
As usual, however, there was no effort to relate
re~uested forces~o the achievement of the desired goals, which were to
stand throughout the war as wishes not objectives against which one
effectively programmed forces .

2!J

On the same day the JCS endorsed Westy ' s force proposals
CINCPAC ' s planes finally broke through the cloud cover and attacked the
tvTO thermal pOiver generating facilities in Haiphong . The raids made
vlorld headlines. Two days later the specific go-a.head vTaS given from
~Tashington for strikes on the MIG airfields and on April 24th they too
came under attack . At this point, with the JCS endorsement of Westmoreland ' s
t roop re~uests, a major debate over future Vietnam policy, in all i ts
aspects, began vlithin the Johnson Administration . It 'iTould continue
t hrough the month of May and into June, not finally being resolved until
after McNamara ' s trip to Vietnam in July and the Presidential decisions
on Program #5 . But even while this maj or policy revievT vTas gearing up,
t he impetus for the salami-slice escalation of our assault on North Viet nam ' s industrial base produced yet another ROLLING THuNDER program . RT 56,
'iThose principle nelv t arget 'iTas the thermal pOvler plant located only 1 mile
north of the center of Hanoi , became operational May 2 . On May 5, at
MCNamara ' s re~uest , General Wheeler sent the President a memo outl ining
t he rationale behind the attack on the entire North Vietnamese pO'iTer gri d .
I n his vlords ,

•

As you knO'iT , t he objective of our air attacks on t he
t hermal electric pO,ver system in North Vietnam was not . .• to
turn t he lights off in major population cente~s , but 'iTere LSi~
designed to deprive the enemy of a basic power source needed
t o operate certain 'iTar supporting facilities and indl1stries .
You vTill recall that nine thermal power pla.nts were tied
t ogether , principally through the Hanoi Transformer Station ,
i n an electric pOvler grid in the industrial and population
complex in northeastern North Vietnam . .•• These nine thermal
pOI-ler plants provided electric pOi'ler needed to operate a
cement plant, a steel plant, a chemical plant, a fertilizer
plant , a machine tool plant , an explosives plant , a textile
plant; the po:rts of Haiphong and Hon Gai, major military
i nstallations such as airfields , .etc . The power grid
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referred to above tied in the nine individual t hermal
electric power plants and permitted the ~Jorth Vietnamese
to svri tch kilowattage as re<luired among the several con.sumers. All of the factorie s and facilities listed above
contribute in one vmy or another and in varying degrees
to the war effort in North Vietnam. For example, the
steel plant fabricated POL tanks to supplement or replace
fixed POL storage, metal pontoons for the construction
of floating bridges, metal barges to augment infiltration
capa city, et c.; the cement plant produced some 600,000
metric t ons of cement annually "lhich has been u sed in the
rehabilitation of lines of communicat ion. 58/
Wheeler went on to describe the tlspecific military benefitstl derived
from the attacks on the t wo Haiphong pOI'ler plants ,
The t wo power plants in Haiphong had a total capacity
of 17,000 kilowatts, some 9 per cent of the pre-strike
national electric power capacity . Between them they
supplied pO"l;'"er for the cement plant, a chemical plant,
Kien An airfield, Cat Bi airfield, the naval base and
r epair facilities, the Haiphong shipyard repair facilities and the electric pOI'l er to operate the e<luipment in
t he port itself. In addition, the electric power generated
by these two plants could be diverted through the electric
grid, mentioned above, to other metropolitan and industrial
areas through the Hanoi transformer station. All of the
aforementioned indus trial, repair, airbase, and port facilities contribute to the North Vietnamese Har effort and , in
their totality, this support is substantial .

121

Striking the ne"\vly approved Hanoi power plant would derive the folloHing
additional military advantages, Wheeler argued :
The Hanoi Thermal Po,ve r Plant has a 32,500 kiloHatt
capacity comprising 17 per cent of the pre-strike electric
po,ver production. Major facilities Hhich Hould be affected
by its destruction are the Hanoi Port Facility, the Hanoi
Supply Depot, a machine tool plant, a rubber p18.nt, a lead
battery plant, the Van Dien Vehi cle Repair Depot, an international t 21ecommunications site, an international radio transmitter receiver site, the Bac Mai airfield, and the national
military defense command center. All of these facilities
contribute substantially to the North Vietnamese Har effort.
In addition, it should be noted a 35 - kilovolt direct transmission
line runs from the Hanoi Thermal Powe r Plant to Haiphong and
Nam Dinh. \lTe believe that , since the t ",O Haiphong Thermal

•
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Power Plants VTere damaged, the Hanoi Thermal Power Plant
has been su.pplying 3,000 kilovTB.tts of pOwer to Haiphong
over this direct transmission line; this quantity is sufficient to meet about 10 per cent of Haiphong ' s electric
power requirements. 59a/
Exactly how reassuring this line of argument was to the
President is impossible to say . In any case, the long-awaited attack
on the Hanoi pav·Ter facility was finally given the operational go -ahead
on May 16, and on May 19 the strike took place. When it did the cries
of civilian casualties were again heard long and l oud from Hanoi. But
the Hanoi power plant was the last major target of the U.S. Ifspring
offensive" against North Vietnam's nascent industrial sector . The CIA
on May 26 produced a highly favorable report on the effectiveness of
the campaign against the DRV's electric pOvTer capacity. In summary it
stated:
Air strikes through 25 May 1967 against 14 of the 20
JCS-targeted electric pOvTer facilities in North Vietnam
have put out of operation about 165,000 kilowatts (kw ) of
pOiver generating capacity or 87 percent of the national
total. North Vietnam is now left W"ith less than 24,000 kil
of central power generating capacity.
Both Hanoi and Haiphong are nOiv without a central
pOlver supply and must rely on diesel-generating equipment
as a power source . The reported reserve power system in
Hanoi consisting of five underground diesel stations has
an estimated power generating capacity of only 5,000 ~'l, or
less t han ten percent of Hanoi 's normal needs. §2/
The last phases of this attack on the North's electric power generating
system in May 1967 were being carried out against a backdrop of very high
level deliberations in Washington on the future cour se of U.S.s"j:;rateg-y
in the W"ar. They both influenced and were in turn influenced by the
course of that debate, ,v-hich is the subject of the next section of this
paper. The fact that this major assault on the mod~rn sector of the
North Vietnamese economy while highly successful in pure target-destruction
te rms , had failed to alter Hanoi 's determined pursuit of the W"ar W"ould
bear heavily on the consideration by the Principles of new directions for
American policy .
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C.

The Question Again -- Escalate or Negotiate?
1.

Two Courses - Escalate or Level Off

As already discussed, the JCS had transmitted to the
Secretary of Defense on A.pril 20 their endorsement of General Westmorel and ' s March troop requests (100,000 i mmediately and 200,000 everttually ).
I n so doing the military had once again confronted the J·ohnson Adminis trat ion with a difficult decision on whether to escalate or leve l-off
the U.S. effort. What they proposed was the mobilization of the Reserves,
a major ne\<T troop commitment in the South , an extension of the war into
the VC/ NVA sanctuaries (Laos, Cambodia , and possibl y North Vietnam),
the mining of North Vietnamese ports and a solid commitment in manp0\<Ter
and resources to a military victory. ~
The recommendat ion not unsur prisingly touched off a searching reappriasal of the course of U.S.
strategy in the war .
Under Secretary Katzenbach opened the review on May 24 in
a memo to John McNaughton in vrhich he outlined the problem and assigned
t he preparation of various policy papers to Defense , CIA , State and
the White House. As Katzenbach saw it,
Fundamentally, there are three jobs which have to be done:
1. Assess the current situation in Viet-Nam and the
var ious political and military actions which could be t aken
to bring t his to a successful conclusion;
2. Review the possibilities for negotiation , including
an assessment of the ultimate U.S . position in relationship
to t he DRV and NLF ; and

3. Assess the military and political effects of i ntens ification of the war in South Vietnam and in North Viet-Nam. ~
Katzenbach ' s memo asked Defense to consider two alternative courses of
action: course A, the kind of escalation the military proposed including
t he 200,000 new troops ; and course B, the leveling. off of the U.S. troop
commitment with an addition of no more than 10,000 new men . Bombing
strategies in the North to correlate ,vith each course were also to be
considerp.d . S-i.gnificantly, a territorially l imited bombing halt was
suggested as a possibility for the first time.
Cons i der vlith Course B, for example , a ces sation, after
t he current targets have been struck , of bombing North Viet namese areas north of 20 0 (or, if it looked SUfficiently
i mportant to maximize an attractive settlement opportunity ,
cessation of bombing in all of North Viet-Nam .) 63/
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The Hhite House was assigned a paper on the prospects and possibilities
in the pacification program. State was to prepare a paper on U.S.
settlement terms and conditions, and the CIA was to produce its usual
estimate of the current sitllation .
With respect to the air war, the CIA had already to some
extent anticipated the alternatives in a. limited distribution memo in
mid-April. §}!j
Their judgment 1'1as tha.t Hanoi was taking a harder l ine
since the publicat ion of the Johnson-Ho letters in March and would continue
the armed struggle vigorously in the next phase waiting for a better
negotiating opportunity . Three bombing programs were considered by the
CIA . The first was an intensified program against military , industrial
and LOC targets. The:ir estimate vlas that while such a course would create
serious problems for the DRV the minimum essential flow of supplies into
t he North and on to the South would continue. No great change in Chinese
or Soviet policies vTas anticipated from such a course of action . By
adding the mining of the ports to this intensified air campaign , Hanoi ' s
ability to support the '\-Tar would be directly threatened . This would
confront the Soviet Union with difficult choices , although the CIA expected
that in the end the Soviets VTould avoid a direct confrontation with the
U. S. and vTOuld simply step up the:ir support through China. Mining of the
ports vlould put China in " ••• a cornmanding political position, s i nce i t
would have control over the only remaining supply l ines to North Viet nam ." §2/
If the mining were construed by Hanoi and/ or Peking as the
prelude to an invasion of the North, Chinese combat troops could be
expected to move into North Vietnam to safeguard China ' s strategic
southern frontier . As to the Hanoi leadership, the CIA analysis did
not foresee their capitulating on their goals in the South even i n the
face of the closing of their ports . A third possibility, attacking the
a irfields, was expected to produce no major Soviet response and at mos t
onl y the transfer of some North Vietnamese fighters to Chinese bases and
t he possible entry of Chinese planes into the air war .
Wi th a full - scale debate of future strategy in the offing ,
Robert Komer decided to l eave behind his OvTn views on t he best course for
U. S. policy before he went t o Saigon to become head of CORDS . ~uestioning
whether stepped up bombing or more troops were l ikely to produce the
desired results , Komer identified what he felt were the "Critical Vari ables IIThich Will Determine Success in Vietnam ." §§j He out lined t hem as
foll ows :
A. It is Unlikely that Hanoi vrilJ Negotiate . We
can ' t count on a negotiated compromise . Perhaps the NLF
would prove more flexible , but it seems increasingl y
under the thumb of Hanoi .
B. More Bombing or Mining Would Raise the Pain Level
but Probably Houldnlt Force Hanoi to Cry Uncle . 1 1m no
expert on this , but can ' t see it as decisive . Could it
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prevent Hanoi from maintaining substantial infiltration
if it chof'e? Moreover , some facets of jt contain dangerous ri sks .
C. Thus the Critical Variable is in the South! The
greatest opportunity for decisive gains in the next 12-18
months lies in accelerating the erosion of the VC in
South Vietnam, and in building a viable alternative with
attractive pOl-Ter . Let ' s assu.me that the NVA could replace
its losses. I doubt that the VC could. They are now the
"weak sistersl! of the enemy tea..TTl . The evidence is not
conclusive , but certainly pOints in this direction .
Indeed, the NVA strategy in I Corps seems designed to take
pressure off the VC :tn the South. §])

Thi s vTas the first time that Komer, whose preoccupation vTas pacification,
had seriously questioned the utility of more bombing . Apparently the
McNamara analysis was reaching even the more determined membe rs of the
White House staff.
A different view' of the bombing was presented to the
President, ho\vever , by General Hestmoreland on April 27 . He had returned
from Vietnam to argue in favor of his troop requests and for a considerable expansion of the v/ar, as well as to appear before Congress and in
public to strengthen support for the P.cesident ' s war policy. In his
conversation I·Ti th. the President on the 27th he stated , "I am f".cankly dis General
mayed at even the thought of stopping the bombing program. " 68/
Wheeler in the sa.rne conversation , hOlvever, went even farther, taking the
i nitiative to urge the closing of the ports as the next logi cal step
against the DRV. But in addition he suggested that U.S. troops be
authorized to extend the war into the Laotian and Cambodian sanctuaries
and that we consider the "possible invasion of North Vietnam . VoTe may
vTish to t ake offensive action against the DRV with ground troops ." 69/
The President remained skeptical to say the least. When vlestmoreland
spoke to Congress the follo,ving day he mentioned the bombing only i n
passing as a reprisal for VC terror and depradation in the South.
Meanwhile, the Principle ", continued their deliberations .
They met on May 1 although there is no record of vThat transpired in
their discussiops. The only available paper for the meeting is one t hat
Bill Bundy \-Trote for Secretary Katzenbe.ch. Bundy ' s paper offered a fairly
optimistic viev of the overall prospects for the coming six months :
Over -All Estimate . If Ive go on as ve are doing, if
the political process in the South comes off veIl,' and if
the Chinese do not settle do~~ , I myself would reckon
that ' by the end of 1967 there is at least a 50- 50 chance
that a favorable tide l'Til1- be running reaJ~y strongly in
the South , and that Hanoi ,viII be very discouraged .
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Whether they \vill move to negotiate is of course a slightly
different question, but \ve could be visibly and strongly
on the way.
If China should go into a real convulsion, I would
rai se these odds slightly, and think it clearly more likely
that Hanoi would choose a negotiating path to the conclusion . 70/
Much of Bundy 's sanguine optimism was based on the convulsions going on
in China. He estimated that the odds for another significant Chinese
internal upheaval I,rere at least 50-50, and that this "rould offset
Hanoi's recent promise of additional aid from the Soviets. He argued
that i t should be the principle factor in the con sideration of any addi tiona l step-up in the bombing, or the mining of Haiphong harbor. Specifically, he gave the follol'Ting objections to more bombing :
Additiona l Action in the North. Of the major targets
still not hit, I would agree to the Hanoi pOl"rer station,
but t hen l et it go at that, subject only to occasional
re- strikes vlhere absolutely required. In particular, on
the airfields, I think we have gone far enough to hurt and
not far enough to drive the aircraft to Chinese fields, l"rhich
I think could be very dangerous.
I would strongly oppose the illHllng of Haiphong at any
time in the next nine months, unless the Soviets categorically use it to send in combat weapons. (It may well be
that vIe should vrarn them quietly but firmly that \Ve are
"ratching their traffic into Haiphong very closely, and
particularly from this standpoint.) Mining of Haiphong, at
any time, is bound to risk a confrontation vlith the Soviets
and to throvr Hanoi into greater dependence on Communist
China. The s e in themselves would be very dangerous and
adverse to the "rhole notion of getting Hanoi to change its
attitude. Moreover, I think they \·rould somehow manage to
get the stuff in through China no matter what we did to
Haiphong . TJj
In addition' to these considerations, hm"rever, Bundy was vlOrried about
the int ernational implications of more bomb ing :
Internat ional Factors . ~tr negative feeling on serious
additiona l bombing of the North and mining of Haiphong is
based essentially on the belief that these actions will
not change Hanoi's position, or affect Hanoi ' s capabilities
in ways that counter -balance the ri sk s and adverse reaction
in China and "rith the Soviets alone.
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Nonetheless, I cannot l eave out the wider i nter national fl.ctors, and particularly the B:citish and
Japanese as bellwethers. Both the latter have accepted
our recent bombings with much l ess outcry than I,
frankly , I'Tould have anticipated. But i:f we keep it
up at this pace, or step up the pace, I doubt i:f the
British :front will hold. Certainly we vTill be in a very
bad Donnyb:cook next fall in the UN.
Whatever the Ivider implications of negative reactions
on a major scale, the main point is that they would
undoubtedly sti:ffen Hanoi, and this is all-lays the gut
question.

m

With respect to negotiations, Bundy was guarded. He did
not expect any serious moves by the other side until after the elections
in South Vietnam in September. Thus, he argued against any new U.S.
initiatives and in :favor of conveying an. i mpress ion o:f ttsteady :firmness tt on our part. It was precisely this i mpression that had been
lacking from our behavior since the previous winter and that we should
now s~ek to restore. This was the main point of his overall assessment
of the situation, as the follOlving summary paragraph demonstrates :
A Steady, Firm Course . Since roughly the :first of
December, I think we have given a very jerky and impatient
i mpression to Hanoi. This is related more to the timing
and'suddenness of our bombing and negotiating actions than
to the substance of what we have done . I think that Hanoi
in any event believes that the 1968 elections could cause
us to change our position or even lose heart completely.
Our actions since early December may well have encouraged and
greatly strengthened this belief that we wish to get the
I-lar over by 1968 at all costs . Our major thrust must be
nOvl to persuade them that vle are p:cepared to stick it if
necessary. This means a steady and considered program of
action for the. next nine months . 1]/
An SNIE a few days later :!onfirmed Bundy's views about
the unlikelihood of positive Soviet efforts to bring the conflict to
the negotiating. table . It also affirmed that the Soviets would no doubt
continue and in-;rease their assistance to North Vietnam and that the
Chinese would probably not i mpede the flow of materiel across its
territory.

W

POlverful and unexpected support for William Bundy ! s general
vievl])oint came at about this time from his brother, the former Presidential adviser to Kennedy and Johnson, McGeorge Bundy . In an unsolicited lette l
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to the President he outlined his current views as to further escalation
of the air war (in the initiation of which he had had a large hand in
1965) and furtLer troop increments for the g_'ound war in the South:
Since the Communist turndo"m of Our late st offers in
February, there has been an int ensification of bombing in
t he North, and press report s suggest that there will be
further pressure fOr more attacks on targets heretofore
i mmune . There i s also obvious pressure from the military
for further r einforcements in the South, although General Westrro~and has been a model of discipline in his public pronouncements . One may guess, therefore, that the President
"Till soon be confronted with r equests for 100,000-200,000
more troops and for authority to close the harbor in Haiphong.
Such rec ormnendations are inevitable, in the frame\'TOrk of
strictly military analysis. It is the thesis of this paper
that in the main they should b e rejected, and that as a
ma,tter of high national policy there should be a publicly
stated ceiling to the level of American participation in
Vietnam , as long as there is no further marked escalation on
the enemy side.
' There are two major reasons for thi s recommendation:
the situation in Vietnam and the situation in the United
States. As to Vietnam , it seems very doubtful that further
intensifications of bomb i ng in the North or major increases
in U. S. troops in the South are really a good \'lay of bringing
the war to a satisfactory conclusion. As to the United
States, it seems clear that uncertainty about the future
size of the war is now having destructive effects on the
national I'Till. 75/
Unlike the vocal critics of the Administration, Mac Bundy was not opposed
to the bombing per se, merely to any further extension of it since he
felt such actionwould be counter-productive. Because his vie"Ts carry
such weight, his arguments against extending the bombing are reproduced
below in full:
On the i neffectiveness of the bombing as ' a means to
end the war, I think the evidence is plain -- though I would
defer to expert estimators. Ho Chi Minh and his colleagues
simply arC' not going to change their pol_icy on the basis of
l osses from the air in North Vietnam . No intelligence
estimate that I have seen in the last two years has ever
claimed that the bombing would have this effect. The
President never claimed that it would. The notion that
this was its purpos e has b een limited to one school of
thought and has never been the official Government po s ition ,
whatever critics m8.y assert .
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I am very ' far indeed from suggesting that it would make
sense no,v to stop the bombing of the North altogether. The
argument for that course seems to me whGlly unpersuasive at
the present. To stop the bombing today would be to give the
Communists something for nothing, and in a very short time
all the doves in this country and around the world would be
asking for some further unilateral concessions. (Doves and
hawks are alike in their insatiable appetites ; vie can't
really keep the hal'Tks happy by small increases in effort -t hey come right back for more .)
The real justification for the bombing, from the start,
has been double -- its value for Southern morale at a moment
of great danger, and its relation to Northern infiltration.
The first reason has disappeared but the second remains
entirely legitimate. Tactical bombing of communications and
of troop concentrations -- and of airfields as necessary -seems to me sensible and practical. It is strategic bombing
that seems both unproductive and un,vise . It is true, of
course, that all careful bombing does some damage to the
enemy. But the net effect of this damage upon the military
capability of a primitive country is almost sure to be
slight. (The l ights have not stayed off in Haiphong, and
even if they had, electric lights are in no sense essential
to the Communist war effort.) And against this distinctly
marginal impact we have to .veigh the fact that strategic
bombing does tend to divide the U.S., to distract us all
from the real struggle in the South, and to accentuate the
unea se and distemper which surround the war in Vietnam, both
at home and abroad. It is true that careful polls sho'w
majority support for the bombing, but I believe this support
rests upon an erroneous belief in its effectiveness as a
means to end the war. Moreover , I think those against
extension of the bombing are more passionate on balance than
those who favor it. Finally, there is certainly a point at
which such bombing does increase the risk of conflict with
China or the Soviet Union, and I am sure there is no majority
for that. In particular, I think it clear that the case
a gainst going after Haiphong Harbor is so strong that a
majority would back the Government in rejecting that cour se .

•

So I think that vTi th careful expla.1ation there viould be
more approval than disapproval of an announced policy restricting
the bombing closely to activities that support the ,var in the
South. General Westmoreland ' s speech to the Congress made
thi s tie-in, but attacks on power plants really do not fit the
picture very well. 'life are attacking them, I fear, mainly
because vTe have "run out" of other targets. Is ita very good
reas on? Can anyone demonstrate ~hat such targets have been
very ret,Tarding? Remembe ring the claims made for attacks on
oil supplies, should we not be very skeptical of new promises? J.!i/
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In a similar fashion Bundy developed his arguments against a major
increase in U.S. troop strength in the South and urged the President
not to take any nevr diplomatic initiatives for the present . But the
appeal of Bundy ' s analysis for the President must surely have been its
finale in which Bundy, acutely avrare of the F:esident ' s political
sensitivities , cast his arguments in the context of the forthcoming
1968 Presidential elections. Here is how he presented the case:
There is one further argume nt against major escalation
i n 1967 and 1968 "Thich is 'Ivorth stating separately, because
on the surface it seems cynically political . It is that
Hanoi i s going to do everything it possibly can to keep its
position intact until after our 1968 elections . Given their
history, they are bound to hold out for a possible U.S. shift
in 1969 -- that's Ivhat they did against the French, and they
got most of vThat they wanted when Mendes took po'\ver . Having
held on so long this time , and having nothing much left to
l ose -- compared to the chance of victory -- they are bound to
keep on fighting . Since only atornic bomb s could really knock
them out (an invasion of North Vietnam would not do it in
tl'TO years, and is of cours e ruled out on other grounds) , they
have it in their p01',ver to " prove" that military escalation
does not bring peace - - at least over the next two years .
They vTill surely do just that. However much they may be
hurting , they are not going to do us any favors before
November 1968 . (And since this was drafted , they have been
publicly advised by Walt er Lippmann to wait for the Republi cans
as if they needed the advice and as if it was his place to give
it! )
It follo,vs that escalation '\vill not bring visible victory
over Hanoi before the election. Therefore the election will
have to be fought by the Administration on other grounds .
I think those other grounds are clear and i mportant, and that
t hey will be ob scured if our policy is thought to be one of
increasing -- and ineffective -- military pressure.
If vTe assume that the war will still be going on in
November 1968, and that Hanoi Ivill not give us the pleasure
of consenting to negotiations sometime before then what we
must plan to offer as a defense of Administration poli cy is
not victory over Hanoi , but growing success -- and selfreliance -- in the South. This we can do , with luck, and on
this side ,)f the parallel the Vietnamese authorities should be
prepared to help us out (though of course the VC will do their
damnedest against us.) Large parts of Westy ' s speech (if not
quite all of it) i.,rere lv-holly consistent with this line of argument .

111
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His summation must have been even more gratifying for the beleaguered
President . It "l'laS both a paean to the President's achievements in
Vietnam and an ,).ppeal to the prejudices that 'lad sustained his policy
from the beginning :
... if we can avoid escalation-that-does-not-seemto-"I'rork, "l're can focus attention on the great and central
a chievement of these last hlo years: on the defeat we
have prevented . The fact that South Vietnam has not been
lost and is not going to be lost is a fact of truly massive
i mportance in the history of Asia, the Pacific, and the U. S.
An articulate minority of l1East ern intellectuals l1 (like Bill
Fulbright ) may not beli eve in what they call the domino
theory, but most Americans (along with nearly all Asians )
know better. Under this Administration the United States
has already saved the hope of freedom for hundreds of
millions -- in this sense, the l argest part of the job is
done. This critically important achievement is obscured
by seeming to act as if "lve have to do much more l est we
fail. J.§}
.

Whatever his own react ions, the President "l'laS anxious t o
have the reactions of others to Bundy ' s reasoning . He asked McNamara
to pass the main portion of the memo to the Chiefs for their comment
without identifying it s author . Chairman Wheeler promptly replied.
His memo to the President on May 5 rejected the Bundy analysis in a
detailed listing of the military benefits of attacking the DRV power
grid and in a criticism of Bundy ' s l ist of bombing objectives for
faili ng to include punitive pressure as a prime motive . With respect
to Bundy ' s recommendation against interdicting Haiphong Harbor, the
General was terse and pointed :

•

As a matter of cold fact, the Haiphong port is the
single most vulnerable and important point in the lines of
communications system of North Vietnam . During the first
quarter of 1967 general cargo deliveries through Haiphong
have set new records. In March 142,700 metric tons of cargo
:passed through the port; during the month of April there
vlas a slight decline to 132,000 metric tons . • Nevertheless ,
it i s notevlorthy that in April 31,900 metric tons of bulk
foodstuffs passed through the port bringing the total of
f oodstuffr delivered in the first four ~onths of 1967 to
100 , 680 metric tons as compared to 77,100 metric tons of
food received during all of calendar 1966. These tonnages
underscore the importance of the port of Haiphong to the
war effort of North Vietnam and support my statement that
Haiphong is the mos t i mportant point in the entire North
Vietnamese line s of communications system . Unless and
until "I.re find some means of obstructing and reducing the
. flow of "lvar supporting material through Haiphong, the North
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Vi etnamese will continue to be able to support their war
effort both in North Vietnam and in Sou'~,h Vietnam. 79/
But the l ines were a lready clearly b e ing dra"m in t his
internal struggle over escal ation and for the first time all the civilians
(both insiders and significant outsiders ) were opposed to the military
proposals in whole or part . At this early.stage, however, the outcome
was far from clear . On the same day the Chairman criticized the Bundy
paper , Roger Fisher , McNaughton ' s l ongtime advisor from Harvard , at the
suggestion of Halt Rosto,v and Doug Cater, sent the President a proposal
r e -orienting the U. S. effort both militarily and diplomatically. The
flavor of his ideas , all of which had already appeared in notes t o
McNaughton, can be derived from a l isting of the headings under which
they were argued without going into his detailed arguments . His ana,lysis
fell under the following six general rubrics :
1.

Pursue an on ~ the-ground interdiction strategy
(barrier ) ;

2.

Concentrate air attacks in the southern portion
of North Vietnam ;

3.

Offer Hanoi some realistic "yes - able" propositions ;

4. Make the carrot more believable;
5. Give the NLF a decidable question;

6. Give local Viet Cong l eaders a chance to opt out
of the war.

'§S}j

The arguments to the President for applying the br akes to our involvement i n this seemingly endless, winless struggl e were, t hus , being made
from all sides, except the military who r emained adamant for escalation.
2.

The May DPM Exercise

The available documents do not revea'l i'lhat happened to
the option exercise t hat Katzenbach had launched on April 24. But at
thi s point i n t he debate over future direction for U.S. policy in Southeast Asia. , att '.mtion shifted to a draft memo:.'andum for the President
written by John McNaughton for McNamara ' s eventual s i gnatur e . (A H. Bundy
memo on May 30 suggests the Katzenbach exercise "las overtaken by Defense's
DPM effort .) The DPM at the Pentagon is more than a statement of t he
Secretary 's views , ho"lever, it is an important bureaucrat ic device for
achieving consensus (or at least for getting peopl e ' s opinions recorded
on paper). McNaughton began his DPM by stating that the quest ion before
t he house ",as:
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whether to continue the program of air attacks in the
Hanoi-Haiphong area or for an indefinite period to
concentrate all attacks on the lines of communicat ion in
the l ower half of North Vi etnam (south cf 20 0 ) . 81/
Short of attacking the ports, which was rejected as
risking confrontation vli th the USSR, the Memorandum said, there vlere
few i mportant targets left. The alternative of striking minor fixed
targets and continuing armed r econnaissance. against t he transportation
system north of 20 0 was relatively costly, ri sky , and unprofitable :
We have the alternative open to us of continuing to
conduct attacks betvleen 20-23 0 - - that is, striking minor
fixed targets (like battery , fertilizer, and rubber plants
and barracks ) while conducting armed reconnaissance against
movement on roads, railroads and waterways. This course,
however, i s costly in American lives and involves serious
dangers of escalation . The los s rate in Hanoi-Haiphong
Route Package 6 ~the northeast quadran!7, for example, is
more than six times the loss rate in the southernmost
Route Packages 1 and 2; and actions in the Hanoi-Haiphong
area involve serious risks of generating confrontations with
the Soviet Union and China, both because they involve
destruction of MIGs on the ground and encounters with the
IDGs in the air and bec'a use they may be construed as a US
intention to crush the Hanoi regime.
The military gain from destruction of additional mili tary targets north of 20 0 will be slight . If we believed
t hat air attacks in that area ,vould change Hanoi I s will, they
might be worth the added lo ss of Ameri can life and the ris ks
of expansion of the war . However, there is no evidence that
this will be the case , while there is considerable evidence
that such bomb ing 'vill strengthen Hanoi I s will. In this
connection , Consul-General Ri ce
Hong Konil •.. said what
vle believe to be the case -- t hat . we cannot by bombing reach
the critical l evel of pain in North Vi.e tnam and that, "below
that level, pain only increases the vTill to fi ght ." Sir
. Robert Thompson , who was a key offi cer i n the British
succe ss in Malaya, said ..• that our bombing, ~rticularly
in t he Red River basin, "is unifying North Vietnam." §5}

LOf

Nor, the Memorandum continued, vIas bomb ing i'~ northerX1..IDost NVN essential
f or the morale of SVN and US troops. General Westmorel and fully supported
strikes in the Hanoi/ Haiphong area and had even said, as noted before,
that he 1vas "frankly dismayed at even the thought of stopping the bomb ing
ro o-.ca.rn " but his basic r equi r ement I'Tas for continuation of bombing in
P b"
,
"
the "extended battle zone near the DMZ •

.
'

,
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The Memorandum I'Tent on to recommend vThat Roger Fisher
had been suggest ing, namely concentrating strikes in the lower half
of NVN, vTi thout, however, turning the upper i .alf into a completely
forbidden sanctuary:
We therefore recommend that all of the sorties
allocated to the ROLLING THUNDER program be concentrated
on the lines of communications -- the tTfunnelf1 through
which men and supplies to the South must flovT -- between
17-20 0 reserving the option and intention to strike (in the
20-30 0 area) as necessary to keep the enemy 's investment in
defense and in repair crews hi gh throughout the country. ~
The proposed change in policy was not aimed at getting
NVN to change its behavior or to negotiate, and no favorable response
from Hanoi should be expected:
But to optimize the chances of a favorable Hanoi
reaction, the scenario should be (a) to inform the Soviets
quietly (on May 15) that within a few (5) days the policy
would be implemented, stating no time limits and making no
promises not to return to the Red River basin to attack
targets which later acquired military i mportance, and then
(b) to make an unhuckstered shift as predicted on May 20.
We would expect Moscow to pass the May 15 information on to
Hanoi, perhaps (but probably not) urging Hanoi to seize the
opportunity to de-escalate the war by talks or otherwise.
Hanoi, not having been asked a question by us and having no
ultimatum-like time limit , might be in a better posture to
react favorably than has been the case in the past. 84/
The Memorandum recommended that the de-escalation be explained
as i mproving the military effectiveness of the bombing, in accordance
vlith the interdiction rationale:
Publicly, when the shift had become obvious (May 21
or 22), we should explain (a) that as we have always said,
the war must be won in the South, (b) that we have never said
bombing of the North would produce a settlement by breaking
Hanoi I . s will or by shutting off the flovT of supplies, (c) that
the North must pay a price for its infiltration, (d) t hat the
maj or nor-:~hern mi litary targets have be;n destroyed, and (e)
that nOvT vTe are concentrating on the narrow neck through
vThich supplies must flow, believing that the concentrated
effort there, as compared with a dispersed effort throughout
North Vietnam, under present circumstances 'Ivill increase the
efficiency of our interdiction effort, and (f) that we may
have to return to targets further north if military considerations require it. §2/

•
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This McNaughton DPM on bombing Vias prepared as an, adjunct
to a l arger DPM on the overall strategy of the Har and neH ground force
deployments. Together they Here the focus of a frantic vleekend of work
i n anticipation of a White House meeting on Monday, May 8 . That meeting
vTould not, hOi{eVer, produce any positive decisions and the entire drafting
exercise ,vould continue until the follow'ing vreek Hhen McNamara fi nally
transmi tted a draft memorandum to the President. Among those i n the
capita l that "Teekend to advise the President Has McGeorge Bundy Hi th "'Thom
McNamara conferred on Sunday . 86/
Walt Rostov; at the White Bouse' circulated a discussion
paper on Saturday , May 6, entitled "U. S . Strategy in Viet Nam ." RostOH ' S
paper began by reviel'Ting what t he U. S . 1<TaS attempting to do in the Har :
f rustrate a communist takeover "by defeating their ma.in force units;
attacking the guerilla infrastructu re; and building a South Vietnamese
governmental and security structure .. .. " 87/
The purpose of the air
war in t he North Has defined as " To hasten the decision in Hanoi to
ab andon the aggression ... , " for which 'I{e specifically sought :
(i) to limit and harass infiltration; and
( ii ) to i mpose on the North sufficient military and
civil cost to make them decide to get out of the Har
earlier rather than l ater . ~
Sensitive to the criticisms of the bombing, ROStOi{ tried to dispose of
certain of their argrunents :
vTe have never held the vieH that bombing could stop
infiltration . He have never held the view that bombing of
the HanOi-Haiphong area alone vTould l ead them to abandon the
effort i n the South . He have never held the vieIV that
bombing HanOi - Haiphong would directly cut back i nfil trat i on .
We h ave held the vieH that the d egree of mi litary and
civilian cost fe lt i n the North and the diversion of
resourc es to deal 'I'lith our bomb ing could contribute
mar gi nally--and perhaps significantly- -to the timing of
a decision to end the war . But it ,vas no substitute fo r
making progress in the South. ~

Rostow argued t hat i'lhi l e there 1<Tere p olicy decisions to be made about
the war in the South, particularly 1<Tith r esp,"ct to ne1<T force level s ,
t here existed no r eal di sagreement Hith the Administration as to oui
.general strategy on the ground . \fnere contention did exist vias i n the
matte r of the air war . Here there \{ere three broad strategies that could
be pursued . Rostolv offered a lengthy analysis of the three options . . rhich
is included here in it s e nt irety since to summarize i t Hould sacrifice
much of its pungency .
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A.

Closing the top of the funnel

Under this strategy v.Te vlOuld mine the major harbors and,
perhaps, bomb port facilities and even consider blockade.
In addition, w'e would attack systematically the rail lines
between Hanoi and mainland China. At the moment the total
import capacity into North Viet Nam is about 17,200 tons
per day. :E,'ven with expanded import req,uirement due to
the food shortage, imports are, in fact, coming in at about
5700 tons per day. It is possible with a concerted and
determined effort that Tde could cut back import capacity
somei'That below the level of req,uir ements ; but this is not
sure. On the other hand , it 'ivould req,uire a difficult and
sustained effort by North Viet Nam and its allies to prevent a reduction in total imports below req,uirements if v.Te
did all the se things.
The costs 'ivould be these:
--The Soviet Union would have to pennit .a radical increase
in Hanoi I s dependence upon Comrnu..l1ist China, or introduce
minesweepers, etc., to keep its supplies coming into Hanoi
by sea;
--The Chinese Communists would probably introduce
many more engineering and anti - aircraf't forces along the
roads and rail lines betlveen Hanoi and China in order to
keep the supplies moving;
- -To maintain its prestige, in case it cOlud not or
would not open up HanOi-Haiphong in the face of mines, the
Soviet Union might contemplate creating a Berlin crisis .
Hith respect to a Berlin crisis, they v.wuld have to weigh
the possible split between the U. S. and its Hestern European
allies under this pressure against damage to the atmosphere
of detente in :E,urope vlhich is working in favor of the French
Communist Party and providing the Soviet Union with generall y
enlarged influence in Hestern EurGpe .
I myself do not believe that the Soviet Union would go
to 'Har with us over Viet Nam unless we sought to occupy
North Viet Nam; and, even then, a military response from
MOSCov.T vlould not be certain.
Hi th respect to Communist China, it always has the
option of invading laos and Thailand; but this ,volud not
be a rational response to nava.l and air operations designed
to strangle Hanoi. A war .througbout Southeast Asia 'ivould
not help Hanoi; altholJgh I do believe Communist China 'ilould
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fight us if we invaded.the northern part of North Viet Nam.
One can ahrays take the vie"r that, given the tUrmo il
inside Communist China, an irrationa l act by Peiping is
possible. And such irrationality cannot be ruled out.
I conclude that if \·re try to close the top of the
funnel, tension bet,qeen ourselves and the Soviet Union
and Com..munist China would increase ; if we were v ery deter mined, we could impose additional burdens on Hanoi and its
allies; we might cut capacity below' requirements; and the
outcome is les s likely to be a general "\-Tar than more likely .
B.

Attacking I'That is insi de the funnel

This is what ,ve have be en doing in the Hanoi-Ha:i.phong
area for some ,-reeks. I . do not agree "lv:i. th the view that the
attacks on Hanoi-Haiphong have no bearing on the war in the
South. They divert massive amounts of resources , energies , and
attention to keeping the civil and military establishment
going . They i mpose general economic, political, and p sycho logical difficulties on the North "rhich have been compli cated
this year by a bad harvest and food shortages. I do not
believe that they "harden the will of the North. " In my
judgment , up to this point , our bombing of the North has been
. a painful additional cost they have thus far been "lvilling to
bear to pursue their efforts in the South .
On the other hand :
- -There is no direct, immediate connection bet,qeen bombing
the Hanoi-Haiphong area and the battle in the South ;
- -If ,o[e complete the attack on electric po"rer by taking
out the Hanoi station -- which constitutes about 80% of the
electric pOI·rer supply of the country no,·r operating - - "\·re
will have hit most of the targets whose destruction imposes
serious mil:i.tary-civil costs on the North .

.

.

With respect to risk , it is unclear whether Soviet
"rarnings a1:)out our bombing Hanoi-Haiphor.g represent decisions
already taken or dec:i.s:i.ons \·rh:i.ch might be taken if we persist
in banging ar,-ray in that area .
It is my judgment that the Soviet react:i.on "Till continue
to be addressed to the problem imposed on Hanoi by us; that is,
they might introduce Soviet pilots as they did in the Korean
Har; they might bring ground -to-ground missiles into North
Viet Nc;un "I'lith the object of attacKing our vessels at sea and
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our airfields in the Danang area .
I do not believe that the continuat.ion of attacks at
about the l evel vEe have been conducting them in the Hanoi Haiphong area will lead to pressure on Berlin or a general
,,,ar vTith the Soviet Union. In fact , carefully read, what
the Soviets have been trying to signal is: Ke ep away from
our ships; we may counter-escalate to some degree; but
we do not "\"ant a nuclear confrontat ion over Viet Nam .
C.

Concentration in Route

Pacl~ages

1 and 2

The advantages of concentrating virtually a ll our attacks
in thi s area are three:
--We ,vould cut our loss rate in pilots and planes ;
--We VTouJ.d somewhat improve our harassment of infiltration of South Viet Nam;
--~'le would diminish the risks of counter-escalatory
action by the Soviet Union and Communist China, as compared
",ith courses A and B • .

With this analysis of the pros and cons of the va,rious
options , RostovT turned to recormnendat ions. He r e j ected cour se A as
incurring too many risks with too little return . Picking up McNaughton's
recowfficndation for concentrating the air war in the North Vietnamese
panhandle, RostO\'T urged that it be supplemented vli th an open option to
return to the northern " fuIulel" if developments warranted it . Here is
hOI" he formulated his conclusions :
With respect to Course B I believe ,,,e have achieved
greater results in increasing the pressure on Hanoi and
raising the cost of their continuing to conduct the
aggression in the South than some of my most respected
colleague s vTould agree . I do not believe we should lightly
abandon vThat "re ha.ve accomplished; and specifically, I
believe we should mount the most economice,l and careful
attack on the Hanoi po\"er station our air tacticians can
devise . Moreover , I beli eve we should keep open the option
of ~oming back to the He.noi - Haiphong a-rea, dpending upon
what '-Ire learn of their repair operations; and Hhat MoscoVl ' s
and Peiping ' s reactions are ; especially vThen vTe understand
better I'.'hat ef:f'ects ..,·re have and have not achieved thus far .
I believe the Soviet Union may well have taken certain
counter-steps addressed to the more ef:fecti ve protection of
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the Hanoi-Haiphong area and may have .decided -- or could
shortly decide -- to introduce into North Viet Nam some
surface-to-surface missi les.
With re spe ct to option C, I believe we should, ·Hhile
keeping open the B option, concentrate our attacks to
the maximum in Route Packages I and 2 ; and, in conducting
Hanoi-Ha iphong attacks, we should do so only when the targets
make sense . I do not expect dramati c results from increasing
the ,veight of attack in Route Packages I and 2; but I believe
ive are Hasting a good many pilots in the Hanoi -Haiphong area
without commensurate results. The major objectives of
maintaining the B option can be achieved at lower cost. 2!}j
Although he had endorsed a strike on the Hanoi power plant, he r ejected
any attack on the air fields in a terse, one sentence final paragra,ph,
ItAir field attacks are only appropr iate to the kind of sustained operations
in the Hanoi-Haiphong area associated with option A."
Two important menili ers of the Amninistration, McNaughton
and Rostow, had thus lireighed in for confining the bombing to the panhandle
under some formula or other. On Monday , May 8, presurnably before the
policy meeting , William Bundy circulated a draft memo of his Oim ,,,bich
pulled the problem apart and assembled the pieces in a very different
';lay. Like the others , Bundy ' s draft started from the assumption that
bombing decisions would be related to other decisions on the war for
ivhich a consensus appeared to exist : pressing ahead with pacification;
continued political progress in the South ; and continued pressure on the
North . To Bundy ' s I'ray of thinking there "Tere four broad target categories
t hat could be combined into various bombing options :
ItConcentration on supply routes. It This would comprise attacks on supply rout es in the southern Hbottleneck"
areas of North Vietnam , from the 20th parallel south .
1.

2. It Re-strikes . tt This would comprise attacks on targets
already hit, including unless otherwise stated sensitive targets
north of the 20th parallel and in and around Ifanoi/ Haiphong , which
were hit in the last thre e weeks .

3. ItAddi tional sensi ti ve t argets . It North of the 20th
parallel , there are additional sensitive targets that have
been on our recent li sts , including Rolling Thunder 56 .
Some are of lesser importance, some are clearly " extremely
sensitive lt (category 4 belOW), but at l east three -- the
Hanoi pO'iver station , the Red Ri.ver bridge , and the' Phuc Yen
airfield - - could be said to round out the April progra..1U .
These t hree are the ess ential targets included in this
category 3·
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1 senSl' t'lve t arge t .s. !f Th lS
' wo uld comprlse
'
4. !fExt rene.y
targets that are exceptiona.lly sensitive> in terms of
Chinese and/or Soviet reaction, as well as domesti c and
international f actors . For exa.rnple, this list '\-Tould include
mining of Haiphong, ~bomb ing of critical port facilities in
Haiphong , ' - penc illed inl and bombing of dikes and dams not
directly related to supply route Haterways and/ or involving
heavy flooding to crops . 92/
Bundy suggested that by looking at the targetting problem in this Hay
a series of options could be generated that were more sensitive to
considerations of time -phasing . He offered five such options :
O-ption A would be to move up steadily to hit all the
target catego:des , including the extremely sensi tive-·targets .
Option B \wuld be to step up the level a li tt'l e :fu.rther
and stay at that higher level through consistent and fair l y
frequent re-strikes . Specifically, this vTould involve hitting
the additiona l sensitive targets and then keeping all sensitive
targets open to re-strike , although \vith individual authorizat ion .
Option C vTould be to raise the level slightly in the
near future by hitting the additional sensitive targets,
but then to cut back essentially to concentration on suppl y
routes . Re-strikes north of the 20th paralJ.el woul d be very
l imited under this option once the additional sensitive targets
had been hit , and Hould be l i mited to re-strikes necessary
t o eliminate t ar gets directly important to infiltration and ,
as necessary , to keep Hanoi ' s air defense system in place .
Option D vTould be not t o hit the additional sensitive
targets, and to define a fairly level program that would
concentrate heavily on the supply routes but would include
a significant number of re - strikes north of the 20th parallel.
Since these re-strikes would still be substantially l ess
bunched than in April , the net effect would be to scale down
t he bomb ing slightly from present levels , and to hol d it there .
Optiou E VTould be to cut back at on::e to concentration
on supply routes . Re - strikes north of the 20th parallel
vToul d be limited to those defined 'LUlder Option C. 2])
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To crystallize more clearly in his readers' minds what
the options implied in intensity compared with the current effort he
employed a numerical analogy:
To put a rough numerical index on these options, one
might start by saying that our general level in the past
year has b een Force 4, with occasiona l temporary increases
to Force 5 (POL and the Decembe r Hanoi -strikes). On such
a rough numerical scale, our April program has put us at
Force 6 at present. Option A would raise this to 8 or 9
and keep it there, Option F ~Tould raise it to 7 and keep it
there, Option C would raise it to 7 and then drop it to 3,
Option D would lO~Ter it to 5 and keep it there, and Option E
~Tould lower it to 3 and keep it there. 94/
Bundy's analysis of the merits of the five options began
with the estimate that the likelihood of Chinese intervention in the '\'Tar
was slight except in the case of option A, a probability he considered
a major argument a gainst it. He did not expect any of the courses of
produce a direct Soviet intervention, but w'arned against the possibility
of Soviet pressures else'l'There if option A 'Ivere selected. He unders cored
a report from Ambassador Thompson that the Soviets had been greatly concerned by the April bombing program and were currently closeted in deliberations on general policy direction. Bombing of any major new targets
in the immediate future would have an adverse effect on the Soviet leadership and 'I'TaS discouraged by Bundy . Option A ~ras singled out for further
condemnation based on the views of some China experts who argued that an
intensive bombing program wight be just what Mao needed to restore internal
order in China and resolidify hi s control.
With respect to the effect of the bombing on North Vietnam,
Bundy cited the evidence that strikes against the sensitive military
targets were having only temporary and marginal positive benefits, and
they were extremely costly in planes and pilots lost. By restricting the
bombing to South of the 20th parallel as McNaughton had suggested, the
military payoff might just be .greater and the psychological strengthening
of North Vietnamese ~Ti ll and morale le ss . The main factor in Hanoi
attitudes, hOi'Tever, vras the vrar in the South and neither a bombing halt
nor an intensive escalation would have a decisive impact on it one way
or the other. In Bundy ' s estimation Hanoi had dug in for at least
another six months , and possibly until after the US elections in 1968.
In t he face of chis the U.S. should try to project an i mage of steady,
even commitment \'Tithout radical shifts. This approach seemed to Bundy
be st suited to maximizing U.S. public support as well, since none of the
courses would r eally satisfy either the convinced "doves " or the unflinching
"ha'iIks ." The bombing had long since cease d to have much effect on South
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Vietnamese morale , and international opinion would react strongly to
any serious escalation . Closing out his analysis, Bundy argued for
a decision soon, possibly before the upcoming one-day truce on Buddha's
birthday , May 23, "Then the nelV program might be presented.
On the basis of this analysis of the pros and cons, Bundy
concluded that options A and B had been clearly eliminated . Of the three
renlalnlng courses he urged the adoption of D,thus aligning himself
generally "Ti th HcNaughton and Rostow. The specific reasons he adduced for
his r ecommendation vTere the follolving:

Option D Elaborated and Argued
The fi rst element in Option D is that it lvould not
carry the April program to its logical conclusion by hitting
the Hanoi power station, the Red River bridge , and the
Phuc Yen airfield, even once.
The argument against these targets is in part based
on reactions already discussed. Although lie do not believe
that they would have any significant chance of bringing the
Chinese into the vTar, they might have a hardening effect on
immed iate Soviet decisions, and cou~d significantly aggravate
criticism in the lr~ and elsewhere.
The argument relates above all to the precise nature
and location ·of these targets . The Hanoi pOlver station is
only a half mile from the Russian and Chinese Embassies, and
still closer to major residentia l areas. The Red River
bridge is the very area of Hanoi that got us into the greatest
outcry in December . In both cases , the slightest mistake
could produce r eally major and evident civilian casualties
and tremendous ly aggravate the general reactions we have
already assessed.
As to the Phuc Yen airfield, we believe there is a
significant chance that this attack "Tould cause Hanoi to
assume "Te were going to make their jet operational airfields
progress ively untenable. This could significantly and in
i tself increase t he chances of the ir moving planes to China
and all the interacting possibilities that then arise . We
believe "Te have gone far enough to hurt ·chem and worry them .
Is it wise to go this further step?
The second el ement in this strategy is that it would
level off Ivhere vle are, but vlith specific provision for
periodic re-strikes against the targets we have already hit .
This has clear pros and cons .
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Pros. Continued re-strikes would maintain the
concrete re sults already attained--the lights would
stay out ill Haiphong for the most part.
Continued re-strikes would tend to keep the "'ha"Tks "
under control. Indeed, without them, it would almost
certainly be asked why "\ve had ever hit the targets in
the first place. This might conceivably happen without
re-strikes, but would be at least doubtful .
Most basically, Hanoi and Moscow would be kept at
least a little on edge. As "Te have noted earlier, fear
of ultimate expansion of the war is an element that tends
to impel the Soviets to maximize and use their leverage
on Hanoi toward a peaceful settlement. 22/
This significant convergence of opinion on bombing strategy
in the next phase among key Presidential advisers could not have gone
unnoticed in the May 8 meeting, but there being no record of what trans pired, the consensus can only be inferred from the fact that the 19 May
DH-.1 did incorporate a bombing recommendation along these lines . I nter vening before then to reinforce the views of the civilian ?rincipl es
were several CIA intelligence memos. Together they constituted another
repudiation of the utility of the bombing. The summary CIA view of the
effect of the bombing on North Vietnamese thinking was that :
Twenty-seven months of US bombing of North Vietnam
have had remarkably little effect on Hanoi ' s over-al l
strategy in prosecuting the "Tar, on its confident vie,v
of l ong- term Communist prospects, a,nd on its politi cal
t actics regarding negotiations. The gro,ving pressure of
US air operations has not shaken the North Vietnamese
l eaders ' conviction that they can withstand the bomb ~ ng
and outlast the US and South Vietnam in a protracted Ivar
of attrition . Nor has i t caused them to ,·raver in their
b elief that the outcome of this test of '\ Vill and endurcmce
wil l be determined primarily by the course of the conflict
on the ground in the South , not by the a i r war i n t he North . ~
As to the state of popular morale after two years of U. S. bombing , t he
CIA concl uded that :
Morale in the DRV among the rank and fi l e popul ace ,
defined in terms of discipline , confidence , and wil l i ngness to endure hardship, appears to have QDdergone onl y
a small decline since the bombi ng of North Vietnam began .
- of

* -)(- * *
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Wi th only a few' exceptions , recent reports suggest
a continuec willingness on the part of the populace to
abide by Hanoi I s policy on the "lvar . Evidence of d;termination
to persist in support of the "'Tar effort continues to be as
plentiful in these reports as in the past . The current
popu1ar mood might best be charact erized , in fact, as one
of r esolute stoicism ivith a considerable re servoir of
endurance st ill Q~tapped.

2II

Even t he extensive physical damage the bombing had done
to North Vi et nrun could not be regarded as meaningfully reducing Hanoi 1s
capaci ty to sustain the I'Tar :
Through the end of April 1967 the US air campaign
against North Vietnam--Rolling Thunder--had significantly
eroded the capac ities of North Vietnam 1s limited indus trial and military base.' These loss es , however , have not
meaningIlJ.lly degraded North Vietnam I s material ability to
continue the "IoTar in South Vietnam . 98/
Certain target systems had suffered more than others, partictuarly trans portation and electric power, but throughput capacity for materiel had
not been signficantly decreased. One of the fundamental reasons Has
the remarkable ability the North Vietnamese had demonstrated to recuperate
quickly from the strikes :
North Vietnam 1s abi1ity to recuperate from the air
attacks has been of a high order . The major exception
has been the electric power industry .

* * * * *
The recuperabil ity problem is not signifi cant for the
other target systems . The destroyed petroleQm storage
system has been replaced by an effective system of di sper sed
storage and distribution . The damaged military targets
systems- - particularly barracks and storage depots --have
simply been abandoned , and supplies and troops dispersed
t hroughout the country . The inventories of transport
and military equipment have been replaced by large infusions
of militar~y and economic aid from the UJSR and Cow~unist
China . Damage to bridges and lines of communications is
f requently repaired "loTi thin a matter of days, if' not hours ,
or the effects are countered by an elaborate system of
multiple bypas ses or pre-positioned spans . ~
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3.

The May 19 DPJ'-1

By the 19th of May the 0plnlons of McNamara and his key
ai des with respect to the bombing and Hesty's troop reCluests had
crystalized sufficiently that another Drart Presidential Memorandum
was vTritten. It was entitled, "Future Actions in Vietnam, It and ,">,Tas
a comprehensive treatment of all aspects of the war - - military, pol itical ,
and diplomatic . It opened \vi th an appraisal of the situation covering both
North and South Vietnam, the U. S. domestic scene and i nternational opinion .
The estimate of the situation in North Vietnam hewed very close to the
opinions of the intelligence community already referred to. Here is how
the analysis proceeded:
C.

North Vietnam

Hanoi ' s attitude towards negotiations has never been
soft nor open-minded. Any concession on their part would
involve an enormous los s of face . Hhether or not the Polish
and Burchett-Kosygin initiatives had much substance to them,
it is clear that Hanoi ' s attitude currently is hard and rigid .
They seem uninterested in a political settlement and determined to match US military expansion of the conflict . This
change proba,bly r efleCts these factors : (1) increased assurances of help from the Soviets received during Pham Van Dong 's
April trip to MoscovT; (2) arrangements providing for the
unhindered passage of materiel from the Soviet Union through
China ; and (3) a decision to wait for the results of the
US elections in 1968 . Hanoi appears to have concluded that
she cannot secure her objectives at the conference table
and has reaffirmed her strategy of seeking to erode our
ability to remain in the South . The Hanoi leadership has
apparently decided that it has no choice but to submit to
t he increased bombing . There' continues to be no sign that
the bombing has r educed Hanoi ' s will to resist or her ability
to ship the necessary supplies south . Hanoi shows no signs
of ending the large war and advising the VC to melt into the
jungles . The North Vietnamese believe they are right ; t hey
consider the Ky r egime to be puppets ; they be~i eve the world
i s with them and that the ~merican public will not have
staying po\{er against them. Thus, although they- may have
factions in the regime favoring different approaches, they
believe tha.t, in the l ong run, they are stronger than we are
for the purpose . They probably do not \{ant to make significant
concessions, and could not do so without serious l oss of face. 100/
Hhen added to the continuing difficulties in bringing the
vTar in the South under control, the unchecked erosion of U. S . public support for the war, ~nd the smoldering iriternational disCluiet about the need
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and purpose of such U.S. intervention, it is not hard to understand the
Dn1 1 s statement that, "This memorandum is "l-Tritten at a time when there
appears to be nc. attractive course of action. I' 101/
Nevertheless,
lalternatives I ,'Tas precisely Ivhat the DPM had been-wri tten to suggest.
These were introduced "l-Ti th a recapitulation of where we stood militarily
and what the Chi efs "l-lere recommending . With respect to the war in the
North , the DH1 stated:
Against North Vietnam , an expansion of the bombing
program (ROLLING THUNDER 56 ) vTas approved mid-April. Before
it was approved, General I,]heeler said, liThe bombing campaign
is reaching the point where we vlill have struck all worth while fixed target s except the ports. At this time "l-Te will
have to address the reg,uirement to deny the DRV the use of
the ports . " With its approval, excluding the port areas,
no major military targets remain to be struck in the North .
All that remains are minor targets, restrikes of certain
major targets, and armed reconnaissance of the lines of commlLnication (LOCs) -- and, under new principles, mining the
harbors, bombing dikes and locks, and invading North Vietnam
"l-Tith land armies . These new military moves against North
Vietnam, together with l and movements into Laos and Cambodia ,
are now under consideration by the Joint Chiefs of Staff . 102/
The broad alternat ive courses of action it considered were
two :
COURSE A. Grant the reg,uest and intensify mil itary
actions outside the South -- especially against the North .
Add a minimum of 200,000 men -- 100,000-r2- 1!3 division plus
5 tactical air sg,uadrons ) would be deployed in IT 1968 , another
100 , 000 (2 - 1/ 3 divisions and 8 tactical air sg,uadrons ) in IT
1969, and possibly more later to fulfill the JCS ultimate
r eg,uirement for Vietnam and associated world-"l-Tide contingencies .
Accompanying these force increases (as spelled out below ) would
b e greatly intensified military actions outside South Vietnam -i ncl uding in Laos and Cambodia but especially against the North .
COURSE B. Limit force increades to no more t han 30 , 000 ;
avoid extending the ground conflict beyond the borders of
South Vietnam; and concentrate the bombing on the infiltrat i on
r outes sou'~h of 20 0 • Unless the military situation worsens
dramatically , add no more than 9 battalions of the approved
program of 87 battalions . This course vlould result in a l evel
of no more than 500 , 000 men (instead of the currentl y planned
470 , 000 ) on December 31, 1968 . (See Attachment IV f or details .)
A part of this course vTould be a termination of bombing in
t he Red River basin lIDless military necessity reg,uired it ,
and a concentration of al~ sorties in North Vietnam on the
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infiltration routes in the neck of North Vietnam, between
170 and 20 0 • 103/
For the purposes of this paper, it i s not necessary to
develop the entire DH~ argtunentation of the pros and cons of the respective courses of action. It will suffice to include the sections dealing
with the air war elements of the two options. (It should be noted,
hO~'Tever, that the air and ground programs were treated as an inte grated
package in each option.) This then was the way the DPM developed the
analysis of the "Tar segment of course of action A:
Bombing Purposes and Payoffs
Our bombing of North Vietnam was designed to serve
three purposes:
--(1) To retaliate and to lift the morale of the people
in the South who "Tere being attacked by agents of the North.
--(2) To add to the pressure on Hanoi to end the war.

--(3) To reduce the flow and/ or to increase the cost
of infiltrating men and materiel from North to South.
We cannot ignore that a limitation on bombing will
cause serious psychological problems among the men ,
officers and commanders, who will not be able to understand "Thy we should "Ti thhold punishment from the enemy.
General Vlestmoreland said that he is "f-rankly dismayed
at even the thought of stopping the bombing program."
But this reason for attacking North Vietnam must be
scrutinized carefully. We should not bomb for punitive
reasons if it serves no other purpose -- especially if
analysis shows t hat the actions may be counterproductive.
It co sts American live s ; it creates a backfire of
revulsion and opposition by killing civilians; it creates
serious risks; it may harden the enemy.
With respect to added pressure on the North, it is
b ecoming apparent that Hanoi may alreadv have "written
off" all assets and lives that might be destroyed by
US military actions short of occupation of annihilation.
They can and vrill hold out at least so long as a prospect
of 'Ivinning the t\lar of attrition" in the South exists.
And our best judgment is that a Hanoi prerequisite to
negotiations is significant retrenchment (if not complete
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stoppage of US military actions against them -- at the l east,
a cessation of bombing . In this connection, Consul-General
Rice (Honl Kong 7581, 5/1/67) said that~ in his opinion,
we cannot by bombing reach t he critical l evel of pain in
North Vietnam and that, tfbelow that level, pain only increases
t he 'Idll to fight . It Sir Robert Thompson said to Mr . Vance
on April 28 t hat our bombing, particularly in the Red River
Delta, rris unifying North Vietnam. It
With respect to interdiction of men and mater iel, it
now appears that no comb ination of actions against the North
short of destruction of the regime or occupation of North
Vi etnamese territory will physically reduce the flo'l'T of
men and materie l belo'l" the relatively small amount needed by
enemy forc es to continue the 'I"ar in the South . Our effort
can and does have severe disruptive effects , which Hano i
can and does plan on and pre-stock against. Our efforts
physically to cut the flow meaningfully by actions in North
Vi etnam therefore largely fai l and, in failing, transmute
attempted interdiction into pain , or presst~e on the North
(the factor discussed in the paragraph next above ). The
lowest "ceiling" on infiltrat ion can probably be achieved
by concentration on the North Vietnamese " funJle l" south of
20 0 and on the Trail in Laos .
But what if the above anal yses are 'l'Trong? Why not
escalate the'bombing and mine t he harbors (and perhaps
occupy southern North Vietnam) -- on the gambl e that it
would constrict the flo'l'T , meaningfully limiting enemy
action in the South, and that i t 'I'lOuld bend Hanoi? The
answer is that the co sts and ri sks of the act i ons must be
considered.
The primary costs of course are US lives : The air campaign
a gainst heavily defended areas costs us one pilot i n every 40
sorties. In addition , an important but hard -to-measure cost
is domestic and world opinion: There may be a limit beyond
which many Americans and much of the 'l'TOrld will not permit
the United States t o go . The pic~ure of the world' s greatest
superpovler killing or serious l y injuring 1000 non-combatants
a week , while trying to pound a tiny backl'lard nation into
submissiOl: on an is sue whose merits are hotly disputed, is
not a pretty one . It could conceivably produce a co stly
distortion in the American national consciousness and in
the worl d image of the United States -- especially. if the
damage to Nox,th Vietnam is complete enough to be "successful .
It

The most important ri sk, however, is the likely Soviet ,
Chinese and North Vietnam€se r eaction to intensifi ed US air
attacks, harbor -mining , and ground actions against North Vietnam.
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Likely: COlnmunist Reactions
At the present time, no actions - - except air strikes .and
artillery fire necessary to quiet hostile batteries across
the border -- are· allowed against Cambocian territory. In
Laos, vle average 5000 attack sorties a month against the infiltration routes and bas e areas, we fire artillery from South
Vietnam against targets in Laos, and vTe viill be providing
3-man leadership for each of 20 12-man US-Vietnamese Special
Forces te~ms t hat operate to a depth of 20 kilometers into
Laos . Against North Vietnam, "life average 8,000 or mOre attack
sorties a month against all worthwhile fixed and LOC targets;
v.Te use artillery against ground targets across the DMZ ; we
fire from naval vessels at targe ts ashore and afloat up
t o 190 ; and we mine their inland vTaterways, estuaries .• . up
to 200 .
Intens ified air attacks against the same types of tar,Sets,
we would anticipate, "\<Tould lead to no great change in the
policies and reactions of the Communi st pOvlers beyond the
furnishing of some nel-l equipment and manpolifer . -)(- China , for
example, has not reacted to our striking IvIIG fields in North
Vietnam, and we do not expect them to, although there are some
signs of greater Chinese participation in North Vietnamese
air defense .
Minjng the harbors 1ifould be much more serious . It would
place MOSCOvl in a particularly galling dilemma as to how to
preserve the Soviet position and prestige in such a disadvantageous place . The Soviets might, but probably "lifould not,
f orce a confrontation in Southea st Asia -- ,ifhere even with
minesv.Teepers they ,ifould be at as great a military disadvantage
as vre were when they blocked the corridor to Berlin in 1961,
but where their vital interest, QDlike ours in Berlin (and in
Cuba ) , is not so clearly at stake . Moscow in this case should
be expected to send volunteers, including pilots, to North
Vietnam; to provide some ne,if and better vleapons and equipment ;

* The U,S. Intelligence Board on May 5 said that Hanoi may
press Moscow for additional equipment and that there is a
'tgood chance that under pressure the Soviets "Tould provide
such weapons as cruise missiles and tactical rockets " in
addition to a limited number of volunte~rs or crews for aircraft or sophisticated equipment. Moscow , with respect to
equipment , might provide better surface - to - air missi l es,
better anti-aircraft guns, the YAK-28 aircraft , anti-tank
missiles and artillery, heavier artillery and mortars ,
coastal defense missiles with 25 - 50 mile ranges and 2200 pound warheads , KO~~~R guided-missile coastal patrol boats
with 20-mile surface-to-surface missiles, and some chemical
munit~ons.
She might consider sending mediQm jet bombers
and fighter bombers to pose a threat to all of South Vietnam .
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to consider some action i n Korea , Turkey, Iran, the Middle
East or, most likely , Berlin, w·here the Soviets can control
t he degree of crisis better ; and to shovi across-the-board
hostili ty tOivard the US (interrupting any on - going conver sations on A&~s , non-proliferation, etc .). China could be
expected to seize upon the harbor-mining as the opportunity
to reduce Soviet political influence in Hanoi and to discredit the USSR if the Soviets took no military action to
open the ports . Peking might read the harbor~mining as
indicating that the US V·TaS going to apply military pressure
until North Vietnam capituJ.ated, and that this meant an
eventua l invasion. If so, China m~ight decide to intervene
i n the war with combat troops and air pOvver, to which we
vlould eventually have to r espond by bombing Chinese airfields and perhaps other targets as well. Hanoi would
tighten belts , refuse to talk, and persevere -- as it could
without too much difficulty . North Vietnam wouJ.d of course
be fully dependent for supplies on China ' s will, and Soviet
influence in Hanoi would therefore be reduced. (Ambassador
Sullivan feels very strongly that ·it "l'Tould be a serious mis take, by our actions against the port, to tip Hanoi a'tlay
from MoscOW and tOHard Peking.)
To US ground actions in North Vietnam, we would expect
China to respond by entering the Har Hith both ground and
air forces . The Soviet Union could be expected in these
cir cumstances to take all actions listed above under the lesser
provocations and to generate a serious confrontation vlith
the United States at one or more places of her OHn choosing. 104/
The arguments against Course A were summed up in a final paragraph:
Those are the likely costs and risks of COURSE A. They
are, we believe , both unacceptable and urmecessary . Ground
action in North Vi etnam, because of its escalatory potential,
i s clearly un'tlise despite the open invitation and temptation
posed by enemy troops operating freely back and forth across
t he DMZ. Yet 'tle believe that , short of threatening and perhaps t oppling the Hanoi regime it self, pressure against the
North ,vill, if anything , harden Hanoi ' s un"lvillingness to talk
and her settlement terms if she does . China, "lve believe, will
oppose settlement throughout . He believe that there is a
chance that the Soviets , at th e brink , Hill exert efforts to
bring about peace ; but vle believe also that int ens ified
bombing and harbor-mining, e-ven if coupled vli th political
pl'essure from MOSCO"l'l , Hill neither bring Hanoi to negotiate
nor affect North Vietnam ' s t erms .~05/
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Hith Course A rejected, the DPM turned to consideration
of the levelling -off proposals of Course B. The analysis of the dee scalated bombing program of this option proc2eded in this manner:
The bombing program that "lould be a part of this
strategy is, basically, a program of concentration of
effort on the i nfiltration routes near the south of
North Vietnam. The major infiltration- related ta,rgets
in the Red River basin having been destroyed, such interdiction is nOH best served by concentration of all effort
in the southern neck of North Vietnam . All of the sorties
,\-lould be flovTn in t he area betvleen 17 0 and 20 0 • This shift,
despite possible incr eases in anti-aircraft capability in the
area, should reduce the pilot and aircraft'loss rates by more
tha,n 50 per cent . The shift 'Vlill, if anything, be of posi tive military value to General Hestmoreland \-lhile taking
some steam out of the popular effort in the North .
The above shift of bombing strategy, now that almost
all major targets have been struck in the Red River basin,
can to military advantage be made at any time. It should
not be done for the sole purpose of getting Hanoi to negotiate, although that might be a bonus effect . To maximize
the chances of getting that bonus effect, the optimum scenario
would probably be (1) to inform the Soviets quietly that
wi thin a few days the shift '\-Tould take place, stating no
time limits but w~k ing no promises not to return to the
Red River basin to attack targets which later acquire mili tary importance (any deal with Hanoi is likely to be mid wifed by Mosco\-l) ; (2) to make the shift as predicted, "lithout
fanfare; and (3) to explain pUblicly, w'hen the shift had
become obvious, that the northern targets had been destroyed,
that that had been militarily important, and that there would
be no need to return to the northern areas unless military
necessity dictated it. The shift should not be huckstered.
MosCOW would almost certainly pass its information on to
Hanoi, and might urge Hanoi to seize the opportunity to
de-escalate the vlar by talks or otheTI'lise. Hanoi, not having
been asked a question by us and having no ultimatum-like
time limit, would be in a better posture to ans'I-Ter favorably
than has been the case in the past. The military side of
the shift is sound , hOI"ever, ,{hether or not the diplomatic
spill-over is successful. 106/
In a section'dealing ,\-lith diplomatic and political con siderations , the DPM outlined the political vie'I-T of the significance
of the struggle as seen by the US and by Hanoi . It then developed
a conception of larger US interests in Asia around the necessity of
containing. China . This l arger interest required settling the Vietnam
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war i nto perspective as only one of three fronts that r equired U. S.
attention (the l)ther two being Japan-Korea arc:i India-Pakistan) . In
the overall vie"\-T, the DPM argued, lon£!;-run trends in Asia appeared
favorabl e to our interests :
The fact is that the trends in Asia today are running
mostly for, not against, our interests (witness Indonesia
and the Chinese confusion); there is no reason to be pessi mistic about our ability over the next decade or two to
fa shion alliances and combinations (involving especially
Japan and India) sufficient to keep China from encroaching
too far. To the extent that our original intervention and
our existing actions in Vietnam were mot i vated by the
perceived need to draw the line against Chinese expansionism in Asia, our objective has already been attained , and
COURSE B will suffice to consolidate it ! 107/
With this perspective in mind the DPM went on to reconsider and restate
UoS. objectives in the Vietnam contest under t he heading "Commitment
and Hopes Distinguished" :
The time has come for us to eliminate the ambiguities
fr om our minimum objectives -- our commitments -- in
Vietnam . Specifica lly, two principles must be articulated ,
and policies and actions brought in line \'r ith them : (1)
Our commitment is only to see that the people of South
Vietnam are permitted to determine their OHn future . (2) This
commitment ceases if the country ceases to help itself .
It follo,·rs that no matter hOH much vre might hope for some
things , our commitment is not :
to expel from South Vietna.rn regroupees, "\-rho
are South Vietnamese (though we do not like them ),
to ensure that a partictuar person or group
r emains in power, nor that the pow'er runs to
every corner of the land ( though we prefer
certain types and -~re hope their writ "\-rill run
t hroughout South Vietnam),
t o guarantee that the self-chosen government is
non-Communist (though we be l ieve and strongly
hope it will be ), and
to i ns ist that the independent South Vietnam
remain separate from North Vietna.rn (though in the
short-run, vTe \vould p:t;efer it that way ).
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(Nor do v-re have an obligation to pour in effort out
of proportion to the effort contributed by the people of
South Vietna..rn or in the fe.ce of coups, corruption, apathy
or other indications of Saigon failure to cooperate effectively vrith us.)
I-Te are committed to stopping or off setting the effect
of North Vietnam ' s application of force in the South, which
denies the people of the South the ability to determine
their Oim futUre . Even here, however, the line is hard to
draw. Propaganda and political advice by Hanoi (or by
Washington) is presumably not barred; nor is economic aid
or economic advisors . Les s clear is the rule to apply to
military advisors and war materiel supplied to the contesting
factions.

The i mportance of nailing dotm and understanding the
implications of our limited objectives cannot be overemphasized . It r elates intimately to strate~J against the
North, to troop requirements and missions in the South,
to handling of the Saigon government, to settlement terms,
and to US domestic and international 0plnlon as to the
justification and the success of our efforts on behalf of
Vietnam. 108/
This articulation of American purposes and commitments in
Vietnam pointedly rejected the high blovffi formulations ' of U.S. objectives
in NSAM 288 ("an independent non-communist South Vietnam," "defeat the
Viet Cong," etc .), and came forcefully to grips with the old dilemma of
the U.S. involvement dating from the Kennedy era : only l imited means
t o achieve excessive ends . Indeed , in the follov-ring section of specifi c
re commendations, the DPM urged the President to, "I ssue a NSAM nailing
dmm US policy as described herein ." 109/
The emphasis in t his scaleddOlm set of goals, clearly reflecting the frustrations of failure, was
South Vietnamese sel f-determination . The DPM even i~ent so far as to
suggest that, "the South ,-rill be in position [SiiJ, albeit imperfect,
to start the business of roducing a full-spectrum government in South
Vietnam ." 110
Hhat this amounted to was a reco:tl1.mendation that we
accept a compromise outcome . Let there be no mistake these were radical
positions for a senior U. S. policy official within the Johnson Adminis tration to take . They ,-rould bring the bitte:.' condemnat ion of the Chiefs
and vrere scarcely designed to flatter the ~£esident on the succ ess of his
'efforts to date . That they represented a more realistic mating of U.S.
strategic objectives and capabilities is another matter .
The scenario for the unfolding. of the recommendations in
the DPM went like this:
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(4) June : Concentrate the bombing of North Vietnam on
physical i llterdict ion of men and materiel. This would mean
t erminating, except "There the interdiction objective clearly
dictates otherlvise, all bombing north of 20 0 and improving
interdiction as much as possible in the infiltration trf'unnel"
south of 20 0 by concentration of sorties and by an all- out
effort to i mprove detection devices, denial weapons, and inter diction tactics .
(5) July : Avoid the explosive Congressional debate and
US Reserve call-up implicit in the ~vestmoreland troop re'luest .
Decide that, unless the military situation worsens dramatically ,
US deployments "rill be limited to Program 4-plus (w'hich, according
to General ~vestmoreland, will not put us in danger of being
defeated, but will mean slo1,'1 progress in the South) . Associ ated with this decision are decisions not to use large numbers
of US troops in the Delta and not to use large numbers of them
.
i n grass - roots pacification work.
(6) September : Move the nevlly elected Saigon government
wel l beyond it s National Reconciliation program to seek a
political settlement i'1ith the non-Communist members of the
NLF-- - to explore a ceasefire and to r each an accommodation
with the non-Communist South Vietnamese who are under the VC
banner ; to accept them as members of an opposition political
party, and , if neces sary , to accept their individual participat ion in the national govern~ent - - in sum , a settlement to
t ransform the members of the VC from military opponents to
pol itical opponents .

(7)

October : Explain the situation to the Canadians ,
I ndians , British, UN and others, as well as nations now cont ributing forces, re'luesting them to contribute border forces
t o help make the i nside - South Vietnam accommodation possible ,
a nd - - consistent with our desire neither to occupy nor to have
bases in Vietnam -- offering to remove later an e'luival ent nQmber
of U. S . forces. (This initiative is vlorth taking despite its
s l im chance of suc cess .) 111/
Having made the case for de-escalation and compromise , t he
DPM ended on a note of candor -~li th a clear s '~atement of i ts disadvantages
and problems :
The difficulties .'I-lith this approach are neither few nor
small : There "Till be those who disagree vri th the circumscription of the US commitment (indeed, at one tllle or another ,
one US voice or another has told the Vietnamese , third COlli~ ' 0 f igoa
l l s II or II 0 b Jec
' t·lves II
t ries, the US Congress , an d th e publ lC
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t hat go beyond the above bare - bones statement of' our
. tlcommitment!t); some will insist that pressure, enough
pressure, un the North can pay of'f or th..l.t we will have
yielded a blue chip without exacting a price in exchange
f'or our concentrating on interdiction; many will argue
that denial of the larger number of' troops "Till prolong
t he war, risk losing it and increase the casualties of'
the Americans who are there; some w'illinsist that this
course reveals weakness to which Mos cow will react with
reli ef' , contempt and reduced willingness to help, and to
which Hanoi ,viII react by increased demands and truculence ;
others will point to the difficulty of carrying the
Koreans, Filipinos, Australians and Ne"\V Zealanders with us ;
and there wiJ_l be those "Tho point out the possibility that
the changed US tone may cause a tFrush f'or the exists " in
Thailand, in Laos and especially inside South Vietnam ,
perhaps threatening cohesion of the government, morale of
the army, and loss of support among the people . Not least
will be the alleged impact on the reputation of the United
States and of its President. Nevertheless, the dif'ficulties
of this strategy are fel-Ter and smaller than the difficulties '
of any other approach . 112/
McNamara shol'Ted the draft to the President the same day it
,'Tas completed, but there i s no record of' his reaction . 113/
It i s worth
noting, however, that May 19 was the day that U.S. planes struck the
Hanoi po"rer plant just one-mile north of the center of Hanoi . That the
President did not promptly endorse the McNamara recommendations as he
had on occasions in the past is not surprising . This time he faced a
situation where the Chiefs were in ardent opposition to anything other
t han a significant escalation of the "lar with a callup of reserves . This
put them in direct opposition to McNamara and his aides and created a
genuine policy dilemma for the President who had to consider the necessity
of keeping the military !ton- board" i n any ne"r direction for the U. S . effort
i n Southeast Asia .

4. JCS, CIA and State Reactions
I n the hlO vTeeks after McNamara I s DPM, t he Washington papermill must have broken all previous production records . The JCS in parti cular l iterally bombarded the Secretary with memoranda, many of whi ch had
voluminous annE;xes . Their direct comments 01. the DPM did not come until
ten days after it was transmitted to the President . Before then , however ,
a-\'lare of the McNamara proposals , they fOTVrarded a number of' studies each
of' vThich "ras the occasion to advance their O\Vll arguments f'or escalation .
On May 20 , the Chiefs sent the Secretary tyro memos , one
u rging expansion of operations against North Vietnam (,vhi ch they req,uested
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he pass on to the President) and the other on worldwide force posture . 114/
I n the former t~1ey argued that the objective:;, of causing NVN to pay an
increasing price for support of the VTar in the South and interdicting such
support had only been partially achieved, beca,use the "incremental and
restrained" application of air power had enabled NVN to "anticipate US
actions and accomodate to the slow increase in pressure ." They noted
t hat NV~ had greatly increased its imports in 1966 and that record tonnages "Tere continuing in 1967, and said they were concerned about the
po ssible introduction of new weapons which could improve NVN ' s air and
coastal defenses and pose an offensive threat to friendly forces and
installations in SVN. They ca lled for an immediate expansion of the
bombing

... to include attacks on all airfields, all port
complexes, all land and sea lines of communication in
the Hanoi - Haiphong area, and mining of coastal harbors
and coasta l Ivaters. 115/
The intensified bombing should be initiated during the favorable MaySeptember weather season, before the onset of poor flying conditi ons over
NVN. The bombing should include "target systems whose destruction "Tould
have the most far-r eaching effect on NVN 's capability to fight, " such as
electric power plants, ports, airfields, additional barracks and supply
depots, and transportation facilities . The 30 -mile circle around Hanoi
shoul d be shrunk to 10 miles and the 10-mile circle around Haiphong should
be reduced to 4 . 'Armed r econnaissance should be authorized throughout
NVN and adjacent coastal waters except in populated areas, the China buffer
zone, and the Hanoi/ Haiphong circles. Inland waterways should be mined
all the way up to the China buffer zone. 116/
On May 24 Genera l Wheeler provided his views on two alterna tive courses of action in response to a request from Vance: (1) add 250,000
troops in SVN and intensify the bombing against NVN, and (2) hold the troop
i ncrease to 70,000 more and hold the bombing below 20 0 unless required by
military necessity -- or, "if necessary to provide an opportunity for a
negotiated settlement," stop it altogether. In his memorandum to the
'SecDef, to which a lengthy .Joint Staff study of the alternatives Ivas attached,
General Wheeler said that a partial or complete cessation of strikes against
NVN would allow NVN to recoup its lo sses , expand its stockpiles , and continue to support the war from a sanctuary . This would be costly to
fri endly force (: and prol ong the "Tar . It couJd be i nterpreted as a WIN
victory -- an "aerial Dien Bien Phu." 117/
The Chairman recommended instead the adoption of the JCS
program for the conduct of the war, which i ncluded air strikes t o reduce
external aid to NVN, destroy it s in-country resources, and disrupt move ment into the South . The strikes would be designed t o "i solate the
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Hanoi-Haiphong logistic base" by interdicting the LOCs and concurrently·
attacking the "remaining reservoir of war-supporing resources " and the
f lovT of men and materials to the South . The import of war-sustaining
material would be obstructed and reduced, move~ent on rails , road s , and
i nland water-,Tays "\V·ould be degraded, "air terminals" would be disrupted ,
storage areas and stockpiles would be destroyed, and movement South
would be curtailed . The campaign "Tould impair NVN's ability to control ,
direct, and support the insurgency in the South . :NVN ·w ould be under
increasing pressure to seek a political rather than a military solution
to the war. 118/
At the end of May the Chiefs sent the Secretary their
response to the DPM. The Chairman sent McNarnara a memo vTi th a line - in,
line-out factu8,1 correction of the DPJ'.I that did not cormnent on policy .
Its most significant change was to raise the total troop figure in option
A (Westy ' s 4-2/3 Division request ) from 200,000 to 250,000. 119/
On
the 1st of June the Secretary received the Chiefs collective vie,vs on
the substantive policy recorunendations of the DPM. As· might have been
expect ed , they were the stiffest kind of condemnation of the proposals .
The JCS complained that the DPM passed off option A and its supporting
arguments as the viei·Ts of the milita,ry "Then in f act they were a distortion
of those views ,
Course A is an extrapolat ion of a number of proposals
which were reco~mended separately but not in combination or
as interpreted in the DPM . The combinat ion force levels ,
deployments , and military actions of Course A do not accurately
r eflect the positions or recommendat ions of COMUSMACV, CINCPAC,
or the Joint Chiefs of Staff . The positions of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff , ,vhich provide a better basis against which to
compare other alternatives, are set forth in JCSM-218-67 ,
JCSM 286-67, and JCSM- 288-67 . 120/
While they may have been annoyed at "'·That they felt 'vas a misrepresentation
of their vie'tTs on the best course of action for the U. S., the Chiefs were
outraged by the compromising of U. S. objectives in the DPM :
Objectives . The preferred course of action addressed
i n the DPlV! (Course B) is not consistent with NSAM 288 or
with the explicit public statements of US policy and objectives enumerated in Part I , Appendix A, and in Appendix B.
The DPM wculd, in effect , limit US obje ·;tives to merely
guaranteeing the South Vietnamese the right to determine
their own future on the one hand and offsetting the effect
of North Vietnam ' s application of force in South Vietnam
on the other . The United States would remain committed
to the se b ·m objectives only so long as the South Vietnamese
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continue to help themselves. It is also noted that the
DPM contains no statement of military objectives to
be achieved and that current US national, mi l itary,
and polit_".cal objectives are far more c)mprehensive and
far-r eaching . Thus:
a. The DPM fails to appreciate the full implications for the Free World of failure to achieve a success ful r esolution of the conflict in Southeast Asia .
b. Modification of present US objectives, as
ca lled for in the DPM, vTould undermine and no longer
provide a complete rationale for our presence in South
Vi etnam or much of our effort over the past tivo years.
c. The positions of the more than 35 nations suppor"('lng the Government of Vietnam might be rendered
untenable by such drastic changes in US policy. 121/
The strategy the DPM had proposed under option B was
complete ly 8,nathema to their vievT of how the "Tar should be conducted .
After having condemned the ground forces and strategy of the DPM as
a recipe for a protracted and indecisive conflict, the Chiefs turned
their guns on the recommended constriction of the air vTar to the DRV
panhandle :
Military strategy for Air/Naval War in the North.
The DPM stresses a policy which w'ould concentrate air
operations i n the North Vietnames e Itfunnel lt south of 20 0 •
The concept of a Itfunnel lt is misleading , since in fact
the communists are supplying their forces in South Vietnam from all sides, through the demilitarized zone, Laos,
the coast , Cambodia, and the rivers in the Delta. According
to the DPM, l imiting the bombing to south of 20 0 might
result in increased negotiation opportunities with Hanoi.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that such a nevT selfi mposed restraint re sulting from this major change in
strategy ivould most likely have the opposite effect.
The relative im.rnll..l1i ty granted to the LOCs and distribution
syst em outside the Panhandle "Tould permit: ('8.) a rapid
recove ry from the damage sustained to date; (b) an increase
in movement capability; (c) a reduced requirement for total
supplies "_n the pipeline; (d) a concent"('ation of air defenses
into the Pa~hand le; and (e) a release of personnel and equipment for increased efforts in infiltration of South Vietnam.
Also, it would relieve the Hanoi l eadership from experiencing
at fir st hand the pressures of recent air operations which
forei gn observers have reported. Any possible political
advantages gained by confining our interdiction campaign to
the Panhandle w'ould be offset decisively by allow'ing North
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Vietnam to continue an unobstructed importation of war
material. Further, it is believed that such a drastic
reduction in the scale of air operations against North
Vietnam could only r esult in the strengthening of the
enemy's re solve to continue the war. No doubt the reduction in scope of air operations would also be considered
by many as a weakening of US determination and a North
Vietnamese victory in the air "Tar over northern North
Vietnam. The combination of reduced military pressures
against North Vietna.m ,'lith stringent limitations of our
operations in South Vietnam, as suggested in Course B,
appears even more quest ionable conceptually . It would
most likely strengthen the enemy ' s ultimate hope of
v ictory and l ead to a redoubling of his efforts. 122/
Completing their r eje ction of the DH~ ' s analysis, the
Chiefs argued that properly explained a mob ili zat ion of the reserves and
a full U. S. commitment to ,'linning t he "Tar would be supported by the
American public and "rould bolster not harm U. S. prestige abroad . The
Chiefs did not think the likelihood of a Chinese intervention in response
to their proposed actions ,'Tas hi gh and they completely discounted a
Soviet entry into the hostilitie s in any active role. Summing up their
alarm at the complete turnab out in U. S. policy suggested by the DPM , the
Chiefs stated :
Most of the foregoing divergencies betl,reen the DPM
and the stated policies, objectives, and concepts are
i ndividually important and are reason for concern. How ever , ,,,hen viewed collectively, an a l arming pattern
emerges \'rhich suggests a major realignment of US objec t i ves and intentions in Southeast Asia ,,,i thout regard
f or the long-term consequences. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
are not a,vare of any decision to retract the policies and
objectives vThich have been affirmed by responsible official s
many times in recent years . Thus , the DPM lacks adeqaute
f oundation for further consideration . 1 23/
With the expectation that the implementation of course B "rould r esult
in a prol ongation of the war , a rei.nforcing of Hanoi ' s belief in ultimate
victory, and greatly increased costs for the U. S. i n lives and treasure ,
t he Chiefs rec)mmended that :
a.

The DPM NOT be fonvarded to the President .

b . The US national objective as expressed in NSAM 288
be maintained, and the national policy and objectives for
Vietnam as publicly stated by US officials be reaffirmed.
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c. The military objective, concept, and strategy for
the conduct of the war in Vietnam as stated in JCSM-218-67
b e approved by the Secretary of Defense.

They vTere evidently unavlare that the Pre s ident had already se en the DPM
ten days before. 124/
At about this time , the latter part of May , CIA also produced an estimate of the consequences of several different U.S. actions ,
including de-escalating the bombing . The actions considered were
es sentially those of the DPM : i ncrease U.S. t roop l evels in SVN by
another 200,000 ; intensify t he bombing against mi l itary , industrial,
and transportation targets ; intensify the bonili ing plus interdict the
harbors; or l evel off r ather than increase troop comraitments; and
reduce rather than intensify the bombing . 1 25/
The tone of this estimate was not quite as f avorable to
further bombing or quite as unfavorable to de - escalation as the January
CIA analysis had been . The e st i mate said that ]\JITN vTa S counting upon
wiY1..ning in the South , and was vTilJ_ing to absorb consi derabl e damage in
the North so long as the prospects were good there . More intensive
bombing vTas therefore not l ikely to be the decisive element in breaking
Hanoi ' s will and was not likely to force Hanoi to change its attitude
toward negotiations :
Short of a major invasion or nuclear attack , there is
probably no level of air or naval actions against North
Vietnam which Hanoi has determined in advance would be so
intolerab l e that the war ha d to be stopped . 126/
The pre ssure would be greater if, in addition, NVN ' s ports were closed .
If, as was most l ikely, the USSR did not accept the challenge and NVN
was forced to rely pri maril y on rail transport across China, and if,
as a consequence , the situation in NVN gradually deteriorated, it was
"conceivable" that NVN ,vould choose to negotiate or otherwise t erminate
the war ; but even this ,vas unlikely unless the war in the South ",as also
deteriorating serious ly. 127/
.
NVN ,

•

l"

As for r educ ing the bombing by restricting it to southern
t '·Tould
depend upon the circumstances :
'

In scme circUI1stances North Vietnar'l vlOuld attribute
thi s to the pressure of international opinion and domestic
criticism, and it ",ould confirm the view that the US ",ould
not persist. This view might be dispelled if the US made
. i t clear that the bombing vTas being redirected to rai se
the cost of moving men and supplies i nto the South ; and
even more if the US indicated it intended to incr ease US
forc es in the South and t ake other action to block or
r educe infiltration ~£om North Vi~tnam . 128/
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Willianl Bundy at State drafted com~ents on the DPM on
May 30 and circulated them at State and Defense . In his rambling
and sometimes contradictory memo , Bundy dealt mainly with the nature
and scope of the U.S , commitment -- as expressed in the DPM and a s he
sa,v it. He avoided any detailed analysis of the hTO military options
and focused his attention on the strategi c reasons for American i nvolvement; the objectives "Te were e,fter ; and the terms under Ivhich we could
consider closing do,'ln the operation. His memo began with his contention
that:
The gut point can almost be summed up in a pair of
sentences. If "Te can get a reasonably solid GVN political
structure and GVN performance at all levels, favorable
trends could become really marked over the next 18 months ,
the war will be won for practical purposes at some point, and
the resulting peace will be secured . On the other hand, if
"Te do not get these results from the GVN and the South Vietnamese peopl e, no amount of US effort will achieve our basic
objective in South Viet-Nam--a return to the essential
provisions of the Geneva Accords of 1954 and a reasonably
stable peace for many years based on these Accords.
It is this view of the central importance of the South that dominates
the remainder of Bundy 1s memo . But his own thinking was far from clear
about how the U. S. should react to a South Vietna.mes e failure for at the
end of it he wrote :
None of the above decides one other question clearly
implicit in the DOD draft . What happens if "the cOLmtry
cease s to help itself." If this happens in the literal
sense , if South Viet-Nam perforrns so badly that it simply
is not going to be able to govern itself or to resist the
slightest internal pressure, then we would agree that we
can do nothing to prevent this. But the real underlying
question is to "That extent vIe tolerate imperfection, even
gross i mperfe ction, by the South Vietnamese vrhile they are
still 1L.'1der the present grinding pressure from Hanoi and the
NLF.
This is a tough question. What do ,ve do if there is a
military ('oup this sum~e r and the electi.ons are aborted?
There would then be tr emendous pressure at home and in
Europe to the effect that this negated ivhat we were fighting
for, and that we should pullout.
But against such pressure ,ve must reckoJ:). that the stakes
in Asia vTill remain. After all, t he military rule, even in
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peacetime, in Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma. Are we
t o vTalk aT,lray from the South Vietnamese, at least as a
matter of principle, simply because theJ failed in what was
alvJays conceded to be a courageous and extremely difficult
effort to become a true democracy during a guerrilla war? 130/
Bundy took pointed issue with the DPM ' s reformulation of
U. S. objectives . Starting with the DPM ' s discussion of U. S. larger
interests in Asia, Bundy argued that:
I n Asian eyes, the struggle is a test case, and i ndeed
much more black-and-white than even we ourselves see it .
The Asian vie,v bears little resemblance to the breastbeating in Europe or at home. Asians would ~uite literally
be appalled - - and this includes India -- i f vle were to
pullout from Viet-Nam or if "de were to settle for an
illusory peace that produced Hanoi control over all Viet Nam in short order .
I n short, our effort in Viet-Nam in the past t,vo years
has not only prevented the catastrophe that would other wise have unfolded but has laid a foundation for a progress
that now appears truly possible and of the greatest histor ical significance . 131/
Having disposed of what he sa,v as a misinterpretation of
Asian sentiment and U.S. interests there , Bundy nOvl turned to the Dllf; ' s
a ttempt to minimize the U. S. com~itment in Vietnam. He opposed the DH~
l anguage because in his view it dealt too heavily vlith our military commitment to get NVA off the South Vietnamese back , and not enough ivi th
t he e~ually important commitment , to assure that li the political board
i n South Vietnam is not tilted to the advantage of the NLF ." 132/
Bundy ' s
conception of the U. S. commitment vTas twofold :
--To prevent any imposed pol itical role for the NLF
in Sbuth Vietnamese political life, and specificall y the
coali tion demanded by point 3 of Hanoi ' s Four Points , or
i ndeed any NLF part in goverrunent or pol itical l ife t hat
i s not safe and acceptable vollmt2rily to the South Vi et namese Goverrunent and people .
--To insist in our negotiating position that "regroupees, "
t hat i s, people originally native to South Viet - Nam who iVent
North in 1954 and returned from 1959 ollVrard , should be expel led
as a matter of principle in the settlement . Alternat i vel y ,
such people could remain in South Viet-Nam if, but onl y if ,
the South Vietnamese Government itself ivas prepared to receive
them back under a reconciliation concept , ,'/hich vlould pro vide in essence that they. must be prepared to accept peaceful
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politica l .q,ctivity under the Constitution (as the reconciliation appeal now does) . This latter appears to be the
position of the South Vietnamese Government, 'which - -as
Tran Van Do has just stated in Geneva--argues that those
sympathetic to the Northern system of gover nment should go
North, \'Thile those prepared to accept the Southern system
of government may stay in the South. Legally, the first
alternative is sound, in that Southerners who ,-rent North
in 1954 becarr!e for all legal and practical purposes Northern
citizens and demonstrated their allegiance . But if the
South Vietnamese prefer the second alternative, it is in
fact exactly comparable to the r egroupment provisions of
the 1954 Accords, and can legally be sustained. But in
either case the point is that the South Vietnamese are not
obliged' to accept as citizens people "'Those total pattern
of conduct ShovTS that they would seek to overthrol'l the
structure of government by force and violence. 133/
The remainder of Bundy ' s comments ylere addressed to
importance of this last pOint. The U.S. could not consider withdra'l-ring
its forces until not only the North Vietnamese troops but also the regroup ees had returned to the North. Nowhere in his comments does he specifi cally touch on the merits of the hlO military options, but his argu.r nents
all seem to support the tougher of the tYlO choices (his earlier support
of restricting the bombing thus seems paradoxical ). He Ylq.S , it is clear ,
l ess concerned with immediate specific deci s ions on a military phase of
the war than "ivi th the long term consequences of this maj or readjustment
of American sights in Southeast Asia.
The only other reaction on the DPM from the State Depart ment was a belated memo from Katzenbach to Vance on June 8. Katzenbach ' s
criticisms were more focused on specific language and conclusions than
Bundy ' s . In general they did not rej ect the analysis of the DPM, hOi-l ever . Hith respect to the bombing, Katzenbach observed that, " •.. we
ought to consider concentrating on infiltration routes throughout North
Viet - Naill and leaving 'strategic ' targets, particularly those in urban
areas alone ." 134/
This departed slightly from the Bundy-RostoYlMcNaughton the s is of confining the bomb ing to the panhandle infiltration
net'fork . As to the DPM ' s effort to circums cribe U. S. obj ecti ve s in the
war, Katz.enbacn achieved a new l ow in underst.atement , "I agree with the
arguments for limited obj ect:i.ves . But these are not easy to define . " 135/
In short , if the intent of the DOD draft had been to precipitate an
Administrati on -Hide debate on the :f'u...l1damental issues of the U. S . invol ve ment , it had certainly achi eved its purpose .
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5.

The McNamara Bombing Options

Long before McNamara received these vieivs from the Chiefs,
CIA and State, however, he had re~uested comments from several ~uarters
on hTO possible bombing programs. Perhaps reflecting a cool Presidential
reaction to the DPM proposals, Secretary McNamara, on May 20, asked the
JCS, the CIA, and the two military services involved in the ROLLING
THUNDER program , the Air Force and the Navy, to study the ~uestion. He
referred to the IIcontroversylt surrounding the program, said that several
alternatives had been suggested, and asked for an analysis of the tvTO
most promising ones :
(1 ) Concentrate on LOCs in the Panhandle area, Route
Packages 1, 2, and 3, and terminate bombing in the rest of
North Vietnam unless there is reconstruction of important
fixed targets destroyed by prior raids or unless new military actions appear; or
(2 ) Terminate bombing against fixed targets not
directly associated \"lith LOCs in Route Packages 6a and
6b iJ,he northeast ~uadran!:.7 and simultaneously expand armed
recormaissance in Route Packages 6a .a nd 6b by authorizing
strikes against all LOCs except within 8 miles of the
centers of Hanoi and Haiphong . This would undoubtedly
r e~uire continuous strikes against MIG aircraft on all
airfields . 136/
Under alternative (2) above, the Secretary provided two a l ternate
assumptions: (a ) that strikes against the ports and port facilities
were precluded, and (b) that every effort was made to deny importation
f rom the sea . 137/
The Secretary asked each addressee to analyze the tvTo main
alternatives plus any others they considered worth discussing . He asked ,
for each of the alternatives, the effect it ivould have on reducing the
flovT of men and material to SVN, on losses of pilots and aircraft , and
on the risk of lIincreased military pressure ll from the USSR or China .
He also asked that the studies be carried. out independently, and. r e~uested
r eports by 1 June. 138/
'l he CIA reply , a II Dear Bob ll meI1.O from Helms , arrived a8
re~uested on June 1st .
In his cover memo Helms stated that the goal
of interdicting supplies to the South was essentiall y beyond r each :
In general, ive do not believe that any of the programs
presented in your memorandum is capable of reducing the f l olv
of military and other essential goods sufficie'ntly to
affect the I'Tar in the South or to decrease Hanoi I s deter mination to persist in the war . 139/
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Based on the results of ROLLING THUNDER to date and on
the nature of the logistic target system, CIA said, concentrating the
bombing in sout_lern }\J\[N would undoubtedly inc:::'ease the costs of main taining the LOCs and degrade their capacity rr some"l'That further, II but
could not be expected to reduce the flow of men and materie l belo"l'T
pre sent levels. This "I-laS because of the excess capacity of the road
nehTork and INN ' s impressive ability to maintain and improve it . It
cited the example of the traffic from ~~~ through Mu Gia pass into
Laos. DQring the 1965-1966 dry season, truck traffic on the route
averaged 28 trucks or about 85 tons of supplies a day, a level of ·traffic
which used it to less than 20 percent of its then theoretical capacity
of 450 tons a day, and , since the route had been improved, less than
10 percent of its present capacity of 740 tons a day . The rest of the
road network had also been expanded in spite of the bombing . Some 340
miles of alternative routes "l'Tere built in southern NVN during 1966 and
more than 400 mil es of new roads were constructed in Laos. Even if the
bombing could reduce road capacities by 50 percent, the capacity remaining
would still be at least five times greater than required to move supplies
at -the current rate. In surnmary:
... the excess capacity on the road networks in Route
Packages I, II, and III provides such a deep cushion that
it is almost certain that no interdiction program can
neutralize the logistics target system to the extent necessary to reduce the flo,v of men and supplie s to South Vietnam
belm'T their present levels . 140/
As to concentrating the bOlribing north instead of south of
20 0 , neither the open or the closed port variants IIcould obstruct or
reduce North Vietnam ' s import of military Qr war-supporting materials
sufficiently to degrade its ability to carryon the war . 1I NVN now had
t he capacity to i mport about 14,000 tons of goods a day over its main
rail, road, and inland water routes; and it currently imported about
5,300 tons a day . An optimum interdiction program against all means
of land and water transportation could 't at most rr reduce transport capacity
to about 31900 tons a day, or about 25 percent below present l evels .
Ho\vever , if NVN eliminated all but essential military and economic goods,
'it would need only about 3000 tons a day , a volume of t raffic which could
still be handled comfortably. 141/
.
The CIA also went into some detail on Soviet and Chinese
o
responses to bcmbing north versus south of 2C . The Chinese would
attribute any cutback to a lack of "I'Till in the face of rising domestic
and international criticism and "lwuld continue to egg NVN on . The Soviets
would construe it in this light, also, but would be relieved that the
U.S. had broken the cycle of escalation, and if the U. S. accompanied the
cutback "Tith political initiatives to,vard negotiations might even press
Hano:i. to r espond . As to Hanoi,
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Whether or not Hanoi responded to these initiatives wODld depend on its vie"iv of the nilitary outlook in the South, and on .,rhether it believed that a
move tOI-rard negotiation would bring success nearer. 142/
Bombing north of 20 0 without closing the ports would not
bring on ne"l"l or different Chinese or Sovl et responses except for the
attacks On airfields . These might l ead to greater Chinese involvement,
especially if NVN transferred air defense operations t o bases in China.
If the ports were closed, hol,rever, there would be a direct challenge
to the USSR . While it was unlikely that the USSR (or China, for that
matter) "I'lOuld undertake nelV military actions, it would make every effort
to continue supplying NVN and vJOuld attempt to put maximum political
pressures on the U. S. China ' s leverage Id th Hanoi would groi'; , and
China would urge Hanoi to continue the war more vigorously than ever . 1!+3/
The formal JCS response to the SecDef ' s questions on
bombing north versus south of the 20th :p8,rallel , quite apart from troop
l evels, Ivas submitted on 2 Ju..l1e . It vTas predictably cool toward
r estricting the bombing to southern NVN, a good deal warmer tm-rard
continuing the bombing in northern NVN , and warmest by far tOI-rard
proce eding from there to close the ports. lL~
The JCS opposed any cutback on bombing north of the 20t h
parallel on grounds that it would decrease the effectiveness of i nter diction and make things easier for NVN. It vlould r educe t he distance
over which the flow of men and supplies was subject to attack . It would
provide NVN fre e and r apid access down to Thanh Hoa , decreasing transport
t ime , rolling stock requirements, pipel ine assets, and man-hours for
moving supplies South . It would release resources currentl;>, required
north of 20 0 • It woul d enab l e NVN to accelerate the import of weapons
and munitions , strengthen the Panhandle defenses , and increase U.S. attrition . The U. S . action "Tould be interpreted as yielding to pressure and
weakening re solve; NVN would be sure to claim victory and press for greater
concess ions as a price for any settlement . 145/
The JCS also argued that terminating strikes against nonLOC targets in the north and switching to expanded'armed reconnaissance
there ,·rould have the disadvantage of not maintaining the l evel of damage
achieved "Ti th respect to fixed installations and i ndustry, but "Tould have
t he advantages of adding to NVN ' s difficulties - - from interruptions of
t he LOCs, h aving to re sort to inferior means of transport , shifting its
management and labor re sources , and t he like. HO"l.;ever , leaving the ports
open I'Tould permi t NVN to absorb the da..m.age and adjust to the campaign.
wi th the ports open, NV1J could conti nue to handle imports even i f the
LOC strikes i'Tere successf'ul. With t he ports closed, on the other hand ,
sustained attack o~ the roads and railroads would become mili tarily
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profitable, and the concurrent and sustained interdiction of imports
would become possible. 146/

4 of this JC SM initialled
by McNaughton indicated, Hall incorporated in my 6/ 3/ 67 draft,tr and
A " cryptic pencil note on copy

listed trMain issue s " as 1r(1) Total pressure (2) pilot losses (3) U.S.
' failure '. tr 147/
It is hard to kno,v exactly what this could mean
since the JCS position w'as certainly not being adopted by the Secretary .
Moreover, there i s no record of a 3 June draft. We will discuss a later
draft below', but it does not endorse the JCS position .
The Secretary of the Navy responded to Secretary MCNamara ' s
questions with an attempt to construct models of the alternative north and
south of 20 0 target systems and war game attacks against them . It concluded that an interdiction effort in southern NVN concentrated on
specified a,reas where traffic "las a lready constricted by the t errain would
be more effective than the current program, "but by an uncertain increment over an undefinable base. tr U.S. losses .vould be· lower initially,
but would rise in time because NVN could be expected to redeploy antiaircraft defenses south . The manp0"\'l er strain on NVN .vould not be as
at present, ho"lever, with the cessation of attacks on the high-val ue
targets in the northern part of the country . 148/
The Navy analysis also concluded that a greater inter di ction effort north of 20 0 , without closing the ports, could not be
carried out with available resources trin a manner producing results
better than the present effort. tr The program would create greater
demand for repair and bypass construction, but it was not clear that it
would have a major effect on ~NN ' S capability to i mport goods and ship
t hem t o SVN. This alternative "Tould be the most expensive in U.S. aircraft and aircrews and ."ould provide the least return i n r educing NVN
supplies to SVN. 149/
Closing the ports in addition to stepping up t he armed
reconnaissance effort in northern NVN would have a substantial effect
on imports at first but in time NVN could switch to other LOCs. The
cost would be mainly in efficiency . Reducing imports bel ow NVN ' s mini mum requirements was probably beyond the current capability of the
bombing campaign . 150 /
The Air Force r esponse to Secretary McNamara ",as given
on 3 June . Cutting back the bombing to below' the 20th parall el "Tould
permit NV}J to increase the input of men and supplies at the top of the
"funnel " 1-lith the same or less effort than it was nOl" expending, and
would re sult in a greater inflo,,, into SVN. U. S. l osses'might go down
t emporarily, but Nl!N woul~ shift its anti - aircraft resources. south'lard ,
and losses ,·Tould rlse agaln . The cutback would reduce the rlsk of
Chinese or Soviet involvement ~nd migt:t conceivably even start a process
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of mutual de-escalation, but it w'as more likely to be taken as a
sign of U. S. vreaknes s and encourage Hanoi to take a still stronger
stand . 151 /
Expanded armed reconnaissance in northern NVN, especially
i f coupled ..rith denying or inhibiting importation through Haiphong,
•.• Hould have a sUbstantial effect on NVN economy
and l ogistic net and Hould • . • force enough additional
diversion of resources to reduce j\iVN infiltration and
support. 152/
However, closure of Haiphong - - which might not shut off all a ccess from
the sea - - vwuld carry unacceptable risks of Hider vrar , an allout attack
on the railroads and roads from China was preferable, and Hould still
complicate NVN ' s logistic problems. still more preferable, on balance ,
"ras maintaining the present level of operations :
Because closure of Haiphong is probably not acceptable ,
vrhat "Tould othervrise be a reasonable price in terms of air craft loss for greatly reducing the inflow along the northern
roads and railroads becomes an unreasonable loss in the
presence of a possible increase of sea import .•.• This option
i s not , without Haiphong port denial, an optimum use of airpower . It i s a w'ar of attrition, forced by the risk of a
wider v'r ar or other actions by the Soviets if we do try to
close Haiphorig . In that sense, it is analogous to the
ground ,'Tar in the South ... •153/
On June 9, Secretary of the Air Force Bro'\Vl1 sent McNamara a supplemental
memo in which he tried to make a case for interdiction bombing based on
a statistical demonstration that it was the most important factor in
explaining the difference betw'een uninterdicted infiltration capability
and actual infiltration . 154/
Thus , the responses to the SecDef ' s ques t ions on bomb i ng
north versus south of the 20th parallel divided about evenly , wi th the
JCS arid the Air Force strongly opposed to a cutback t o 20 0 and backing
the more escalatory route , and the Navy and CIA concl udi ng that inter diction either north or south was a di fficult i f not imposs i bl e goal but
t hat a cutback would cost little .

6.

The June 12th DPM

The Defense Department having fully expl ored the various air
vTar options , attention wi thin the Administrat i on again :f(:Cused on preparing
a memorandum to the President, this time on strategy against North Vietnam
alone . But other events and problems were interveni ng to consume the
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time and energies of the Principles in early June . On June 5, the
four-day Arab-Israeli War erupted to dominate all other problems during
that vieek . The intensive diplomatic activity at the UN by the U.S.
would heavily engage the President's attention and eventually lead to
t~ e Summit meeting with Soviet Premier Kosygin in Glassboro, N.J . later
in the month. In the actual war in Vietnam, the one -day truce on
Buddha's birthday, May 23rd, had produced such gross enemy violations
that some intensification of the conflict ensued afterwards . Nevertheles s in late May, Admiral Sharp was informed of the reimposition
of the 10-mile prohibited zone around Hanoi . His response was predictable:
We have repeatedly sought to obtain authority for a
systematic air campaign directed against carefully selected
targets 'Ivhose destruction and constant disruption would
steadily increase the pressure on Hanoi.
It seems unfortunate that just when the pressure is incr eas ing by virtue
of such an air campaign , and the weather is optimum over
northern NVN, we must back off. 155/
On June 11, hOI.lever, the Kep airfield ,·l as struck for the first time
with ten MIGs reportedly destroyed or damaged. Prior to that, on
June 2, an unfortunate case of bad aiming had resulted in a Soviet ship ,
the Turkestan, being struck by cannon fire from a U.S. plane trying to
silence a North Vietnamese AAA battery . The Soviets lodged a vigorous
protest ,tlith the U.S., but I'le initially denied the allegation only to
acknolvledge the accident later (on June 20 to be exact just three days
before the Glassboro meeting and presumably to improve its atmosphere).
In I-Tashington, in addition to the time consuming Middle
East crlsls, Administration officials were still far from consensus on
the question of whether to add another major increment to U.S. ground
force s in South Vietnam and to call up the reserves to reconstitute
depleted forces at home and elsewhere. Indeed, as we shall see, it
appears that the troop question went unresolved longer than the air
strategy problem. The issues must have been discussed in a general
review of the Vietnam question at a meeting at State on June 8 in
Katzenbach's office, but no record of the discussion was preserved. A
two-page outline of positions entitled "Di sagreements " and preserved
in McNaughton 's files does , hovTever , give a very good idea of where
the principle Presidential advisers stood on the major issues at that
point:
DISAGREEHENTS
Westmoreland -McNamara on whether Cburse A would
end the vTar sooner .
1.

•
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2. Vance-CIA on the· ability of NVN to meet force
i ncreases in the South .

3. Wheeler-Vance on the military effectiveness of
cutting back bombing to beloW" the 20th Parall el, and on
whether it would save US casualties .

4. CIA believes that the Chinese might not intervene
i f an invasion of NVN did not seem to threaten the Hanoi
r egime. Vance states an invasion would cause Chinese intervention . Vance believes that the Chi nese could decide to
i ntervene if the ports "Tere mined ; CIA does not mention
t his possibility .
5. CIA and the Mission disagree with Vance on "Thether
"Te ha.ve achieved the cross-over point and , more broadl y ,
on hoy] yTell the tlbig yrar" is going . One CIA analysis , contradicted in a l atter LSi~ CIA statement , expresses the view t hat
the enemy ' s strategic position has i mproved over the past year.
6. CIA-INR on "Thether Hanoi seeks to "Tear us dOlm (CIA )
or seeks more positive victories in the South (INR ).

7. INR believes that the bombing has had a greater
effect than does CIA .
8. Vance and CIA say 've have struck a ll worthvrhil e
targets in 1'VN except the ports. Wheel er disagrees.

9.

CIA cites inflationary pressures and the further
pressure that ,,,ould be caused by Course A. Vance says that
thes e pressure s are under control and could be handled if
Cour se A were adopted.
10. RostoI'T believes that a call-up of reserves "Tould
show Hanoi that "I,re mean business and have mor e troops coming-Vance believes that a res erve call-up would lead to divi s ive
debate W"hich \'Toul d encourage Hanoi . Would not the call-up
indi cate that ''Ie had manpoW"er problems?
11. BQDdy-Vance disagreements on the degree t o which
W"e have contained China, ' 'rThether Our COIr,j1.i tment ends if the
SVNamese don 't help themselves, the ~lliF role i n political
life , regroupees , and our and Hanoi ' s rights to l end support to friendly forces in SVN after a settlement . 156/
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Another indication of what may have transpired i n the
June 8 meeting ~s an unsigned outline for a p)licy paper (probabl y
done in Bundy ' s office) in McNaughton ' s files . This ~mbitious document suggests that U.S. goals in the conflict include leaving behind
a stable, democratic government ; leaving behind conditions of stable
p eace in Asia; persuading the DRV to give up its aggression ; and
neutralizing the internal security thr'eat in the South . All this to
be done without creating an American satell ite , generating- anti American sentiment, destroying the social fabric in the South or
alienating other countries . 157/
Strategies considered to achieve
the objectives included the Westmorel and plan for 200,000 men with a
reserve callup (10 disadvantages listed against it); l .imiting the
increase to 30,000 men but \vithout a res erve callup; " enough US forces
to operate effectiYely against provincial main force units and to
r einforce I Corps and the DMZ area," vlith a re serve callup; and no
change from current force levels. Options against North Vietnam
i ncluded : (A) expanded air attacks on military, industrial and LOC
t argets including mining the harbors ; (B) stopping the bombing north
of the 20th parallel except for restrikes ; (C) invasion ;, and (D) the
barri er. The section ends cryptically, "Our over - all strategy must
consist of a combination. of these . II 158/
The l ast paragraph of the
outline deals i'i'ith the intended strategy against the North :
••. the object i s to cut the North off from the South
as much as pos sibl e , and to shake Hanoi from its obdurate
position. Concentrate on shaking enemy morale in both the
South and North by limiting Hanoi ' s ability to support the
forc es in South Viet-Nam.
a.

A barrier , if it will work , or

b. Concentrate bombing on lines of communica tion
throughout NVN, thus spe cifically concentrating on infiltrat ion but not running i nto the problem we have had and
wi'll have with bomb i ng oriented towards 'strat egi c' targets
in the Hanoi/ Haiphong area . By continuing to bomb throughout NVN in this manner we would indicate neither a le ssening
of will nor undue impatience . 152./
The broad outlhle s of the eventual decision on bombing that would emerge
from this prolonged debate are contained in this cryptic outline in
early June.
At Defense, McNaughton began once again t ,o pull t ogether
a DPll.1 for McNamara , this time devoted exclusivel y to the a ir 'I'i'ar. A
June 12 version preserved in McNaughton's files appears t o be the final
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f orm it took, although 'Ivhether it was shown t o the P-.!'esident is not
clear . McNaughton ' s draft rejected the more fUlsome expressions of
t he U.S. objective advanced by the Chiefs and Bundy in favor of fol10Hing a more closely defined set of goals:
The limited over - all US objective, in terms of the
narrow US commitment and not of wider US preferences, i s
to take action (so long as they continue to help themselves )
to see that the people of South Vietnam are permitted to
determine their ol'm fUtur e . Our cormni t ment is t o stop ( or
generously to offset vlhen He cannot stop ) North Vietnamese
military intervention in the South , so that "the board will
not be tilted" against Saigon in an internal South Vietnamese
contest for control ..• The sub-objectives, at Hhich our bomb ing
campaign iI,l the North has ali-lays been aimed, are these:
--(1 ) To retaliate and to lift the morale of the peopl e
in the South, including Americans , who are being attacked by
agents of the North ;
--(2) To add to the pressure on Hanoi to end the 'Ivar;

--(3) To reduce the flol'l and/or to increase the cost
of infi ltrating men and materiel from North to South. 160/
In light of these ob j ectives , three alternat i ve air vTar programs wer e
examined in the memo . They were :
ALTERt~TIVE A.
Intensified attack on the Hanoi -Haiphong
logistical base . Under this Alternative , we would continue
attacks on enemy installations and industry and would conduct
an int ensified , concurrent and sustained effort against all
elements of l and , sea and air lines of co~munication in North
Vietnam -- especially those entering and departing the HanoiHaiphong areas. Foreign shipping 'Ivould be "shoulder ed out"
of Haiphong by a series of air attacks that close in on the
center of t he port complex. The harbor and approaches would
be mined, forcing for'eign shipping out into the nearby
estuarie s for offloading by lighterage . Intensive and
systematic armed reconnaissance woul d be carried out a gainst
the roads and railroads from China (especially the northeast
railroad ), against coastal shipping and coastal transshipment locations , and a gainst a ll other lend lines of commnications. The eight major operational airfields would be
systemati cally attacked, and the deep-water ports of Cam Pha
and Hon Gai 'Ivould be struck or mined as re'luired. ALTERNA TIVE A could be pursued full-force bet'lveen now and September
(thereafter the onset of unfavorable weather conditions woul d
seriously impair operati ons ).
'
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ALTERNATIVE B. . Emphasis on the infiltration r outes
south of the 20th Parallel. Under this alternative, the
dominant emphasis woul d be , not on preventing mat erial
from flowing into North Vietnam (and thus not on "economic
pressure on the regime), but on preventing military men and
materiel from flo"ring out of the North into t he South . We
"rould terminate bombing i n the Red Rive r basin except for
occasional sorties (perhaps 3%) -- those necessary to keep enemy
air defenses and damage-repair crews positioned there and to
keep i mportant fixed targets knocked out. The same total nQmber
of sorties envisioned under ALTERNATIVE A--together with nava l
gunfire at targets ashore and afloat and mining of i nland
waterways, estuaries . and coastal Ivaters -- would be . concentrated in the neck of NQrth Vietnam, between 170 and 20 0 ,
through which all l and i nfiltration must pass and in which
the "extended battle zone" north of the DMZ lies . The
effort ,voul d be intensive and sustained , designed especially
to saturate choke points and to compl ement similar nelV
intensive interdiction effort s i n adjacent areas in Laos
and near the 17th Parall el inside South Vietnam.
ALTERNATIVE C. Extension of t he current program . This
alternative "rould be essentially a refinement of the currently approved program and t herefore a compromise between
ALTElli~TIVE A and ALTERNATIVE b .
Under it, while avoiding
attacks within the lO-mile prohibited zone around Hanoi and
strikes at or' mining of the ports , we would conduct a heavy
effort against all other land , sea, and air lines of communication. I mportant fixed targets would be kept knocked out;
intens ive , sustained and systematic armed reconnais sance would
be carried out against the roads and railroads and coastal
shipping throughout the country ; and the eight major airfields
would b e systematically attacked. The tota l number of' sorties
would be the same as under the other two alternatives . 161/
The positions of the various members of the Defense establishment with
respe ct to the three alt ernative s were :
Mr. Vance and I recommend ALTERNATIVE B.

The J6int Chiefs of Staff r ecommend ALTERNATIVE A.
The Secretary of the Navy recommends ALTERNATIVE B.
The Secretary of the Air Force recommends ALTERNATIVE C
modifi ed to a dd some targets (especially LOC target s ) to the
pre s ent list a.nd to eliminate others.
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The Director of the CIA does not make a recommendation.
The CIA judgment is that none of the alt2rnatives is capable
of decreasing Hanoi ' s determination to persist in the war
or of reducing the flow of goods sufficiently to affect the
I'T ar in the South. 162/
The argQments for and against the three alternatives were
developed at considerable length in the memo . The sunwary gave the follO"l'Ting rationale for the McNamara-Vance position :
In the memorandum , Mr. Vance and I:
--Oppose the JCS program (ALTERNATIVE A) on grounds
that it vTOuld neither substantially reduce the flow of men
and supplies to the South nor pressure Hanoi to"ivard settlement, that it i'lOuld be costly in American lives and in
dome stic and world opinion, and that it would rtUl serious
risks of enlarging the I'Tar into on~ with the Soviet Union
and China, leaving us a feiv months from now more frustrated
and with almost no choice but even further escalation .
--Oppose mere refinement of the pres ent program
(ALTERNATIVE C) on grounds that it would involve most of
the costs and some of the risks of ALTERNATIVE A with l ess
chance that ALTElli~TIVE A of either interdicting supplies
or moving Hanoi tOT,'Tard settlement.
--Recommend concentration of the bulk of our efforts
on infiltration routes south of 20 0 (ALTERNATIVE B) because
this course ivould interdi~t supplies as effectively as the
other alternatives, vrould cost the least in pilots' lives ,
and would be consistent with effort to move tOl-rard negoti ations . 163/
These vieivs vlere stated in somel-That expanded form in in the concluding
paragraphs of the DPM:
I am convinced that, vrithin the limit s to which we Ca'.1
go I'Tith prudence, It strategic tt b ombing of North Vietnalu vrill
at best be unproductive. I am convinced that mining the
ports would not only be unproductive bU:j very costly in
domestic and ivorld support and very dangerous -- running
high risks of enlarging the war as the program is carried
out, fru strated and with no choice but to escalate further.
At the sa.me time, I am doubtful that bombing the infiltration routes north or south of 20 0 will put a meaningful
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ceiling on men or materiel entering South Vietnam. Nevertheless, I recommend ALTERK~TIVE B (whic~ emphasizes
bombing the area betwe en 170 and 20 0 ) because (1) it holds
highest promise of serving a military purpose, (2) it
will cost the least in pilots' lives, and (3) it is consistent with efforts to move tovrard negotiations.
Implicit in the recommendation is a conviction that
nothing short of toppling the Hanoi r egime will pre ssure
North Vietnam to settle so long as they believe they have
a chance to sin the "w'ar of attrition" in the South, a
judgment that actions sufficient to topple the Hanoi
r egime will put us into war Yli th the Soviet Union and
China, and a belief that a shift to ALTERN~TIVE B can be
timed and handled in such a way as to gain politically
while not endange ring the morale of our fi ghting men . 164/
There is no evidence as to whether the President saw this
memo or not. If he did, any decision on bombing was probably deferred
to be made in conjurlction vri th the decision on ground forces. Moreover, the middle of June 'vas heavily taken up with the question of
Ylhether or not to meet Kosygin, and once that was decided Ylith preparing for the confrontation. Therefore; no decision on bombing was
forthc oming during June. What is significant is the coalescence of
civilian opinion against the JCS r ecommended escalation.

7.

The RT 57

De~ision

-- No Escalation

There is some evidence that in spite of the burden of
other problems, some attention Ylas also being devoted to the possibility
of negotiations and U.S. positions in the event they should occur . 167/
Bundy had had an extensive interview with t he recently defected Charge of
the Hungarian Embassy in \lTashington who had confirmed that at no time
during any of the past peace efforts with the DRV had there been any
North Vietnamese softening of its position. 16§/
This view of the Cttrrent situation was challenged, hOYlever, by INR in a report at mid-month.
They noted that, rrSeveral recent indicators sugges ~ that Hanoi may
again be actively reviel'Ting the issue of negotiations. Some of the
indicators shoYT possible flexibility; others show continuing hardness." 167/
In retrospect these vTere hardly more than straws in the wind. In early
July they would become more i mmediate , however, with a Canadian proposal
for redemilitarization of the DMZ and a bombing halt (s ee below). The
June review of the situation no doubt Ivas done I'l i th a view to determining
vlhat possibilities might exist if the President met with Kosygin as he
eventua lly did .

•
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On June 17, Ambassador Bu~ker added his voice to the
chorus already Joubting the effectiveness of t.he bombing in interdicting
the flow of North Vietnamese support for the war. In his first major
pronouncement on the subject he told Rusk in an Heyes only" cable:
Aerial bombardment has been helpful in greatly increasing the difficulties of infiltration by the NVN forces and
in keeping them supplied . It has also destroyed or damaged
a large amount of the NVN infrastructure. Aerial bombardment, however , though extremely important, has neither
int erdicted infiltration nor broken the will of the NVN and
it i s doubt fill that it can accomplish either. 168/
Continuing his analysis, he stated :
It seems apparent therefore that the crux of the
military problem is to choke off NVN infiltration.

*

*

When the infiltration is choked off, it should be
possible to suspend bombings at least for a period and
thereby determine whether there is substance to the
statement in many quarters that Hanoi "rould then come
to negotiations. If the bombings I,rere stopped it would
at least call their bluff. 169/
In the remainder of this cable he advanced the arguments for an antiinfiltration barrier even in view of the political problems it would
create. Disillusioned, like so many others, with the bOnibing, he pinned
his hopes on this untried military alternative to "choke off the infiltration."
A few days later, CINCPAC, undoubtedly aware of the air
war debate in "lvashington and the direction in ,vhich it was tending , sent
a long cable to the Chiefs evaluating the results of r ecent months in
the ROLLING THUNDER program, results which argued for intensification of
the bombing he felt. Revieyring the history of the bombing since February, he noted the curtailment of sorties during the early spring because
of bad weather 'but stated that , "Starting in late April and over a period
of five weeks, the air campaign in the NE qu~drant increased the l evel of
damage in that area and the consequent stress on the Hanoi goverfl..ment
more than during the entire previous ROLLING THUNDER 'program:' 170/
In
an apparent attempt to head off the arguments for limi t·ing the bombing to
belm.r the 20th parallel, Admiral Sharp pointed out that the significant
achievements in the NE quadrant in the previous hro months had not been
at the expense of sorties in the panhandle and, perhaps more importantly,
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had experienced a declining aircraft loss rate compared with th~
previous year . The numbers of trucks , railroad cars, boats , etc .,
destroyed Here offered as evidence of the eff2ctiveness of bombing
i n interdicting the flovl of supplies. No mention is made of the
undimini shed r ate of that flo'·l. The mining of the rivers south of
20 0 is also judged a success, although no evidence is offered to sup port the statement. After fulminating about the reimpos ition of the
10-mile r estriction around Hanoi, CINCPAC notes the significant
achievements of the last months -- all in terms of increased DRV defensive activity (MIG , SAM, AAA, etc . ) . In a peroration worthy of Billy
Mitchell, CINCPAC surrrrne d up the achievements of the recent past and made
the case for intensification :
•. . He believe that our targeting systems concept, our
stepped up combat air effort over the Northeast and the
continued' high sortie rate applied against enemy infiltration is paying off. Hith the exception of RT 55 and RT 56 ,
air pOlver for the first · time began to realize the ' sort of
effectiveness of Ivhich it is capable . This effectivene s s
can be maximized if vle can be authorized to strike the many
important targets remaining .
We are at an important point in this conflict . life
have achieved a position, albeit late in the game , from
which a precisely executed and incisive air campai gn
against all the target systems will a ggrega,te significant
i nterrelated effects against the combined military, politi cal , economic , and psychological posture of North Vietnam .
In our judgment the enemy is now hurting and the operations
t o vlhi ch we attribute this impact should be continued vlith
widest latitude in planning and execution in the months of
remaining good ,veather . 171/
CINCPAC I S arguments, however , Ivere largely falling on deaf
ears . The debate had resolved itself as bebveen options Band C. On
Jul y 3, the energetic Secretary of the Air Force , Harold Bro>-m, sent
McNamara another long detailed memo supporting his preference for
a lternative C. Convinced that the bomb ing did have some utility in
northern North Vietnam, BrOlm had sent supplementary memos to his 3 June
basic reply on 9 and 16 June . His July memo compared the objectives of
t he t\vO alternatives and noted that the only di fference vTas that alter native C ,·l ould someHhat i mpede the impurt of supplies into North Vietnam
and would allot 2Cf1/o of the available sorties north of 20 0 compared >-lith
'3% under' alternative B. !7Y The principle arglJIaent s f or maintaing the
nor thern attack were : (ij ·the fact that a substantial erosion of interdiction effectiveness ,'lould occur if it Ivas curtailed ; (2 ) the political
i rreversib ility of de - escalation (and the current· l ack of diplomatic
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reason for such an initiative); and (3) the declining loss rB,te::; of
aircraft and pilots in Route Packages 4-6. The appeal of Bro'l'Tn I S
analysis, hOlvev-.:r, for McNamara must have cle3..rly been ' its reliance on
statistical data -- hard f acts ., This is nO';'T BrmVll argued that ending
the northern sorties Hould reduce interdiction effectiveness :
••• the increase in Height of effort south of 20 0 from
transferring 1500 sorties out of the area north of 20 0 is
only about 21% (or about 13% incr eas e of the total effort
south of 20 0 and in Laos) . Even if there is no la'l'T of
diminishing returns south of 20 0 , for that overall increase
to compensate the decrease in effect north of 20 0 would
r equire that the former be presently five times as effective
as the latter . I believe there would be diminishing r eturns
south of 20 0 , because there are no targets south of 20 0
which are nO'l'T not struck for l ack of availability of sorties .
0
North of 20 the question is a different one . The damage
to LOCs can be increased by increas ing the weight of effort
(and this has been done in the past fel'T months ). What 'He
have not been able to measure ,'Tell i s the incremental effort
t his forces on the North Vietnamese, or the extent to which
t hey could and "TOuld use it to increase infiltration if
t hey did not have to expend it on keeping supplies flm'Ting
t o the 20 0 line.
It can be argued that because the flow into SVN is a
l arger fraction of what passes through Route Packages I-III
t han it is of what passes through Route Packages IV-VI, an
amount of materiel destroyed in the former area has more
effect than the same amount destroyed in the latter. This
i s true, but to argue that sorties in the northern region
are therefore l ess important overlooks the fact that this
very gradient is established largely by the attrition
t hroughout the LOC. In analogous transport or diffusion
problems of this sort in ' the physi cal \Vor ld (e. g ., the
diffusion of heat ) it is demonstrable that interferences
close to the source have a greater effect , not a lesser
effect , than the same i nterferences close to the output.
If the attacks on t he LOCs north of 20 0 stopped , the flo'I'T
of goods past 20 0 could easil y be raised by far more than
20% and the 20% increase of attack south of 200 would
nO'l'There DE.ar compensate for t his .
One interesting ob servation about the NE LOC i s that
the enemy has expended a significant percentage of his
total i mports in executing military defensive operations
f or the ~NN heartland . From 1 January 1967 through 19 June
1967 , he has launched 1062 ~ missi l es in Route Package VI.
A record total of 556 surface-to-pir missiles were fired at
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US aircraft during the period 1 May through 31 May . This one
month expenditure e~uates to 2600 metric tons in missile hardware (consumables used in delivering missiles to launch pad
not considered) . MIG jet fuel consumption for a one-month
period is estimated to be approximately 7,500 metric tons
(resources expended to accomplish delivery not included ).
AAA munitions-firing e~uates to approximately 18,000 metric
ton s per month. Based on the CIA estimate of 5300 metric
tons per day import rate, it is notable that the enemy is
;'lilling to use up to 15% of his total imports (by weight )
in air defense . Most of this tonnage is used in defense of
the industrial/economic structure in Route Packages V and VI.
Even though 83% of all US attack sorties are flown in Route
Packages I-IV, the enemy has not expended an e~uivalent
amount of air defense conslunables to protect this area . It
can be assltmed he would , which should add to the probability
of increased losses to AAA/ SA-2 south of 20 0 , if we greatly
reduce attacks north of 200 . 173/
Bro;vn's political point was familiar but had not been stated
~uite so precisely in this particular debate.
Bombing was :regarded by
Brow-n as an indivisible blue chip to be exchanged in toto for some
reciprocity by the North Vietnamese, a condition that did not seem likely
in the present circltmstances . Once stopped, the bombing would be extremely
difficult to reswae even if the DRV stepped up its infiltration and its
half of the war generally. Moreover , the timing for such a halt I'Tas bad
with t he South Vietnamese elections only two months away .
"l-lith respect to the loss rates in the various part s of the
country, Brown noted that loss es in Route Packages IVA & B had declined
dramatically over the preceding year , even though the DRV was expending
far more 'resources to combat the sorties. If b omb ing were suspended
north of 20 0 \'le could expect the DRV to redeploy much of its anti - aircraft
r esources into the panhandle thereby raising the currently low loss rates
there. Since bombing effectiveness in the northern area was marginally
more productive , the return pure aircraft loss overall woul d decline by
. such
geographical limitation of the air war . l~

a

It is not clear what impact this line of analys is had on
McNamara, but s'ince he had previously gone on record in favor of alternative B, and no other ne\'! evidence or argumentation appears before the
final decision in mid-July to adopt alternative C, it seems very l ikely
that Brmm ' s thi nking swayed his oral r ecommendations to the Pre s ident.
Reinforcing Brovm ' s analysis was the internal U.S. Government rejection
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of a Canadian proposal to exchange a bombing halt for a redemilitarization
of the DMZ . The Chiefs adamantly opposed the idea as a totally inequitable
t rade -off . We Ivould sacrifice a valuable negotiating blue chip vlithout
commensurate gain (such as a cessation of DRV infiltration ) . 175/
With
no other promising prospects for a d:i.plomat:i.c break-through, there was
l ·ittle reason on that score to suspend even a part of the bombing at that
time .
The only other event that might have influenced the Secretary ' s thinking was his trip to Vietnam JuJ.y 7-12 . With a decision on
the add:i.tional ground forces to be sent to Vietnam narrowing down , the
President sent McNamara to Saigon to review the matter with General
Westmoreland and reach agreement on a figure Ivell belovT the 200 , 000
Westy had reque sted in March. As it turned out, the total new troops
i n Program #5 were about 25,000. In the briefings the Secretary received
in Saigon , the Ambassador spoke briefly about the need for an effective
:i.nterdiction system which he hoped vIe vlould find in the barrier . He
reiterated most of the points he had made to Rusk by wire in June . 176/
CINCPAC 1 S briefing on the air war began with the nOvT standa,rd self--justifications based on denied requests for escalation. The body of
his pre sentation did contain some interesting new information, however .
For instance, Admiral Sharp confirmed that the increased effort in the NE
quadrant had not been at the expense of sorties elsewhere in North Vietnam
or Laos. The decline in U.S. loss es in the Red River valley was attribut able in part to the declining effectiveness of North Vietnam ' s MIG, SA-2 ,
and AAA defense s. This in turn Ivas explained by better U. S. tactic s , and ,
most importantly, nelV '\-Ieapons and equipment like the WALLEYE guided bomb ,
the CBU- 24 cluster bomb , the MK- 36 Destructor and a much improved ECM
capability . The rest of his pre sentation was given over to complaints
about the unauthorized targets still on the JCS list and to the familiar
muddled arguments for not stopping the northern bombing because it '\-las
pressuring Ho to behave as we Hanted and because in some mysteri ous
fashion it was interdicting infiltration , actual statistics in the South
to the contrary not"'i-ri thstanding . 177/
After 7th Ai r Force commander , General Momyer, had given
a gloHing detailed account of the success of the new tactics and weapons
(a 4- fold increase in effectiveness against the NE RR in the previous
year ), and the 7th Fleet had described its air operations , CINCPAC summed
up his arguments against any further limitations on the bombing . His
closing point, on Ivhich he based recommendations, Has that both sides
'\-Tere fighting both offensive and defensive wars . The DRV had t he offensive
initiative in the South but we were on the defensive . HOHever ,
The opposite holds for the air war i n the north . Here
we hold the initiative . We are conducting a strategic
offensive , forcing the enemy into a defensive posture . He
is forced to react at places and times of our choosing . If

•
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we eliminate the only offensive element of our strategy,
I do not see how 'we can expect to win. My recommendations
are listed below. You will recognize that they are essentially the same actions proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff .
RECOMMENDATIONS :
1. Close the Haiphong Harbor to deep water shipping
by bombing and/or mining.
2. De stroy six basic target syst ems ( electricity,
maritime ports, airfields, transportation , military complexes,
IvaI' supporing industry ).

3.

Conduct integrated attacks against entire target
base, including interdiction in NVN and Laos.
NECESSARY CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO RT OPERATING RULES
1.

Delete Hanoi 10 NM prohibited area .

2.

Reduce Hanoi . restricted areasto 10 NM .

3. Reduce Haiphong restrict ed area to 4 rIM .

4. Move the northern bOllildary of the special coastal
armed r ecce area to include Haiphong area.
5. Authorize armed recce throughout NVN and coastal
waters , (except populated areas , buffer zone , r estrict ed
areas )
0

6. . Mine i nland waterr..;ays to Chicom buffer zone as
MK-36 destructors become available .

7. Extend Sea Dragon to Chicom buffer zone as forces
become available.
8.

•

I mpl ement nOlV to exploit good weather. 178/ '

McNamara ' s time in Vietnam, however , was mostly preoccupied
with settling on the exact figure for troop increases . vmen he returned
to Washington, he promptly me t 'Ivith the President and with his approval
authorized the Progra.m #5 deployments . He presumably also discussed with
t he President a decision on the next phase of the air campaign. There i s
no evidence of vlhat he might have recormnended at that stage . The decision
was one that 'would have been made at the 'White House, so in any case the
sponsibility for· it could be only partially his . Examination of the
~~ailable documents does not reveal just hOH or when the decision on the
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Secretary of Defense proposal was made , but it is clear what the
decision "las. It ,vas to adopt alternativec -·i.e., push onward with
the bombing program essentially as it had been, continuing the bitby-bi t expansion of armed reconnaissance and striking a fe,v new fixed
ta,rgets in each ROLLING THUNDER series, but still holding back from
closing the ports and such sensitive targets as the MIG airfields.
The next ROLLING THUNDER series , No. 57, was authorized
on 20 July. Sixteen fixed targets Ivere selected, including one airfield, one rail yard, hl0 bridges, and 12 barracks and supply areas, all
"Tithin the Hanoi and Haiphong circles but not vlithin the forbidden 10mile inner circle around the center of Hanoi against which Admj.ral Sharp
had sailed. Armed reconnaissance was expanded along 23 road, rail, and
water,vay segments bet,veen the 30-mile and the 10-mile circle s around
Hanoi. 179/
For the moment at l east neither the hawks nor the doves
had "IOn their case. The President had decided merely to extend ROLLING
THUNDER ,.Jithin the general outlines already established . In effect, the
RT 57 viaS a decision to postpone the issue, tnsuring that the parttsans
would continue their fight. As for the President, he would not move
decisively until the next year when outside events were heavily forcing
his hand and a new Secretary of Defense had entered the debate.

,.
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V.

THE LONG ROAD TO DE-ESCAIATION - - AUGUST-DECEMBER 1967

After the decision on ROLLING THUNDER 57 , the debate on the air
war against North Vietnam , particularly the public debate, entered a
last long phase of increasing acrimony on both sides . As he had been
throughout the "TaT, President Johnson "ras once again caught in the
cros sfire of his critics of the ri ght and the left . The open-season
on Pre sidential "rar policy began in August "Tith the high intensity
Senate Preparedness Subcommittee hearings where Senator Stennis and
his colleagues fired the fir st shots . In Septembe r, the embattled
President tri ed again for peace , capping his secret efforts "Tith a
new public offer to Hanoi in a speech in San Antonio . The attempt
",as umwailing and , under pressure from the military and the ha,,'kish
elements of public and Congressional opinion, the Pre s ident authorized
a selected intensification of the air I·Tar . The doves were not long
in re sponding . In October they staged a mass ive demonstration and
march on the Pentagon to oppose the "rar, there confront ing specially
alerted troops in battle gear. A month lat er, Senator McCarthy announced
himself as a peace candidate for the Presidency to oppose Lyndon Johnson
within his o,m party. By Christmas , hOi'lever, the issue had subsided a
bit . Ambassador Bunker and General Hestmorel and had both r eturned home
and spoken in public to defend the Administration I s conduct of the ,{ar,
and reports from the field showed a cautious optimism. The stage was
thus set for the dra.mati c Viet Cong Tet offensive in January of the
new year, an assault that would have a trawnatic i mpa ct on official
Ivashington and set in motion a re-evaluation of the "Thole American policy .

A.

Senator Stennis Force s an Escalation
1.

The Addendum to ROLLING THUNDER

Sometime after his return from Vietnam in late Jul y,
Secretary McNamara "Tas informed by Senator Stennis that the Preparedness Subcommitt ee of the Senate Armed Services Committee intended to
conduct extensive hearings in August into the conduct of the a i r war
against North Vietnam. In addition to their intention to call the
Secretary, they also indicated that they would hear from all the top
military leaders involved in the ROLLING THUNDER program including
USCINCPAC, Admiral Sharp . The subcommittee had unque stionably set
out t o defeat Mr. McNamara. Its members, Senators StenniS , Symington ,
Jackson, Cannon, Byrd, Smith, Thurmond , and ~·i ller , were known f or
their hard-line views and military sympathies . They "Tere defenders
of lI a irpovler ll and had often aligned thems elves ,'1i th the II pro fessional
military experts ll against ,vhat they con sidered lI uns killed civil ian
amateurs. II They vie,ved the restraints on bomb ing as irrational, the
shackling of a maj or instrument ,vhich could help w·in victory . Hi th
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Vietnam blOlm up into a maj or war , with more than half a milli on U. S.
t roops and a cost of more than $2 billion a month , and "ri th no cl ear
end in sight, their patience with a restrainE:.d bombing program was
b eginning to ,{ear thin . But more ,{as involved than a disagreement
over the conduct of the war. Some passionately held convictions had
been belittled, and some members of the subcommittee "rere on the
warpath. As the subcommittee subsequently ,{rote in the introduction
t o i ts report, explaining the reasons for the inquiry :
Earlier this year many statements appeared in the
press which were calculated to belittle the effectiveness
of the air campa ign over North Vietnam . Many of these
statements alleged, or at least implied, that all military
targets of significance had been destroyed, that the air
campa ign had been conducted as effectively as possible,
and that continuat ion of the air campaign "laS pointless
and useless--po ss ibly even prolonging the war itsel f .
At the same time reports were being circulated that serious
consideration ,{as being given in high places to a cessation of the air campaign over North Vietnam, or a substantial curtailment of it. Many of these reports were
attributed to unnamed high Governm.ent officials .
In vie,{ of the importance of the air campaign, on
June 28, 1967, the subcommittee announc ed it ,{Quld conduct
an extensive inquiry into the conduct and effectiveness of
t he bombing campaign over North Vietnam. ~/
I n Jul y the President had decided against both e.n escala t ory and a de-escalatory option in favor of continuing the prevailing
l evel and intensity of bombing . HOvlever, the prospect of having his
bombing policy submitted to the harsh scrutiny of the Stennis committee,
tak i ng testimony from such un~appy military men as Admiral Sharp , must
have forced a recalculation on the President . It is surely no coinci dence that on August 9, the very day the Stennis hearings opened , an
a ddendum to ROLLING TKu~DER 57 was issued authorizing an addit i onal
sixteen fixed targets and an expansion of armed reconnaissance . Significantl y , six of the targets ,{ere "rithin the sacred lO-mile Hanoi inner
cir cle . They incl uded the thermal po,{er plant, 3 rail yards , and 2
bridges . Nine targets were located on the northeast rail l ine in the
China buffer zone, the cl osest one 8 miles from the border , and con s i sted of 4 br:..dges and 5 rail yards / sidings ; the tenth was a naval .
base, also vTi thin the China buffer zone . Arme d reconnais sance was
. authorized along 8 road, rail, and waterl<Tay segments behreen t he lO -mil e
and a 4-mile circle around Haiphong, and attacks were permitted against
railroad rolling stock within the China buffer zone up to within 8 miles
of the border.
But the po",e r of Congress vTas' not to be denied .
~fuere the military alone had tried unsuccessfully for so long to erode
the Hanoi/Haiphong sanctuaries, the pr.e ssure i mplicit in the impending
hearings, vrhere military men ",ould be asked to speak their minds to a
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fri endly audience, was enough to succeed -- at l east for the moment .
Attacks against the newly authorized targets began
promptly and continued through the two-vTe ek period of the Stennis
hearings . On August 11 t he Paul Doumer Rail and Highway Bridge, the
principle river crossing in the direction of Haiphong located very
nea r the center of Hanoi, \-Tas struck for the first time and hlO of
it s spans \-Tere dropped. Other i mportant Hanoi targets ,.,ere also struck
on the Ilth and 12th. The int ensity of the strikes continued to mount,
and on August 20, 209 sorties were launched, the highest number to date
in the war. During that day and the succeeding two, heavy attacks con tinued a gainst the Hanoi targets and within the China buffer zone . On
the 21st in conne ction vTith these attacks a l ong feared danger of the
northern air war became rea lity. Two U.S, planes strayed over the Chinese
border and \-Tere shot dOHn by Chinese MIGs. On August 19, at McNamara ' s
direction, the JCS instructed CINCPAC to suspend operations within the
t en-mile Hanoi perimeter from August 2)+ to September 4. 3/
The Stennis
hearings were ending and a particularly delicate set of ~ontacts with
North Vietnam "lere under "ray in Paris (see below ). The suspension was
designed both to avoid provocation and to manifest restraj.nt .
2.

The Stennis Hearings

Meamvhile in Hashington, the Stennis hearings opened on
August 9 vTi th Admi ral U, S, Grant Sharp, USCINCPAC, as the first witness .
In the follo,ving hlO weeks the subcommittee heard testimony from the entire
senior echelon of U,S, military leaders involved in the air war, including
the Joint Chiefs, CINCPAC, CINCPACFLT, CINCPACAF, and the commander and
former deputy c ow~ander of the 7th Air Force in Saigon. The final witness
on August 25 was Secretary McNamara "lho found himself pitted against the
military men vlho had preceded him by the hostile members of the subcommittee as he sought to deflate the claims for U. S. air po",er . The
hearings, released by the subcommittee only days after the testimony
vlas completed, and given extensive treatment by the media, exposed to
public vie", the serious divergence of views behleen McNamara and the
country ' s professional military leaders. The subcorruni ttee's summary
. report, ,,'hich sided with the military and sharply criticized McNamara ' s
reasoning , forced the Administration iuto an awkward position . l~/
Ultimately, the President felt compelled to overrule McNamara ' s logIc in his
'Cl"Tn version of·the matter .
Once again the President was caught unhappily
in the middle ~atisfying neither his critics of the ri ght nor the l eft .
The subcommittee heard first from the military leader s
involved in the air war . It was told that the air war .in the North
was an important and indispensable part of the U,S . strategy for fighting
the war in the South. It ,'las told that the bombing had inflicted extensive de struction and disruption on NVN, holding dOlm the infiltration of
men and supplies, restricting the level of forces that could be sustained
in the South and reducing the ability of those forces to mount major
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sustained combat operations, thus resulting in fevler U. S. casuaities.
It ",as told that; "Tithout the bombing, NVN could have doubled its forces·
in the South, requiring as many as 800,000 a.dditional U.S. troops at
cost of $75 billion more just to hold our mill. It VlaS told that "dthout
t he bombing l'-l\fN could have freed 500,000 people who ,vere at I'lork main taining and repairing the LOCs in the North for additional support of
the insurgency in the South . It Ivas told that a cessation of the bombing
now w'ould be "a disaster, " resulting in increased U.S. losses and an
indefinite extension of the "Tar.

a

The subcommittee was also told that the bombing had been
much less effective than it might have been -- and could still be -if civilian leaders heeded military advice and :J-ifted the overly r estrictive controls Ivhich had been imposed on the campaign. The slovT tempo of
the bombing; its concentration for so long Ivell s outh of the vital Hanoi/
Haiphong areas, leaving the important targets untouched ; the existence of
sanctuaries; the failure to close or neutralize the port of Haiphong --these and other limitations prevented the bombing from achieving greater
results. The "doctrine of gradualism" and the long delays in approving
targets of real significance, moreover, gave NVN time to build up formidable air defenses, contributing to U.S. aircraft and pilot losses, and
enabled NVN to prepare for the anticipated destruction of its facilities
(such as POL) by building up reserve stocks and dispersing them.
\Vhen Secretary McNamara appeared before the subcommittee
on August 25, he took issue Ivi th most of these vie'·Ts. He defended the
bombing campaign as one which was carefully tailored to our limited
purposes in Southeast Asia, and which was therefore aimed at selected
targets of strictly military significance, primarily the routes of
infiltration. As he restated the objectives vThich the bombing was intended
to serve:
Our primary objective Ivas to reduce the flow and/or to
increase the cost of the continued infiltration of men and
supplies from North to South Vietnam.
It "Tas also anticipated that these air operations "Tould
raise the morale of the South Vietnamese people who , at the
time the bombing started , i'lere under severe military pressure.
Finally, I'le hoped to make clear to the North Vietnamese
l eadership that so long as they continued their aggression
against the South they vTould have to pay a price in the North.
The bombing of North Vietnam has al'ivays been considered
a supplement to and not a substitute for an effective counterinsurgency land and air campaign in South Vietnam.
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These vTere our objectives when our bombing program
was initiat.ed in February 1965 . They rEo.nain our objectives
today.

2.1

Weighed against these objectives, the bombing campaign
had been successful :
It was initiated at a time vlhen the South Vietnamese
were in fea,r of a military defeat. There can be no question
that the bombing raised and sustained the moral e of the
South Vietnamese at that time . It should be equally clear
to the North Vietnamese that they have paid and will
continue to pay a high price for their continued aggression .
We have also made the infiltration of men and supplies from
North Vietna~ to South Vietnam increasingly difficult and
costly .

Y

With respect to infiltration, the Secretary said , mili t ary lea.ders had never anticipated that complete i nterdiction vTaS
possible. He cited the nature of combat in SVN, vlithout "established
battle lines" and continuous large-scale fighting, which did not
r equire a steady stream of ' logistical support and vlhich reduced the
amount needed. Intelligence estimated that VC/r:.NA forces in SVN
required only 15 tons a day brought i n from outside, "but even if the
quant ity vTere five times that amount it could be transported by only
a fevl trucks. " By comparison .vith that amount , the capacity of the
transportation network Has very l arge :
North Vietnam ' s ability to continue it s aggression
a gainst the South thus depends upon imports of ,'Tar-supporting
material and their transhipment to the South. Unfortunately
for the chances of effective interdiction , this simple
agricultura l economy has a highly diversified transportation
syst em consisting of rails and roads and vTatenmys . The
North Vietnamese use barges and sampans , trucks and foot
pm'ler , and even bicycles ca.pable of carrying 500-pound
loads to move goods over this nehlOrk . The capacity of
this system is very large -- the volume of t raffi c it i s
nO'd required to carry , in relation to its capacity, is very
small. ••. Under these highly unfavorable circumstances, I
think t hat our military forces have donL a superb job in
making continued infiltration more difficult and expensive . 1/
The Secretary defended the targeting decisions whi ch had
b een made in carrying out the program , and the "target-by-target analysis "
I'Thich balanced the military importa.nce of the target against the cost
in U.S. lives and the risks of expanding the 'war . He argued that the
target selection h~d not inhibited th~ :,"se ~f airpm'Ter against targets
of military signiflcance . The target llst In current use by the JCS
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contained 427 targets, of I·Thich only 359 had been recommended by the
Chiefs. Of the latter, strikes had been auth::>rized against 302, or
85 percent. Of the 57 recom..mended by the JCS but not yet authorized,
7 were recognized by the JCS themselves as of little value to NVN ' s
war effort, 9 Ivere petroleum facilities holding less than 6 percent
of NVN's remaining storage capa city, 25 were lesser targets in populated, heavily defended areas, 4 ,vere more signficant ta.rgets in such
areas, 3 Here port s , 4 I'J ere airfields, and 5 "I'Tere in the China buffer
zone. Some of the s e targets did not I'Tarrant the loss of American lives;
others did not jus tify the risk of direct confrontation Ivith the
Chinese or the Soviets; .still others would be considered for authoriza tion as they "Tere found to be of military importance as compared \'lith
the potential co sts and risks.

y

The Secretary argued that those who criticized the limited
nature of the bombing campa i gn actually sOJght to reorient it to'\07ard
different -- and unrealizable objectives:
Those Hho criticize our present bombing policy do
so, in my opinion, because they believe that air attack
.against the T,orth can be utilized to achieve quite
different objectives . These critics appear to argue
that our airpoHer can ,vin the war in the South either
by breaking the '\o7ill of the North or by cutting off
the Ivar-supportj.ng supplies needed in the south . In
essence, this approach ,wuld seek to use the air
attack against the North not as a supplement to , but
as a substitute for the arduous ground I·Tar that "lie and
our allies are waging in the South. '})
First, as to breaking the ,vill of the North , neither the
nature of NlTN ' s economy nor the psychology of its people or its leaders
suggested that this could be accomplished by a more intensive bombing
campaign. For one thing, it lias difficult to apply pressure against
the regime through bombing the economy :
••. the economy of North Vietna~ is agrarian and
simple. Its people are accustomed to few of the modern
comforts and conveniences that most of us in the Western
World take for granted. They are not dependent on the
continued functioning of great cities f( lr their lielfare .
They can be fed. at something approaching the standa.rd to
which they are accustomed ,vi thout reliance on truck or
rail transportation or on food p]~ocessing facilities . Our
air attack ha s rendered inoperative about 85 percent of
the cOlL~try ' s electric generating capacity, but it is
important to note that the Pepco plant in Alexandria,
Va., generat e s five times the povT.er produced by all of
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NO'rth Vietnam ' s pO'\'1er plants befO're the bO'mbing . It
appea:rs thJ.t sufficient electricity fO'r "rar-related
activities and fO'r essential services can be prO'vided
by the sO'me 2,000 diesel-driven generating sets which
are in O'peratiO'n . 10/
SecO'nd, the peO'ple were inured to' hardship and by all the evidence
supPO'rted the gO'vernment :
... the peO'ple O'f NO'rth Vietnam are accustO'med to'
discipline and are nO' strangers to' deprivatiO'n and
death. AvailableinfO'rmatiO'n indicates t hat , despite
sO'me "Tar weariness, they remain wilJ_ing to' endure hard ship and they cO'ntinue to' resPO'nd to' the PO'litical
directiO'n O'f the HanO'i regime. There is little r easO'n
to' believe that any level O'f cO'nventiO'nal air O'r naval
actiO'n shO'rt O'f sustained and systematic bO'mbing O'f
t he PO'PulatiO'n centers will deprive the NO'rth Vietnamese
O'f their 'l'Tillingness to' cO'ntinue to' supPO'rt their
gO'vernment ' s effO'rts .

JJJ

Third, NVN ' s leaders were hard to' crack, at l east sO' lO'ng as their cause
i n the SO'uth was hO'peful:
There i s nO'thing in the past reactiO'n O'f the NO'rth
Vietnamese l E:aders that vlO'uld prO'vide any cO'nfidence that
they can be bO'mbed to' the negO'tiating table. Their regard
f O'r the cO'mfO'rt and even the lives O'f the peO'ple they
cO'ntrO'l dO'es nO't seem to' be sufficiently high to' l ead them
t o' bargain fO'r settlement in O'rder to' stO'P a heightened
level O'f attack .
'
The C O'l~Se O'f the cO'nflict O'n the grO'und i n the SO'uth,
r ather than the scale O'f air attack in t he nO'rth appears
to' be the determining factO'r in NO'rth Vietnam's willingness
to' cO'ntinue . ~
The secO'nd a lternative a:;"m might be to' stO'P t he flO'\\' O'f
supplies to' the SO'uth , either thrO'ugh an expanded c&mpaign against the
supply rO'utes ,'rithin NVN O'r by clO'sing sea and land impO'rtatiO'n rO'utes
t o' NVN , O'r bO'tL. But it I'las dO'ubtful whethel' heavier bO'mbing O'f the
LOCs CO'uld chO'ke O'ff the requir ed flO'w :
... the capacity O'f the lines O'f cO'mmunicatiO'n and O'f
the O'utside sO'urces O'f supply sO' far exceeds the minimal
f lO'l'1 necessary to' supPO'rt the present level O'f NO'rth
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Vietna.mese military effort in South Vietnam that the
enemy operations in the south cannot, on the basis of
any report s I have seen, be stopped by air bombardment-short, that is, of the virtual ap_nihilation of North
Vietnam and its people. ~
Nor could b omb i ng the ports and mining the harbors stop the infiltration
of supplies into SVN. The total tonnage r equired in SVN (15 tons a
day) could be quintupled and vTould still be dvrarfed by NVN ' s actual
imports of about 5800 tons a day and its even greater import capacity
of about 14, 000 tons a day. Even if Haiphong and the other port s ,V'ere
closed -- !!and on the Unrealistic assumption that closing the ports would
eliminat e seaborne imports!! -- NVN could still import over 8400 tons a
day by r ail , road, and vTa,tervTay. Even if the l a tt er a,mount could be
further cut by 50 percent through air attacks, NVN could still maintain
70 percent of it s current import s , only a fraction of which -- 550 tons per
day -- need be t aken up "lith military equipment . In fact, however,
eliminating Haiphong and the other ports would not eliminate seaborne
import s . The POL experience had shown that NVN could revert to lightering
and aver-the-beach aperatians far unlaading acean freighters, and it
cauld alsO' make greater use af the LOCs fram China , and still manage
quite well.
tives and the
i s:

Accardingly, the Secretary urged that the lj.mited abjecres~ra ined nature af the bambing campaign be maintained as

A selective , carefully target ed bambing campaign, such
as vTe are pre sently canducting , can be directed ta"Tard
reasanable and realizable gaals. This discriminating use
af air p avler can and daes render the infiltratian af men and
supplies mare difficult and mare costly . At the same time ,
i t demanstrates to' bath Sauth and Narth Vietnam aur resalve
to' see that aggressian daes nat succeed . A less discriminating
bambing campaign against Narth Vietnam would, in my apinian ,
dO' nO' mare . We have nO' reasan to' believe that it waQld break
the ,-rill af the NarthVietnamese peaple ar sv:ray the purpase
af their leaders . If it daes nat lead to' such a change of
mind, bamb ing the Narth at any level af intensity vTauld nat
meet aur abjective. v.[e i'Tauld still have to' prave by graund
aperatians in the Sauth that Hanoi's aggressian cauld not
succeed. Nar vlauld a decision to' clase jJhe parti! , by
what eve r means, prevent t he mavement in and through Narth
Vietnam af the essentials to' cantinue their present l evel
af military activity in Sauth Vietnam .
On the ather side af the equatian, aur repart to a le ss
selective campaign af air 'attack 'against the Narth i-TOuld
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involve risks which at present I regard as too high to
accept for this dubious prospect of successful results .

14/

The Secretary spent the day on the witness stand, answering
questions, rebutting charges, and debating the issues. His use of facts
and figures and reasoned argQments was one of his masterful performances,
but in the end he vJaS not persuasive . The .Subcornmittee issued a report
on 31 August which castigated the Admini stration ' s conduct of the bombing
c(3,mpaign, deferred to the authority of the professional military judgments
it had heard, accepted virtually all the military criticisms of the program,
and advocated a s"ivitch-over to escalating frpressure" concepts.
The Secretary had emphasized the inability of the bombing
to accomplish much more, given the nature of U.S. objectives 8,nd of the
difficult challenged presented by the overall military situation. The
subconnni tte e di sagreed :
That the air campaign has not achieved its objectives
to a greater extent cannot be attributed to inability or
impotence of airpo"iver . It attests, rather, to the f:cagmentation of our air might by overly restrictive controls,
limitations, and the doctrine of ' gradualism' placed on
our aviation forces vThich prevented them from "ivaging the
air campaign in the manner and according to the timetable
which was best calculated to achieve maximum results . ~
The Secretary had said there was no evidence of any kind to indicate
that an 8,ccelerated campaign 'lVould have reduced casualties in the South;
the subcommittee reported that the overwhe~ning weight of the testimony
by military experts was to the contrary. The Secretary had minimized
the importance of the 57 recommended targets 'I'Thich had not yet been
approved, and implied that fevT if any important military t a r gets remained
unstruck; CINCPAC and the Chiefs said the 57 included many "lucrative "
targets . The Secretary had discounted .the value of closing Haiphong ;
all of the military witnesses said that this 'Ivas feasible and necessary
and ,-lould have a substantial impact on the war in the South . In all
of these matters the subconmittee did not believe that the Secretary ' s
position vTas valid and felt that the military vie'l'!' was sounder and should
prevail:
In o'\..r hearings ,ve found a sharp d:.fference of oplnlon
betlveen the ci vilie.n authority and the top-level military
"ri tnesses \'Tho appeared before the subcommittee over how
and when our airpovTer should be employed against North Viet nam . In that difference ",e believe vTe also found the roots
of the persistent deterioration of public confidence in
our airpOl'Ter , because the plain facts as they unfolded in
the testimony demons trated clearly that civilian authority
consistently overruled the unanirtlous recommendations of
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of military comrnanders and the Joint Chiefs of Staff for
a sy stemat~c, timely, and hard-hitting il ,tegrated air
campaign against the vital North Vietnam targets . Instead ,
and for policy reasons, we have employed military aviation
in a carefully controlled, restricted, and graduated buildup of bombing pressure which discounted the professional
judgment of our best military experts and substituted
civilian judgment in the details of target selection and
the timing of strikes . We shackled the true potential
of airpower and permitted the buildup of "That has become
t he world 1s most formidable antiaircraft defenses ...•
It is not our intention to point a finger or to second
guess those who determined this policy . But, the cold fact
is that this policy has not done the job and it has been
contrary to the best military judgment . What is needed
nOvl is the ha,rd decision to do "rhatever is necessary,
t ake t he risks that have to be taken, and apply the force
that is re~uired to see the j ob through ..••
As betvreen these diametrically opposed vi e"rs [Of the
SecDef and the military experts7 and in view of the unsatisf actory progress of the i<Tar, logic and prudence re~uires
t hat the decision be "lith the unanimous v,eight of professional
military judgaent ... .
I t is hi gh time , we believe, to alloH the military
voi ce to be heard i n connection with the tactical details
of military operations . ~

3.

The Fallout

This bombing controversy simmered on for the next f ew
months and when a major secret peace attempt as socia ted \-lith the
San Antonio formula f ailed , t he President authorized most of the 57
unstruck targets the JCS had recommended and which the Stennis report
had critici zed the Administration for failing to hit. In addition,
the Chairraan of the JCS was thereafter asked to attend the Tuesday
policy luncheon at the lmite House as a regular partic ipant .
T1e Stennis hea.rings a.l so creat:!d considerable confusion
and controvery within the Pentagon over the target class ification and
reco~mendation system .
The Senators had been at pains to try to estab lish ,·,hether targets r ecommended by the military "rere b ~ ing authori zed
and struck or conversely to what extent the military was being i gnored .
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In trying to re spond to the ques"Clon McNamara discovered a great deal
of fluidity in the number of t argets on JCS lists over time, and in
the priority or status assigned to them. He therefore set out to
reconcile the discrepancies . The effort unearthed a highly complex
system of clas sification that began vTith the military commands in the
Pacific and extended through the Joint Staff to his own office. Part
of the problem l ay with the changing damage assessments and another
part with differing categories at different echelons . To untangle
the proce ss , reconcile past discrepancies and establish a common basis
for classification and recommendation, McNamara , Warnl~e, the ISA staff
and the Joint Staff spent long hours in September and October in highly
detailed target by target analysis and evaluation. After much wrangl ing
they did achieve agreement on a procedure and set of rules that made it
possible for everyone to work "Ti th the same data and l.mderstanding of
the target system. The procedure they set up and the one that operated
through the fall and "Tinter until the March 31 partial suspension was
described in a memo from Warnke to incoming Secretary Clark Clifford on
March 5, 1968 :
'
~vice a month the Joint Staff has been revising the
Roiling Thunder Target List for the bombing of North Vietnam.
The revisions are fOTVTarded to my office and reconciled
with the prior list . This reconciliation s~mary is then
forwarded to your office .• ~.

Every Tuesday and Friday the Joint Staff has been
sending me a current list of the authorized targets on the
target list "Thich have not been struck or restruck since
r eturning to a recommended status . After our revievT , this
l ist also is sent to your office ..••
In the normal course of events , nevT recoll1Jnendations by
t he Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for targets l ying
within the 10 and L~ mile prohibited circles around Hanoi and
Haiphong , respectively, or in the Chinese Buffer Zone have
been submitted both to the Secretary of Defense ' s offi ce
and to my office in ISA . ISA 1;wuld then ensure that the
State Department had sufficient information to make its
recommendat ion on the new proposal . ISA also submitted
i ts evaluation of the proposal to your office . On occasions
the Chairman ,vould hand - carry the new bombing proposals
directly to the Secretary of Defense fo1.' his approval.
Under those circums tances , the Secretary, if he vTere not
thoroughly familiar "Tith the substance of the proposal ,
would call ISA for an'evaluation . State 1)epartment and
White House approval also 'Here required before the Chairman ' s
office could authorize the nevT strikes . gj ,
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The Stennis report also raised a furor by exposing
the policy rift uithin the Administration . In an attempt to dampen
its effect the lTesident called an unschedulel nevlS conference on
September 1 to deny differences among his advisors and to generally
overrule his Secretary of Defense on the bombing. More stinging for
McNamara, h Ol'leve l' , than this oral repudiation must have been the sub sequent esc8,latory decisions against his advice. On September 10,
for instance, North Vietnam t s third port at Cam Pha, a target he had
specifically counseled a gainst in his testimony was struck for the
fir st time. IvicNamara ' s year-end resignation seems in retrospect the
only l ogical course for some one .-.rho found himself so far' out of line
with the direction of Administration policy.
B.

The San Antonio Formula
1.

Peace Feelers

In the midst of all this pressure on the President to
rai se the ante in the b~nbing, a countervailing opportunity for contact
with the DRV on terms for peace developed in Pari s . In mj_d -August a
channel to the North Vietnames e through U.S. and French academi cs
apparently opened up in Paris. Eager as al."ays to test whether Hanoi
had softened its position , the U.S. picked up the opportunity. As
already noted, on 19 August a cessation of the attacks in the 10-mile
Hanoi perimeter Has ordered for a ten day period beginning on August 21.~.
Sometime thereafter, vlhat Ivas regarded as a conciliatory proposal ,
embodying the language of the subsequent San Antonio speech, was apparently
transmitted to the North Vietnamese. The unfortunate coincidence of
heavy bombing attacks on Hanoi on August 21-23, just prior to the transmission of the message, coupled with the fact that the He,noi suspension
was to be of limited duration must have left the DRV leadership with the
strong impression they were being squeezed by Johnsonian pressure tactics
and presented Hith an ultimatum. Apparently, no reply from Hanoi had
arrived by the 1st of September because the Hanoi suspension Has extended
for 72-hours, and then on 7 September the suspension was impati.ently
ext ended agai.n pending a reply from North Vietnam. When the reply finally
came , it \'las an emphatic rejection of the U.S. proposal . The U. S. sought
to clarify its position and elicit some positive reaction from the Hanoi
leader ship but to no avail. The contacts in Paris apparently continued
throughout September since the bombing r estraint arOl.Uld Hanoi vlas not
relaxed, but Hanoi maintained its charge that the circumstances in 'Ivhich
the message was COIT@unicated placed it in the context of an ultimatum. ~

.

,

2.

The ¥resident ' s Speech and Hanoi t s Reaction

With Hanoi complaining t hat the raids deflected from Hanoi
were merely being retargeted against Haiphong, Cam Pha and other pa.rts
of the North and that the U. S ••vas escalating not de-escalating the air
vlar, the President decided to make a dramatic public attempt to overcome
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the communications barrier b et·w·een the t1(vO capita ls. In San Antonio,
on September 29, the President delivered a long i mpass ioned plea for
reason in Hanoi. The central function of the speech i'Tas to repeat
publicly the language of the negotiations proposal that had been transmitted in August. The President led up to it in melodramatic fashion:
It ' Why not negotiate now?'
so many ask me . The anS1(ver
is that we and our South Vietnamese allies are wholly prepared to negotiate tonight .

111 am ready to talk with Ho Chi Minh, and other chiefs
of state concerned, tomorroi·T.
111 am ready to have Secretary Rusk meet with their
Foreign Minister t omorrovr.
111 am ready to send a truste d representative of America
to any spot on this earth to talk in public or private with
a spoke sman of Hanoi. II !:2/

Then he st8,ted the U.S. terms for a bombing halt in their mildest form
to date:
As "",Te have told Hanoi tilne and time and time aga in,
the heart of the matt er is this : The United States i s
""'Tilling to stop all aerial and naval bombar dment of North
Vi etnam \-Then this viill lead promptly to productive discussions. We, of course, assume tha t ·w·hile discussions
proceed, North Vietnam \-Tould not take advantage of this
bombing cessation or limitation. ~
After the speech , the conta cts in Paris presumably continued in an effort to illicit a positive response fronl HanOi , but, in
spite of the continued restraint around Hanoi, none was apparently
forthcoming. The North Vietna..rnese objections to the propos8,1 had shifted
it seems from the circumstances of its delivery to the substance of the
proposal itself. Ins tead of their earlier complaints about pressures
and ultimata, they nOI,r resisted the 1Iconditions ll of the San Antonio formula -- i.e. the U.S. desire for advance assuranc e. that IIno advantage"
vlould be taken if the bombing I'Tere halted. Continued U. S. probing for
a response apparently reinforced the impre ss ion of "conditions . 1I In
any case , on October 3, the San Antonio formulation '/las emphatically
rejected in the North Vietnamese party newspaper , Nha..rn Dan, as a 1Ifaked
desire for peace ll and II sheer deception . 1I This was apparently confirmed
throu~h the Paris channel in mid-October .
In his pres s conference on
Octob;r 12, Secretary Rusk as much as said so ""'Then , after quoting the
President's offer, he stated :

•
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A rejection, or a refusal even to discuss such a for mula for p0ace, requires that i,re face SG~e sober conclusions .
It ivou.ld mean that Hanoi has not abandoned its effort to
seize South Vietnam by force. It would give reality and
credibility to captured documents which describe a ' fight
B.nd negotiate' strategy by Vietcong and the North Vietnamese
forc es . It "rould reflect a vie"r in Hanoi that they can
gamble upon the character of the ftJ!lerican people and of
our allies in the Pacific . ~
.
Final confirmation that the attempt to find a COmI!lOn ground on "rhich to
begin negotiations had failed came in an article by the Communist
journalist Wilfred Burchette on October 20. Reporting from Hanoi the
views of Pham Van Dong , Burchette stated that, "There is no possibility
of any talks or even contacts behreen Hanoi and the U. S. goverl1.1uent
unless the bombardment and other act s of war a gainst North Vietnrun are
definitively halted." 23/
But the American Administration had already
taken a series of escalatory decisions under pre ssure from the military
and the Stennis committee.

3.

More Targets

The September-long re striction a gainst striking targets
within the ten mile Hanoi perimeter vTaS imposed on the military command
with no explanation of its purpose since apparently every effort was
being made to maintain the security of the contacts in Fa,ris . Thus, not
. surprisingly, CINCPAC complained about the limitation and regularly
sought to have it lifted throughout the month . On September 11, General
McConnell forwarded a request to the Secretary for a restrike of the
Hanoi thermal pOvrer plant. 24/
On September 21, CINCPAC again r eiterated
his urgent request that the Hanoi ban be lifted. 25/
The day before he
had also requested authority to strike the Phuc Yen air field. ~
In
sending his endorselnent of these requests to McNamara , the acting Chairman,
General Johnson , noted that there were fifteen lucrat ive targets "rithin
the prohibited Hanoi area including critical rail and highway bridges and
the Hanoi pOvier plant, the latt er reportedly back to 50% of capability. 27/
McNamara replied tersely and simply, in his Ovill hand , "The Hanoi restric::. tion remains in effect so this strike has not been approved . It?:§/
The
requested authorization to hit Phuc Yen air field \'Tas not a strike within
the Hanoi ten mile zone but was militarily important because Phuc Yen
was the large st remaining unstruck ~rrG fieln and a center of much of
North Vietnam ' s air defense control. On September 26 , it vras approved
. for strike, but before one could be launched the authorization iIas resc inded.on September 29, no' doubt because of conc ern about upsetting the
delicate Paris contacts . ~
To these continuing pressures on the President from the JCS
to remove the Hanoi restrictions i,rere .added at the end of September an
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additional r equest from General Westmoreland bearing on the effort
against North V~.etnam. The enemy buildup in the DMZ area had become
serious and to counter it an increasing number of B-52 strikes were
being employed. Eventually this confrontation at the DMZ would involve
the heavy artillery exchanges of the fall of 1967 and culminate i n
the protracted seige of Khe Sanh. For the moment , however , Westmoreland
Ivas seeking as a part of his DMZ reinforcement an augmentation in the
month~y B-52 sortie authorization.
His request was outlined by the Chiefs
in a memo to Mr . Nitze on September 28. They indicated a capability to
raise t he sorties to 900 per month immediately and I-Tere studying the
problem of rai sing them to 1200 as requested by Westy . The use of
2,000 lb. bombs Has feasible and the Chiefs recommended it depending on
their availability.:f})
McNamara gave his OK to the increase in a memo
to the President on October 4, but indicated that the increase to 1200
per month could not be achieved before January or February 1968 . :J})
Undaunted by repeated rebuffs, the Chiefs, under the
temporary leadership of Army Chief of Staff, General Harold K. Johnson
(General Wheeler had been stricken by a mild heart attack in early
September and ,vas a ..·r8.y from his desk for a little over a month ) , continued to press for lifting the Hanoi r estrictions and for permission
to attack Phuc Yen. On October 4 they gave McNamara a package of papers
on the cu:;:,rent t arget li st complete "Tith draft execute messages lifting
the Hanoi ban and authorizing Phuc Yen, both of which they recommended . 32/
Two days later a specific request to hit the Hanoi pOi·rer plant vIaS for - vlarded , noting the DIA estimate that the povrer plant ,vas back to 75% of its
original capacity . 33/
On October 7, CINCPAC sent the JCS a monthly summary of the ROLLING THUNDER program in September and used the opportunity
once again to complain about the detrimental effects of maintaining the
Hanoi restriction. Adverse weather because of the northeast Monsoon had
severely curtailed the number of sorties flown to 8,540 compared with
11, 634 in August. This had permitted a considerable amount of damage recovery in North Vietnam . The maintenance of the Hanoi sanctuary only
compounded the problem for the U.S. "This comb ination of circumstances
provides the enem~ the opportunity to repair rail lines , reconstruct
dOlmed bridges , and accommodate to much of the initial efforts to main. tain pressure against the vital LOC network ." :lV
In Admiral Sharp ' s
view, countering these recovery effort~ was of the first priority .
The foilovJing day he sent the Chiefs another message specifically r equesti rg that t he rescinded approval for strikes against Phur. Yen
airfield be reinstated . Increased MIG activity against our jets over North
Vietnam Has cited as requiring the destruction of t his last remaining maj or
airfield . The crux of his argument, hOI-rever , Has the n,ecessity of. such
a strike to the maintenance of pilot morale - a rationale .e ntirely exempt
from statistical analysis in OSD. He stated the case as follovlS :
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The morale of our air crews understandably rose when
briefed to strike Phuc Yen airfield and its MIG ' s -- A
target '\'fhi ch ha s continually j eopardizeC' their well-being .
The unexplained revocation of that authority coupled with
the increasing nmnbers and aggressiveness of MIG-21 attacks
cannot help but impact adversely on air crew morale . Air
Cre1<TS flying combat missions through the intense NVN defenses ,
air to air and ground to air, have demonstrated repeatedly
their courage and dete:rmination to press home their attack
a gainst vital targets . Every effort should be made to reduce
the hazard to them, particularly from a threat in which the
enemy i s afforded a sanctuary and can attack at his own choo sing . 35/
With the failure of the peace initiative in Paris , these
escalatory pressures could no longer be resisted. As it became evident
that peace talks were not in the offing , the President approved six neH
targets on October 6 (including 5 in or near Haiphong). Secretary Rusk
i n his October 12 ne,'TS conference strongly questioned the seriousness
of North Vietnamese intent for peace and finally on October 20 the Paris
contact s Here closed in failure. The Tuesday lunch on October 24 Hould
thus have to make important nei'T bomb ing decisions . The day before,
\varnke outlined current JCS recommendations for Secretary McNamara , including Phuc Yen. :EJ
The White House meeting the following day duly
approved Phuc Yen along with a restrike of the Hanoi power transformer
and the temporarJ lifting of the Hanoi restrictions.]1/
On Octob er 25 ,
the MIGs at Phuc Yen were attacked for the first time and Hanoi was
struck again after the long suspension.
The Tues day luncheon at Hhich the Phuc Yen decision was
made was a regtllar decision-making forum for the air war and one that
came to public attention as a result of the Stennis hearings . Indicative of the public interest in these gatherings is the follow'ing impres sionistic account by CBS newsman Dan Rather of h Oio]' they were conducted:
First Line Report, 6 : 55 a.m.
WTOP Radio , October 17, 1967
Dan Rather : This is Target Tuesday . Today President
Johnson decide"s Vlhether North Vietnam 1<Till continue to be
bombed . If it is, hmv much and where . Thes e decisions are
made at which Hashington insiders co,ll , for short , the Tues day l unch . This is the way it goes .
At about 1 :00 in the afternoon Defense Secretary McNamara ,
Secretary of State Rusk , and Presidential Assistant lvalter
Rost01<T gather in the lfuite House second floor sitting room .
They compc'l.re notes briefly over Scotch or Fre s ca. President
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Jahnsan ,valks in Hi th P".cess Secretary Gearge Christian.
McNamara, Rusk , Rasto\'T , Christian, and the President-they are the Tuesday lunch regulars . The principal cast
far Target Tuesday.
Sametimes athers Jaln. Chainnan af the Military Jaint
Chiefs, General Earle W1eeler , far example. He's been caming
mare aften recently, ever since the Senate Subcammittee an
Preparedness Ca~mittee griped abaut nO' military man being
present many times when final bambing de'cisians were made .
Central Intelligence Directar Richard Helms seldam cames .
Vice P".cesident Hu..mphrey a~nast never.
Decisian making at the tap is an intimate affair .
He kna",s men talk mare
freely in a small graup .

Mr . Jahnsan prefers it that Ivay .

After a bit af chatter aver drinks in the sitting raam,
the President signals the mave to' the dining raam . It is
semi-aval, "Ti th a huge chandelier, a mural araund ' the ,vallbrigbtly calared scenes af Carm-Tallis surrendering his sIvaI'd
at YarktaHn. The President sits at the head, af caurse . Sits
i n a high back stilettO' svTi vel chair . Rusk is at his ri ght ,
McNamara an his left, Rasta"T is at the ather end . Christian and
the extras, if any, in between . Lu..l1ch begins, sa daes the
seriaus canversation . There is an occasional pause, punctuated by the vlhirl af Mr . Johnsan ' s battery-poi'lered pepper
grinder. He like s pepper and he likes the gadget .
Around the table the President's attention goes , sampling
recommendatians , arguments, thoughts . It is nO'", the time for
a bombing pause . How abaut just a bombing reduction? Laos,
Haiphang, Hanai, everything around papulation centers, confined
bombing to' t hat tiny part of North Vietnam bordering t he
Demilitarized Zone . McNamara lang has favored this . He
thinks it worth a try . Rusk has been gaing for same indication --the slightest hint ",ill do --that a bombing pause 0'1'
reductian I'lill lead to meaningful negotiations . Rasta""
l east knmm of the Tuesday lunch regulars , also is a hard liner . He more than Rusk is a pour-it-on man . Christian
doesn ' t say much . He is there to give an opinion when asked
abaut press and public reaction . The military representative,
when there i s ane, usually speaks more than Christian , but
less than ,,:;icNamara, Rusk, and Rastaw .
McNamara i s the man ",ith the target list. He gives his
recommendatians . If bomb ",e must , these are the targets he
suggests. His recommendations are based on, but by nO' means
completely agree Ivith thase of the military Jaint Chiefs.
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Their reco~mendations, in turn, are based on those of
fi eld co~manders. Field cornnanders are under instructions not to recornnend certain targets in certain areas-Haiphong docks, the air defense cowJaand center in Hanoi,
and so forth. There is much controversy and some bitterness
about these off-limit targets. There have been fewer and
fewer of them since July. Some new ones went off the li st
just last week .
The luncheon meeting continues over coffee until 3:00,
3:30, sometimes even 4 :00. \{hen it is over, the ~resident goes
for a nap. The bombing decisions have been made for another
week.
In thinldng about Target Tuesday and the \llii te House
luncheon vlhere so many decisions are on the menu , you may
want to consider the words of 19th Century vTriter F . W. Borma :
"We make our decisions, and then our decisions turn around
and make us ."
Even before the Phuc Yen decision was taken, the Chiefs had
sent McNamara for transmittal to the President a major memo outlining
t heir overall r ecornnendations for the air war as requested by the Presi dent on September 12 . The President had asked to see a set of proposals
for putting more pressure on Hanoi. On October 17 that "ivas exactly vThat
he got and the li st was not short. The Chiefs outlined their understanding
of the objectives of the vJar , the constraints vTithin which the national
authoriti es vTished it to be fought, the artificial limitations that
were impeding the achievement of our objectives and a recommended list
of t en ne"iv measures against North Vietnam. Since the memo stands as
one of the last maj or military arguments for t he long -sought "ivider ivar
against North Vietnam before t he trauma of Tet 1968 and the subsequent
U.S. de-escalation , and because of its crisp, terse articulation of the
JCS point of view , it is included here in its entirety .
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4. (S) Military operations in Southeast Asia have been conducted \·.'i t.hin a frame'dork of policy guidelines established to
achieve US objectives without expanding the con fli ct.
Principal
among these policy guidelines are:
B. We seek to avoid widening the war into a conflict with
Co:n.ill1..lnis·t China or the USSR.

b. lve have no present intention of invading NVN.
c. He do not seek the overthrow of the Government of NVN.
d. We are guided by the principles set forth in the Geneva
Accords of 1954 and 1962.
5. (TS) Al though some progress is being rnade \'7i thin this
frameuork, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider th at the rat.e of
progress has been and continues to be slow, largely because US
military power has been restrained in a manner which has r educed
significantly its impact and effectiveness.
Limitations have
been imposed on military operations in four ways:
a. The attacks on the enemy military targets have been
on such a prolonged, graduated basis that the enerCty has adj usted
psychologically, economically, and militarily ; e.g., inured
themselves to the difficulties and hardships accompanying the
war, dispersed their logistic support system , and developed
alternate transport routes and a significant air d efense
system.
b. Areas of s anctuary , cont aining important military
targets, have been afforded the enemy.
c. Covert operations in
restricted.

C~nbodiaand

Laos have been

d. Hajor i mportat ion of supplies into NVN by sea has been
p ermitted .
6. (TS) The Joi nt Chiefs of Staff conside r that US objectives
in Southeast Asia c an be achieved with in the policy framework
s et forth in paragraph 4, above, providing the level of assistance
the enemy receives from his co~nunist allies is not signific ant ly
inc r22sed and th2re is no diminution of VS efforts.
However~
Drogress will co~tinue to be slow so long as present limitations
~n military operations c ontinue in effect.
Further, at our
present pace , termination of NVN's military effort is not expected
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to oc cur in the ne a r futur e .
Se-t for'ch in the Appendix are
thos e actions wllich can b e t aken in the near future within the
present frC1.me work of policy guide lines to increase pressures
o n NVN and accelerate progress toward the achievement of US
o b j ectives . They r e quire a relaxation or remova l of c ertain
limitations on oper a tion s . Th e Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize
that expansion of us efforts entails some additiona l ri sk . They
believe that as a result of this expansion the likelihood of
o vert -introduction of Soviet Bloc/CPR combat forces into the
war would be remote.
Failure to take additional action to
sho rten the Southeast Asi a conflict also entails risks as new
and more efficient weapons are provided to NVN by the So viet
union and as USSR/CPR support of t he enemy in creases .
7. (U) The Joint Chief s of Staff recommend t:hat they be
autho r iz e d to direct the actions in the Appendix.
8. (S ) This memorandum is intended to respond to the questions
raised by the President at the v'ihite House luncheon on 12 September
1967; therefore, the Joint Chi efs o f Staff r equest that this
memorandum be submitted to the President.
For the Joint Chi efs of St aff :

EARLE G. WHEELER
Chairman
Joint Chiefs of Sta ff
Attachment
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Ten days after this joint memo from the Chiefs , General
Wheel er sent the Secretary a proposal of his mVll for the expansion of
t he air war und.er a mi,,; ROLLING ytfUNDER progra.m, number 58 . 'j§j
I ts
most important proposal ·Has the reduction of Hanoi -Haiphong restricted
circles down to 3 and 1.5 n .m. respectively . With other specific
t argets requested for authorization (of which the most important was
Gia Lam airfield), this new proposal would have opened up an addi t ional 15 valid targets for attack on the authority of the field commander . On the basis of an ISA recoIDW.endation, the reduction of the
r estricted zones around the tl'lO cities was rejected on November 9, but
some of the additional individual targets were added to the authorized
list . Consistent with these little escalatory measures was McNamara ' s
decision on November 6 to authorize the deployment to Southeast Asia of
a squadron of the first six F··lllA aircraft to enter the Air Force active
i nventory . !:9J
Like so many other decisions vTi th respect to this illfated aircraft, this one ''lould come to an unhappy end too . One of the
specific objectives of the Chairman ' s proposal for constricting the pro hibited areas had been to attempt the is olation of Haiphong on the ground ,
t hereby effectively cutting off seaborne imports from their destinations
in the rest of North Vietnam and to the war in the South . An independent
CIA analysis of the air war at about this same time , however, had stated :
Even a more intense interdiction campaign in the North
would fail to r educe the flol'; of supplies sufficiently to
r estrict military operations . Prospects are dim that an air
i nterdiction campaign against LOC ' s leading out of Haiphong
alone coul d cut. off the flow of seaborne imports and isolate
Haiphong . !J]J
.
In late November the Chiefs sent the Secretary st.ill another
and far more detailed memo describing their plans for the conduct of all
a spects of the vTar for the ensui n g four months . I n it they spelled out
r eques t s for expanding the air war against 24 new t argets . They des ired
authorization once again to mine the harbors of Ha i phong , Hon Gai , and
Cam Pha not i ng that bad ,'leather in the coming months would f orce curtailment of much normal strike activity i n the Red Rive r delta . The harbor
mining was offered as the most effective means of shutting off supplies
. t o the North . The CIA analys is previously referred t o had , however , a l so
r ej ected such mining proposals as unl il;::ely to succeed in t heir object ive
of cutting off imports to support the "Tar , a lthough they would r a i se the
costs t o the DRV .
Poli tical considerations aside , the combined i nter dic tion of l and and "Tater routes , including the mining of t he
water approa ches to the major ports and the bombiBg of ports
and transshipment facilities , "Tould be the most effect ive
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type of interdiction campaign. This program would increase
the hardships imposed on North Vietnam end raise further
the co sts of the support of the war in the South. It ,{ould,
however , not be able to cut off the flow of essential supplies and, by itself, would not be the determining factor
in shaping Hanoi ' s outlook toward the "¥rar. 42/
In addition to mlnlng the harbors, the Chiefs requested
that the comprehensive prohibition of attacks in the Hanoi/ Haiphong
areas be removed with the expected increase in civilian casualties to
be accepted as militarily justified and necessary.. They suggested as an
alternative a 3 n.m. "restricted" area for the very center of Hanoi and
a similar zone of 1.5 n.m. for Haiphong . They also requested the expansion
of SEADRAGON naval activity north of 21.30 0 all the way to the Chinese
border, and authorization of all the remaining targets on the JCS ROLLING
THUNDER list. 43/
In spite of all these requests for expansion of the
war (as well as-several others for expanding the groQDd war in South Viet nam and operations in Laos and Cambodia), the Chiefs avoided the kind
of vaunted claims for success from such nevI steps that had characterized
past re cormnendat ions • This time they cautiously noted, " •.• there are no
new programs ,{hich can be undertaken under current policy guidelines
which ",rould result in a rapid or significantly more visible increase in
the rate of progress in the near term. tI !±!±/
The Chiefs 24- target proposal "¥TaS considered at the Tuesday
l unch on December 5, but no action "¥ras taken. A memo from Warnke to
McNamara gives a clue as to why , ti l have been informed that Secretary
Rusk vIill not be prepared to consider the individual merits of the 24
unauthorized targets proposed and discussed in the JCS Four Months Plan. tI
On December 16 , McNamara and Rusk did reach agreement on ten ne,'r targets
from the 24 target list including seven within the 10-mile Hanoi radius
and t,{O ,dthin the 4-mile Haiphong perimeter. 46/
Disapproved were five
Haiphong port targets and the mining proposal .-None of the increased 'far activity over North Vietnam
which these decisions authorized, however, would be able to prevent the
enemy ' s massive offensive the following January . The fact that the
President had acceded to the wishes of the military and the political
pre ssures from Congress on this vital is sue at this point when all the
evidence available to McNamara suggested the continuing ineffectiveness
of the bombing must have been an important i .:' not determining factor in
the Secretary ' s decision in November to retire . For the moment , however,
the escalation continued.
As al,.rays, the President moved cautiously in allovling some
military expansion of the air war in the fall of 1967. By the end of
October , 6 of the 7 tUG -capable airfields which Secretary McNamara had
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taken a strong stand against in the Stennis hearings had been hit,
and only 5 of the August list of 57 recommended targets (vlhich had
meamvhile grO'>v-rJ. to 70 as nelV recoro.mendations were made ) remained
unstruck. Thus, except for the port of Haiphong and a fevl others,
virtually all of the economic and military targets in NVN that could
be considered even remotely significant had been hit. Except for
simply keeping it up, almost everything bombing could do to pressure
NVN had been done.
In early December Defense spokesmen announced that the
U.S. bombing in North and South Vietnam together had just topped the
total of 1,544,463 tons dropped by U.S. forces in the entire European
Theater during World War II . Of the 1,630,500 tons dropped, some

864,000 tons were dropped on NVN, already more than the 635,000 tons
dropped during the Korean War or the 503,000 tons dropped in the Pacific
Theater during World War II. 47/
4.

The Decibel Level Goe s Up

The purely military problems of the war aside, the Presi dent vias also experiencing great difficulty in maintaining public support for this conduct of the war in the fall of 1967 .
With the apparent failure of the San Antonio formula to
start negotiations, the acrimony and shrillness of the public debate over
the vlar reached nevi levels. The "hawks " had had their day during the
Stennis hearings and the slO'>'1 squeeze escalation that follovled the fai lure
of the Paris contacts. Among the "dove s " the new escalation was greeted
by new and more forceful outcries from the critics of the war . On October
12, the very day that Rusk was castigating the North Vietnamese in his
press conference for their stubbor~~ess, thirty dovish Congressmen sent
the Pre sident an open letter complaini ng about the inconsistency of the
recent bombing targets and Secretary MCNamara ' s testimony during the
Stennis hearings :
The bombing of targets close to the Chinese border, and
of the port cities of Cam Pha and Haiphong conflicts with
the carefully reasoned and fact ual analysis presented prior
to those steps by Secretary of De~ense Robert S . McNamara on
August 25, 1967 . We refer particularly to the Secretary 's
contention that ' our resort to a les s selective campaign
of air at'l ack against the North vlOuld i Lvolve risks which
at present I regard as too high to accept for this dubious
prospect of successful risks.' 48/
On the basis of McNamara ' s recommendat ions, the Congressmen urged the
President to stop the bombing and start negotiations .
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While this public identification of the inconsistency of
the positions taken by variClus members of the Administrat ion ,vas
embarrassing, a more serious problem 'Ylas the massive anti-war demonstration organized in Washington on October 21. The leader s of the "New
Left" assembled some 50,000 anti-war protestors in the Capitol on this
October Saturday and stage d a massive march on the Pentagon . While the
"politics of confrontation" may be distasteful to the majority of
Ameri cans, the sight of thousands of peaceful demonstrators being confr onted by troops in battle gear cannot have been reas suring to the
country as a whole nor to the President in particular. And as if to
add insult to injury, an impudent and dovish Senator McCarthy announced
in November that he would be a candidate for the Democratic nomination
for President. He stated his i ntention of r unning in all the primaries
and of taking the Vietnam war to the American people in a direct challenge
to an i nc~bent President and the leader of h i s 'own party.
To counter these assaults on his war policy from the left,
the President dramatically called home Ambassador Bunker and General
Westmoreland (the latt er to discuss troop levels and requests as well )
in November and sent them out to publicly defend the conduct of the war
and the progress that had been achieved. Bunker spoke to the Overseas
Pre ss Club in Ne'Yl York on November 17 and stressed the progress that the
South Vietnamese were making in their efforts to achieve democratic selfgovernment and to assu..rne a l arger burden of the war . General ~vestmoreland
addressed the National Press Club in Washington on November 21 and out l ined his OIVD four -phase plan for the defeat of the Viet Cong and their
North Vietnamese sponsors. He too dwelled on the progress achieved to
date and the increasing effectiveness of the South Vietnamese forces.
Neither discussed the air "Tar in the North in any serious way , hOlvever, and
that was the issue t hat was clearly troubling the American public the most .
C.

New Studies
1.

SEACABIN

In the early winter of 1967-68 several ne'YT studies of the
bomb ing were completed within the Government and by contract r esearchers
all of which had some bearing on the deliberations of February and March
1968 when the next major reassessment took place. The first of these
was entitled SEACABIN, short for " Study of the Political-Military I mpli cati ons in Southeast Asia of the Cessation of Aerial Bombardment and the
Init iation of Negotiations ." It was a study done by the Joint Staff and
ISA to specifically address the question of what could be expected from
a cessation of the bombing and the beginning of negotiations, a possibility
that seemed imminent at the. time of the President's San Antonio speech
i n September . As it turned out, the time Has not ripe. The study, hO'YT an i mportant effort by the Defense De:partment
to antici:pate
eve r , "las
•
.
such a contingency.
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Summarizing its findin gs and conclusions , the SEACABIN
r eport began vlith a genera.l a ssessment of the role of the bombing
in the war :
Role of Bombardment . There are major difficulties
and uncertainties in a prec i se assessment of the bombing
program on ~WN. These include inadequate data on logisti c
flow patterns , limited information on imports into NVN ,
s eason effects of 'Heather , and the limitations of reconnaissance . But it is clear that the air and naval campa igns
against NVN are making it difficult and costly for the
DRV to continue effective support of the VC. Our operations have inflicted heavy damage on equipment and facilities,
inhibited r esupply, ' compounded distribution problems, and
limited the DRV ' s capability to undertake sustained l arge scale military operations in SVN. The economic situation
in NVN i s becoming increasingly difficult for the enemy .
HOI'lever, as a result of extensive diversion of manpo,'ler and
r eceipt of large-scal e military and economi c assistance from
cOTmnunist countries, the DRV has retained the capability
t o support military operations in SVN at current levels. A
cessation of the bombing program would make it possibl e for
the DRV to r egenerate its milita.ry and economic posture and
substantially i ncrease the flow of personne l and supplies
from NVN to SVN . ~
I mplications of a.bombing halt were dealt with in t erms of advantages
t o the DRV and risks to the U.S . In the former category , the SEACABIN
Study Group concluded as follov7s :
D.

IMPLICATIONS OF A CESSATION OF BOMBARDMENT

6.

For DRV :

potential Gains

a. Potential DRV Responses . Following a cessation of bombardment in r eturn for its acceptance of the
Pre sident ' s offer, the DRV could choo se among one of
t hree potentia l alternative courses of action : (1) to
purs ue an immediate-pay-off, short,-term strategy of advantage ; (2) to enter discussions with no intention of set tling , i'lh~le pursuing either it s present strategy, or a
revi sed pr'Jlitical/military strategy of r;a ining a l ong-term
advantage in SVN; and (3) to negotiate meani ngfully within
the United States . Under all c ourses , the i mme diate action
of t he DRV ivoul d be to r econstitute its LOC; stockpile
near its borders, and begin general r eapi r s of iti war
damage .
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b.

DRV Reaction Time and US Detection of
Changes

(1 ) Under conditions of bombing, NVN
units and infiltration groups have taken from only a few
days up to eight months to infiltrate to a CTZ . US
detection and identification may take up to six months,
or longer, and confirmation even longer. Following
cessation, infiltration rates would be brought closer
to minimum time .
( 2 ) Given its present capability to
expand its training base by almost 100%, the DRV could
achieve a significant increase in pres ent pipeline level
of infiltration in about 3 months following decision to
expand its training base.

(3) Tne DRV could regenerate major
segments of its economic infrastructure in 6 months ,
its LOC in NVN in 30-60 days, it s logistic system in
12 months. Port conge stion would be alleviated. Materiel
transit time would be significantly reduced .
c.

Capabilities Over Time
10-15 days :

-- r einforce NVA forces at DMZ with
up to 5 division equivalents. Allied/ enemy battalion
r atios in I CTZ could shift from 1 . 7/ 1 to 0 . 9/ 1
-- increase artillery bombardment from
beyond DMZ, and reinforce AAA and SAM units .
30-60 days :
--Restore to operational use major
ports and LOC within NVN, to include RR, highway, and
combination RR/ high,vay bridges; aj rfields ; and over half
of the vehicle repair facilities .
--Accomplish a restructuring (depots ,
shelters, alternate routes ) of the l ogistic system within
NVN to increase the flexibility of the LOC in Laos .
2 - 6 months :
- -Achieve undetected a new position of
military advantage in SVN~ through increased infiltration ,
with at least hro divisions in place in SVN, and three
others in transit.
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- -Transfer to military service,
f rom NVN :,QC maintenance and construction, managerial
and supervisory personnel to alleviate the apparent
shortage of leaders .
d. DRV Constraints . These considerations
probably would continue to constrain DRV ' s choices among
options at cessation :
(1) Strategy of protracted war . The
DRV woul d probably continue to put at risk in SVN only
those minimum forces it considers necessary to prosecute
i ts strate ~J of protracted war .
(2 )

Fear of US invasion.

(3)

Desire to preserve appearance of

VC primacy in SVN .
(l~ )
Limitations on ability to trans f er trained personnel and leadership to SVN because of
possibility of US resumption of attacks on NVN .

(5) DRV may be miscalculating the
progress of the war in SVN . 50/

Obvi ously these potential advantages to the DRV involved r eciprocal ri sk
for t he U. S. in curtailing the bombing . As the SEACABIN group saw t hem
t hey '\'Tere the f oll owing :

7.

For US :

Potential Risk

a. To Qperations in SVN . The most far reaching risk is an increase in enemy combat strength t hat
may vlell go undetected by the US/RVN/~lA.F . Addi t i onally ,
t he US position could be disadvantaged by :

(1) Movements of heavy arti llery and AAA .
(2) Loss of US supporting fir e at DMZ .

(3) I ncreased threat from DMZ and bor der
area .

(4)

Impairment of paci ficat i on program .

( 5) Lovlering of morale of US/ R',rN/ 'F'VWJAF .
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(6) Resulting pre ssuxes to cease bombing ·
in Laos .

(7) Vulnerability of barrier system.
b. Po ssible Offset : Present bombardment
forc es could be reallocated to SVN and. Laos missions .
c. Critical Times to Offset Risks . US should
ent er ces sation resolved to limit the time for DRV response
generally as follo"rs :
- -Discussions should begin within 30-60
days of ce ssat ion.
--Discussions should be productive within
four months of cessation; i.e., actions are being taken or
are agreed to be taken to reduce the threats posed by the
NVN to the achievement of US/GVN military objectives in SVN.

2J}

The international reaction to a bombing halt vIa s expected
to be entirely positive, hence not a problem for analysis. The study
postulated that the DRV vlould seek to prolong the bombing halt but try
to maintain a l evel of military activity below the provocative that
would maintain its strengths in the war while trying to erode the U.S.
position through protracted negotiations . In approaching a bombing ha lt,
the U.S. could escalate before it, de-esca late before it, or maintain the
current intensity of combat . The latt er course vias recommended as the
b est method of demonst rating continued U. S . resolution in anticipation
of a dramatic act of r estraint . With respect to the negotiations themselves, the SEACABIN Group cautioned against the U.S. being trapped in
the kind of protracted negotiations we experienced i n Korea while the
enemy took mi l itary advantage of t he bombing suspension . To guard against
thi s , unilateral verification was essential through continued aerial
surveillance. To round out their recommendations , the SEACABIN Group
looked at the reasons and methods of res Qming bombing if r equired .
H.

THE RESUMPTION OF BOMBARDMENT

18. Resumption - When . The conditions under which
the bomba: 'dment of NVN should be re sume·l cannot be determined in advance ",ith assurance . However , the US / RVN should
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probably resume bombardment whenever one or more of the
follm'ling situations are perceived:
a. The security of US/RVN/F¥~AF in
northern I CTZ is threatened by enemy reinforcements.
b. No discussions are in prospect 30-60
days after cessation .
c. Discussions or negotiations are not productive of militarily significant DRV/NLF concessions
within four months .
d. The DRV has infiltrated signi,f icant
ne"l forces i nto SVN - - the raising of the NVA force level
in SV}T by a division equivalent or more (over 10%) is
judged to be sufficient provocation.
e. An enemy attack of battalion size or
l arger is i nitiated while a cease -fire is in effect .

19. Re.sumEtion - Hovl . Actual resumpt.ion of
bombardment of NVN should be preceded by a program of
actions which :
a. Demonstrate (to those who are able to make
an objective judgment) that the DRV is taking advantage of
the cessation in a way 'w hich is exposing US/RVN/TIVMAF and
the people of SVN to substantially increased dangers .
b. To the maximum practicable extent,
demonstrate or encourage the conclusion that the DRV
is, in fact, the aggressor in SVN .
c. After the maximum political advantage
has been derived from the above actions and in the
absence of an acceptable response from NVN, resume aerial
and naval bombardment of ~TVN without restrictlons on any
militarily significant targets. Attacks should be
planned to achieve maximum impact and with due regard
to -Ghe ad' -antages of surprise .

2lJ

The ISA/Joint Staff analysis closed with an apprai sal of
the overall value of a bombing halt in the context of negotiations with
the DRV . Summing up, they said,'
21.
which

On balance, that DRV response to the US offer
with it the greatest risk to the United

carrie~
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States militarily is an ambiguous response i n which the
DRV vlould appear to engage in productive talks in order
to gain time to concurrently regenerate support facilities
i n NVN and gradually build up personnel strength and support
bases in Laos, Cambodia and SVN, without overt and visible
provocation . Once discussions were initiated and extended
for 2- 6 months, the DRV ",ould expect world pressure to exer cise a heavy restraint on resumption of bombardment -- i n fact,
to prevent it in the absenc e ofa demonstrable provocation
of considerable consequence .
22 . US intelligence evaluations of the impact of
bombardment on NV1J are sufficiently uncertain as to cast
doubt on a ny judgment that aerial and naval bombardment
is or is not establishing some upper limit on the DRV ' s
ability to support the \', ar in SVN. The effect on NV1J itself
i s equally uncertain . If NV1J is being seriously hurt by
bombardment , the price for cessation should be high . How ever, if NVN can continue indefinitely to accommodate to
bombardment, negotiation leverage from cessation - - or a
credible threat of resQmption - - is likely to be substantially
l ess . A penalty to the United States of underevaluating the
i mpact of bombardment of l\JvN would be an unnecessarily ",eak
negotiating stance . 53/
I n their final paragraphs, the Study Group turned to the question of DRV
good faith . The President ' s statement that bombing coul d halt and
negotiations begin i f I'le had assurances that the DRV would " not take
advantage " of our r estraint obliged us to l ook at which we ",oul d regard
as a v iolation of that principle.
27 . I t has not been possible to detect and measure
i ncreased infiltration i nto SVN until 4-6 months have
elapsed. If discussions foll mving a cessat i on of bombard ment are protracted, the enemy could take advantage of the
opportuni ty for increased infiltration Ivi th confidence that
detection vTOuld be so slow and uncertain that insufficient
provocation coul d be demonstrated to justify te~mination of
tal ks or resumption of bombardment . The following are minimum acceptable actions which operationally define "not take
advantage . ,:
a . Stop arti llery fire from and over the DMZ
i nto SVN prior to or immediately upon cessation .
b. Agree that fo r t he DRV to i ncrease over the
current level the flmv of personnel and materi el south of
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19 0 N latitude would be to take advantage of cessation
and that i t vTill refrain from doing so.
c .. Accept " open skies"over NVl'iJ upon cessation .
d . Wi thdraw from the DMZ ,-li thin a specified time,
say t\w weeks " after cessation.

28 .

Cessation of bombing of ~vN for any protracted
period while continuing the war in SVN "Tould be difficul t
to reconcile with any increase in US casualties.
29 . If the DRV/ NLF.act in good faith, formal negoti ations toward a cessation of hostilities should begin within
two months after a cessat ion of bomba,rdment . Preliminary
discussions lasting any longer than two months will require
a resumption of bombardment or the application of other
pressures as appropriate. ~
As a document , the SEACABIN study was important because
it represent ed a first maj or effort to pull together a positive DOD
position on the question of a bombing halt. The analysis and recommendations were compromi ses to be S1.11'e, but they were formulations that
gave the Administration room for maneuver in approaching the problem of
negotiations . Probably most i mportantly they established a basis of
cooperation and collaboration betvTeen the Joint Staff and ISA on this
i ssue that would be useful during the crisis of the following March when
a new direction was being sought for the whole U. S. effort in Vietnam .
In mid - December, the Chiefs themselves sent the Secretary
a memo noting that the SE..A.CABIN study , 'TaS the :product of staff ,-lork and
did not necessarily reflect the views of the JCS . The Chiefs stressed
again their belief in the effectiveness of the bombing in punishing
North Vietnamese aggression, and recorded their opposition to a halt i n
t he bombing as a means of starting negotiations . North Vietnamese
pe r formance on the battlefield and diplomatically clearly indicated
their unwillingness to enter negotiations except as a means of handi capping American power . Such a bombing halt would also endanger the
l ives of U. S. troops . Thus, "Thile the study had been a useful exercise,
the Secretary was advised against any endorsement of a cessation of
. bombing . 55/
2.

The JASON

Stud~

While DOD "Tas internally examlnlng bombing suspension
scenariOS, IDA ! s JASON division had called together many of the people
ho had partiCipated in the 1966 Summer Study for another look at the
:ffectiveness of the bombing and at various alternatives that might get
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better results . Their report lvaS submitted in mid-December 1967 and
was probably the most categorical rej ection of bombing as a tool of our
policy in South~ast Asia to be made before OJ' since by an official or
semi-official group . The study was done for McNamara and closely held
after completion. It was completed after his de ci sion to leave the
Pentagon , but it was a powerful confirmat ion of the positions on the
bombing that he had t aken in the internal councils of the government
over the preceding year.
The study evaluated the bombing in terms of its achievement
of the objectives that Secretary McNamara had defined for it :
Secretary McNamara on August 25, 1967 re stated the
objectives of the bombing campaign in North Vietnam. These
objectives are :
1. To reduce the flow and/or to increase the co st of
the continued infiltration of men and supplies from North
to South Vietnam.
2 . To raise the morale of the South Vietnamese people
who, at the time the bombing started, were under severe
military pressure .

3. To make clear to the North Vietnamese political
l eadership that so long as they continued their aggression
against the South, they would have to pay a price in the
Nor th . 56/
Taking up the first of these stated objectives, the JASON
study reached an emphatically negative conclusion about the resul ts from
ROLLING THUNDER:
As of October 1967, the U. S. bombing of North Vietnam
has had no measurable effect on Hanoi ' s ability to mount
and support military operations in the South. North Vietn~m
supports operations in the South mainly by functioning as
a logistic funnel and. providing a source of manpower, from
an economy in which manpow'er has been widely uJ;lder - utilized .
Most of the essential military supplies that the VC/ NVA forces
i n the South require from external sources are provi ded
by t.he USSR, Eastern Europe , and Communist China . Further more, the volume of such supplies is so 101'7 that onl y a
small fraction of the capacity of North Vietnam ' s flexible
transportation netv70rk is requir ed to maintain that flolv .
I n the face of Rolling Thunde r strikes on NVN , the
bombing of infiltration routes in . Laos, the U. S. naval
operations along the Vietnamese coast , and the tactical
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bombing of South Vietnam, No:-cth Vietnam infiltrated over
86,000 men in 1966 . At the same time, it has also built
up the strength of its armed force s at home , and acquired
sufficient confidence in its supply and l ogistic organization
to equip VC/r.JVA forces in South Vietna.lU Hith'a modern family
of imported 7.62mm Heapons which require externally supplied
arranunition. Moreover, NVN has the potential to continue
building the size of its armed forces, to increase the
yearly total of infiltration of individual soldiers and
.combat units, and to equip and supply even larger forces
in South Vietnam for substantially higher rates of combat than those which currently prevail.
Since the beginning of the Rolling Thunder air strikes
on NVN, the flow of men and materiel from NVN to SVN has
greatly increased, and present evidence provides no basis
for concluding that the drunage inflicted on North Vietnam
by the bombing program has had any significant effect on
this flow. In short, the floH of men and materiel from
North VietnalU to the South appears to reflect Hanoi ' s
intentions rather than canab
. ilities even in the face of
the bombing.
NVN ' s ability to increase the rate of infiltration of
men and materiel into SVN i s not currently limited by its
supply of military manpm'ler, by its LOC capab ilities, by the
availability of transport carriers, or by its access to
materiels and supplies . The VC/ NVA are effectively limited
by constraint s of the situation in the South -- including the
capacity of the VC infrastructure and distribution system to
support additional materi el and troops -- but even given these
constraints could support a larger force in the South . The
i nference '-lhich we have dravTD from these findings is that
NVN determines and achieves the approximate force l evels that
t hey believe are needed to sustain a "\'/ar of attrition for an
extended period of time .
Despite heavy attacks on NVN ' s logistic system, manufacturi ng capabilities, and supply stores, its ability to
sustain the "rar in the South has i ncreased rather than
decreased 1uring the Rolling Thunder stlikes . It has
become increasingly les s vulnerable to aerial interdiction
aimed at reducing the flovl of men and materiel from the
North to the South because it hasmade its transpor~ation
system more redlli~dant, reduced the size and increased the
number of depots and eliminated choke points .
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The bombing of North Vietnam has inflicted heavy co st~
not so much to North Vietnam I S military capability or its
infiltration system as to the North Vietnamese economy as
a whole. Measurable physical damage nm.; exceeds $370 million
and the regime has had to divert 300,000 to 600,000 people
(many on a part - time basis ) from agricultural and other
tasks to counter the bombing and cope with its eff·ects .
The former cost has been more than met by aid from other
COIP.munist countries . The latter cost may not be real,
since the extra manpol:ler needs have largely been met from
what I·las a considerable amount of slack in NVN ' s u...Ylder employed agricultural labor force . Manpower resources
are apparently still adequate to operate the agricultural
economy at a tolerable level and to continue simultaneous ly
to support the Har in SVN and maintain forces for the
defense of the North at current or increased levels .
Virtually all of the military and economic targets in
North Vietnam that can be considered even remotely signifi cant have been struck, except for a fe,,; targets in Hanoi
and Haiphong. Almost all modern industrial output has been
halted and the regime has gone over to decentralized, dis persed, and/ or protected modes of producing and handling
essential goods, protecting the people, and supporting the
war in the South. NVN has shmm that it can find alterna tives to conventional bridges and they continue to operate
trains in the face of air strikes .
NV1J has transmitted many of the material costs imposed
by the bombing back to its allies. Since the bombing began,
NVN ' s allies have provided almost $600 million in economic
aid and another $1 billion in mil itary aid -- more than
four times ,.;hat NVN has lost in bombing damage. If economic
cri teria 'were the only consideration , ]\JVN would show a sub stantial net gain from the bombing, primarily i n military
equipment .
Because of this aid , and the effectiveness of its counter measures, NVN ' s economy continues to function . NVN ' s adj ust ments to the physical damage, disruption , and other difficul ties brought on by the bombing have been sufficiently effective
to maintain living standards, meet tran~portation r equirements, and i mprove its military capabilities. }JVN i s now a
stronger military power than before the bombing and its
r emaining economy is mor e able to withstand bomb i ng . The
USSR could :f'urnish NVN 'I.;i th much more sophisticated weapon
systems; these cOD~d fUrther increase the military strength
of NVN and lead to larger U . S. 10s ses .21f
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These conclusions '\<Tere supported copiously in a separate
volume of the ~tudy devoted specifically to Luch analysis. The second
objective of the bombing, to raise South Vietnamese morale, had been
substantially achieved. There had been an appreciable improvement in
South Vietnamese morale im~ediately after the bombing began and subs~q,uent buoyancy always accompanied major new escalations of the air
war . But the effect ''las ahrays transient, ,fading as a particular pat tern of attack became a part of the routine of the 'l'rar . There was no
indication that bombing could ever constitute a permanent support for
South Vietnamese morale if the situation in the South itself was adverse .
The third function of the bombing, as described by McNamara,
'l'ras psychological -- to win the test of 'l'rills "rith Hanoi by showing U. S .
determination and intimidating DRV leaders about the fut ure . The failure
of the bomb ing in this area, according to the JASON study, had been as
signal as in purely military terms .
The bombing campaign against NVN has not discernably
weakened the determination of the North Vietnamese leaders
to continue to direct and support the i nsurgency in the
South. Shortages of food and clothing, travel restrictions,
separations of families, lack of adeq,uate medical and educational facilities, and heavy work loads have tended to
affect adversely civilian morale . However, there are few
if any reliable reports on a breakdown of the commitment of
t he people to support the ''lar . Unlike the situation in the
South, there are no reports of marked increases of absenteeism,
draft dodging, black market operations or prostitution .
There is no evidence that possible war weariness among the
people has shaken the leadership ' s belief that they can
continue to endure the bombing and outlast the U. S. and
SVN in a protracted war of attrition.
Long term plans for the economic development have not
been abandoned but only set aside for the duration of the
war . The regime continues to send thousands of young men
and women abroad for higher education and technical training ;
we consider this evidence of the regime's confidence of the
eventual outcome of the war .
The (xpectation that bombing would erode the deter mination of Hanoi and its people clearly overestimated the
persuasive and disruptive effects of the bombing and, correspondingly, underestimated the tenacity and re cuperative
capabili ties of the North Vietnamese. That the bombing
has not achieved anticipated goals r eflects a general failure
to appreciate ,the fact, 'H ell- documented in the historical
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and social scientific lit erature, that a direct, frontal
attack on a society tends to strengthen she social fabric
of the nation, to increase popular support of the existing
goverp~ent, to i mprove the determination of both the
l eadership and the populace to fight back, to induce a
variety of protective measures that reduce the society's
vulnerability to future attack and to develop an increased
capacity for quick repairs and restoration of essential
functions . The great variety of physical and social
countermeasures tha,t North Vietnam has taken in response
to the bombing is now "Tell documente d but the potential
effectiveness of these cOQnterrneasures has not been ade quately considered in previous planning or assessment
studies .

W

The JASON study took a detailed look at alternative means
of applying our air po,'ler in ·an effort to determine if ' some other combination of targets and tactics Vlould achieve better results . Nine different
strategies ",Tere examined including mi ning the ports, attacking the dikes
and various combinations of attack emphasis on the LOC systems . This was
the emphatic conclusion : " ~'Te are unable to devise a bombing campaign in
the North to reduce the flOl07 of infiltrating personnel into SVN. fI 59/
~that cou~d really be said vlas that some more optimum employment of
U.S. air r esources could be devised in terms of target damage and LOC
disruption. None could reduce the flow even close to the essential mini mum for sustaining the ",Tar in the South .
After having r equested that some portions of the study be
r eworked to eliminate errors of logic , ~tr . Warnke fOTIlarded the fina l
version to Secretary McNamara on January 3, 1968 with the im~ormation
copies to Secretary Rusk, the Joint Chiefs and CINCPAC. In his memo he
noted the sLmilarity of the conclusions on bombing effectiveness to those
reached not l ong before in the study by the CIA (see above ).
Specifically,
Mr . Warnke noted that, "Together with SEA CABIN, the study supports the
proposition that a bombing pause -- even~ a significant period of time -would not add appreciably to the strength of our adversary in South Vietnam . 1I
Thus was laid the analytical groundwork for the President's decision to
partially curtail the bombing in March . §]j
3.

Systems Analysis. Study on Eco?omic Effects

An unrelated but complementary study of the economic effe cts
of the bombing on North Vietna.m VTaS completed by Systems Analysis right
after the Nelv Year and sent to the Secretary . It too came down hard on
the unproductiveness of the air vIal' , even to the point of suggesting that
i t might be counter-productive in pure economic teTms . Enthoven ' s cover
memo to McNa...mara stated,
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... the bombing has not been very successful in
imposing e~onomic los ses on the North. Losses in domestic
production have been more than replaced by imports and the
availabili ty of manpo"l"er, particularly because of the
natura l grm·rth in the labor force, has been adequate to
meet wartime needs . It is likely that North Vietnam
will continue to be able to meet extra manpo"l'rer and
economic requirements caused by the bombing short of
attacks on population centers or the cities . 621
The paper itself examined tw·o aspects of the problem :
the impact of the bombing on GNP and on labor supply/utilization . The
most telling part of the analysis was the demonstration that imports
had more than offset the cost of the "l'rar to the North in simple GNP
terms as the follo"l'ring passage sho"l·rs :
II .

Effects on North Vi etnam ' s Gross National Product

Prior to 1965, the gro"l'rth r ate of the North Viet namese economy averaged 6% per year . It is estimated that
this rate continued (and even increased slightly) during
1965 and 1966 , the first t"l"O years of the bomb ing (Table 1) .
In 1967, however, domestically-produced GNP declined
sharply to only $1,688 million -- a level roughly compar able to the prewar years of 1963 and 1964. The cumulative
loss in GNP caused by the bombing in the last three years
i s estimated to be $294 milhon (Table 2) .
To offset these losse s , North Vietnam has had an
i ncrea, sed flo"l" of foreign economic aid. Prior to the
bombing, economic aid to North Vietnam averaged $95 milli on
annually . Since the bombing began, the flow of economic
aid has increased to $340 million per year (Table 1). The
cumulative increase in economic aid in the 1965-1967 per i od
over the 1953-1964 average has been an estimated $490 mil lion .
Thus , over the entire period of the bombing, the
val ue of economic resources gained through foreign aid has
been greater than that lost because of the bombing (Table 3).
The cumulative foreign aid increase has been $490 million ;
losses have totaled $294 million .
In addition to the loss of current production,
North Vietnam has lost an estL~ated $164 million in capital
assets destroyed by the bombing . These capital assets
include much of North Vietnam ' s indust rial base - i ts
manufacturing plants, pow er plants, and bridge s .
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I t is not certain that Russia and China \vill
replace North Vietnam's destroyed capital assets through
aid prograns, thus absorbing part of tht bombing cost
themselves. However, they could do so in a short period
of time at relatively small cost; if economic aid remained
. at its wartime yearly rate of $340 million and half were
us ed to replace capital stock, North Vietnam I,S losses
could be replaced in a year . If the capital stock is
replaced, the economic cost to North Vietnam of the
bombing will be the cumulative loss of output from the
time the bombing began until the capital stock is fully
replaced. Even this probably overstates the cost, however. Even if the pre-bombing capital stock were only ··.
replaced, it wOlud be more modern and productive than it
otherwise would have been.
While the aggregate supply of goods in North
Vi etnam has remained constant, standards of living may
have declined. The composition of North Vietnam ' s total
supply has shifted away from final consumer goods toward
int ermediate products related to the war effort, i.e.,
construction and transportation.
Food supplies', vital to the health and efficiency of North Vietnam,have been maintained with only
a slight decline. As shown in Table 4, the estimated
North Vietnamese daily intake of calories has fallen
from 1,910 in 1963 to 1,880 in 1967. Even considering
that imported 'wheat and potatoes are not traditional
table fare in North Vietnam, the North Vietnamese are
not badly off by past North Vietnamese standards or
the standards of other Asian countries.
The output of industrial and handicraft output
declined 3510 in 1967 (Table 1). Economic aid has
probably not replaced all of this decline. With lowe r
war priority, the supply of non-food consumer goods
such as textiles and durables has probably declined more
than the food supply .
Despite lOHer standards of living, the ability
of N~rth Vietnamese government to susta~n its population
at a level high enough to prevent mass dissatisfaction is
evident. §]/
The analysis of the manpoI'Ter q,uestion in the Systems
. Analysis paper revealed that there "\-Tas as yet no real squeeze for
the North Vietnamese because of population growth . In a word, the
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bomb ing was unable to beat the birth rate.
Analysis assessed the problem:
III.
Supply

This is how Systems'

Effects on Total North Vietnamese Manpo",er

In addition to the economic effects, the air
"lar has dra"lil North Vi etnamese labor into bomb damage
r epair , replacement of combat casualties , construction ,
t ransportation, and air defense. Over the last three
years , t hese needs have absorbed almost 750,000 ablebodied North Vietnamese (Table 5).
But, again there are offsetting factors. First,
over 90% of the increase in manpovler has been provided
by population growth (Table 5) . Since the start of the
bombing, 720,000 able-b odied people have been added to the
North Vietnamese labor force .
Second, the bombing has increased not only the
demand for labor but also the supply . The destruction of
much of North Vietnam ' s modern industry has released an
estimated 33,000 workers from t heir jobs . Similarly, the
evacuation of the cities has made an estimated 48,000
women avail able for ",ork on roads and bridges in the
c01.mtryside. Both of these groups of people ,'lere available for work on war - related activity with little or no
extra sacrifice of production ; if they weren ' t repairing
bomb damage , they ",ouldn 't be doing anything productive .
Third, North Vietnam has been supplied with manpo",er as a form of forei gn aid. An estimated 40 , 000 Chinese
are t hought to be employed in maintaining North Vietnam's
road and rail net",ork .
Finally, additional workers could be obtained
in North Vietnam from low productivity employment . In
le ss developed countries, agriculture typically employs
more people than are really needed to ivork the l and, even
with relatively primitive production methods . Also, further
mobilization may be possible through greater use of women
in the l abor force. The available statistics are not precise
enough to identify the magnitude of this potential lab or
pool, but the estimates given in Table 6 show that even after
b 'l O years of I'l ar the t 'o tal North Vietnamese labor force is
only 54% of its population - scarcely higher than it was in

1965 .
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In SUlu, the total ' incremental need for vlar-related man pO\'ler of roughly 750,000 people appears to have been offset (Table 5) with no particular strain on the populatiQn.
Future manpower needs may outstrip North Vietnamese population gro",th, but the North Vietnamese government can import
more manpO\'ler (though there may be limits to how many Chinese
they want to bring into the country), use women and/or
underemployed vlorkers , and dral'l workers from productive
employment, replacing their output .with imports. Given these
options, it appears that the North Vietnamese government is
not likely to be hampered by aggregate manpower shortages. §!!/
D.

The Year Closes on a Note of

~ti~ism

The negative analyses of the air war, however, did not reflect
the officie,l view of the Administration, and certainly not the view of
the military at any level in the command structure at year's end . The
latter had, for instance, again vigorously opposed any holiday truce
arrangements, and especially the suspension of the air Vlar against North
Vietnam ' s logistical system .
On this they had been duly overruled,
the holiday pauses having become the standard SOP to domestic and international war protesters. The 1967 pauses produced, as expected, no major
breakthrough towards peace betueen the belligerents through any of their
illusive diplomatic points of contact .

§21

Averell Harriman had stopped in Bucharest in ' late November to
test whether the Romanians had any neVl inforrn.ation from Hanoi. Despite
their intensive effort and even stronger desire to bring the two sides
together (primarily through a bombing halt), the Romanians apparently
could onl y reformulate the previously held positions of the Hanoi leadership without any substantive change . Harriman, therefore, patiently
explained again the full meaning and intent of the President's San Antonio
offer and urged its communication to Hanoi .
Hhat was absent of course for both sides was any fundamental
r eassessment that could move either or both to mOdifY their positions
on negotiations. The DRV was at the time in the midst of the massive
preparations for the Tet offensive in January while the U.S. r emained
bouyed by the favorable reports from the field on seeming military progress
in the l ast months of 1967. The missing ing.l'edient for peace moves at thac
time i'le,S motivation on both sides . Each had reason to wait . Hhen , just
'before Christmas, Pope Paul called on the U.S. to halt the bomb ing and
the DRV to demonstrate restraint as a step tovrards peace he r eceived a
personal visit from Presiden~ Johnson the ~ollo\vir:g day (on retur~ from a
Presidential trip to Australla ). The Presldent courteously but flrmly
explained the U. S. policy to the Pope, "mutual restraint " vias necessary
before peace talks cotLLd begin .
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CO'ntribut i ng to' the firmness O'f the U.S. PO'sitiO'n were the
O'ptimi stic repO'rts frO'm the field O'n military prO'gress in the war.
BO'th statistically and qualitatively, imprO'vement was nO'ted thrO'ughO'ut
the l ast quarter O'f the year and a mO'O'd O'f cautiO'us hO'pe pervaded the
dispatches . Typical O'f these was Admiral Sharp's year end wrap-up
cable. Having primary cO'w~and resPO'nsibility fO'r the air war, CINCPAC
devO'ted a majO'r PO'rtiO'n O'f his message to' the ROLLING THUNDER prO'gram
in 1967, presenting as he did nO't O'nly his view O'f accO'mplishment s in
the calendar year but alsO' a rebuttal to' critics O'f the cO'ncept and
cO'nduct O'f the air war.
Aruniral Sharp O'utlined three O'bjectives which the air campaign
was seeking to' achieve: disruptiO'n O'f the flO'W O'f external assistance
intO' NO'rth Vietnam, curtailment O'f the flO'W O'f supplies frO'm NO'rth Vietnam
intO' LaO's and SO'uth Vietnam, and destructiO'n "in depth" O'f NO'rth Vietnamese
resO'urces that cO'ntributed to' the supPO'rt O'f the war. 66/
AcknovTledging
that the flOl-T O'f fraternal cO'mmunist aid intO' the NO'rthhad grown every
year O'f the war, CINCPAC nO'ted the stepped up effO'rt in 1967 to' neutralize
this assistance by lO'gistically isO'lating its primary PO'rt O'f entry -HaiphO'ng. The net results, he felt, had been encO'uraging:
The O'verall effect. O'f O'ur effO'rt to' reduce external
assistance has resulted nO't O'nly in destructiO'n and damage
to' the transPO'rtatiO'n systems and gO'O'ds being transPO'rted
thereO'n but has created additiO'nal management , distributiO'n
and manpO'w'er prO'blems. In additiO'n, the attacks have
created a bO'ttleneck at HaiphO'ng where inability effectively
to' mO've gO'O'ds inland frO'm the PO'rt has re sulted in cO'ngestiO'n
O'n the dO'cks and a slO'wdO'vm in O'fflO'ading ships as they
arrive. By OctO'b er , rO'ad and rail int erdi ctiO'ns had reduced
the transPO'rt atiO'n clearance capacity at HaiphO'ng to' abO'ut
2700 shO'rt tO'ns per day. An average O'f 4400 shO'rt tO'ns
per day had arrived in HaiphO'ng during the year. 67/
The assault against the cO'ntinuing traffic O'f men and materiel
thrO'ugh NO'rth Vietnam tO'ward LaO's and SO'uth Vietnam, hO'wever, had prO'duced O'nly marginal r esults. Succe ss here was measured in the tO'tals
O'f destrO'yed transPO'rt, nO't the cO'nstrictiO'n O'f the flO'w O'f persO'nnel
and gO'O'ds.
Althuugh men and material needed fur the level O'f
cO'mbat nO'vl prevailing in SO'uth Vietnam cO'ntinue to' flO'W
despi te O'ur attacks O'n LOC s , vle have made it very CO'stly
to' the enemy in terms O'f material, manpO'wer, management,
and distributiO'n. FrO'm 1 January thrO'ugh l5 December
1967, 122, 960 attack sO'rties vTere flO'wn in RO'lling Thunder
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route packages I through V and in Laos, SEA Dragon offensive operations involved 1,384 ship-days on station and
contributej materially in reducing enemy seaborne infiltration in southern NVN and in the vicinity of the DMZ.
Attacks against the NVN transport system during the past
12 months resulted in de struction of carriers cargo
carried , and personnel casualties. Air attacks throughout
North Vietnam and Laos destroyed or camaged 5,261 motor
vehicles, 2,Lf 75 railroad rolling stock, and 11,425 vIatercraft from 1 January through 20 December 1967 . SEA DRAGON
accounted for another 1,473 "(.IlBLC destroyed or damaged from
1 January - 30 November . There were destroyed rail-lines ,
bridges , fe rries , railroad yards and shops, storage areas,
and truck parks . Some 3,685 land targets were struck by
Sea Dragon forces, including the destruction or damage of
303 coastal defen se and radar sites. Through external
assist,mce, the enemy has been able to replace or rehabilitate many of the items damage or destroyed, and transport
inventories are roughl y at the same level they vTere at
t he beginning of the year. Neverthe le ss , construction
problems have caused interruptions in the flol'l of men and
supplies, caused a great lo ss of vlork-hour s , and restricted
movement particularly during daylight hours . 68/
The admiss ion that transport inventorie s were the same at
year's end as when it began must have been a painful one indeed for
CI NCPAC in view of' the enormous cost of the air campaign against the
transport system in money, aircraft , and lives. As a consolation for
'this signal failur e , CINCPAC pointed to the extensive diversion of
civilian nill,npower to war related activities as a re sult of the bombing.
A primary effect of OlIT efforts to impede movement of
the enemy has been to force Hanoi to engage from 500 , 000 to
600 , 000 civilia,ns in full-time and part-time 'w ar-rel ated
activiti es , in particular for air defense and r epa ir of the
LOCs . This diversion of manpower from other plITsuits,
particularly from the agricultural sector, has caused a
dra'l.rdovTll on manpovler. The estimated 10vrer f ood production
yields , coupled with an increase in food imports in 1967
(some six times that of 1966 ), indicate that agriculture
is having· great difficulty in adjusting to this hanged
compositiun of the work force . The co s~ and difficulties
of the "lar to Hanoi have sharply increased , and only
through the W'ill ingness of ot her communist countries to
provide maximum replacement of goods and material. has NVN
managed to sustain its vlar effort. 69/
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To these manpower ' diversions CINCPAC added the cost to North
Vietnam in 1967 of the destruction of vital resources -- the third of ,
his air war objectives :
C.

Destroying vital resources :

Air attacks \',e re authorized and executed by target
syst ems for the first time in 1967, although the attacks
i-Tere l imited to specific targets within each system. A
total of 9,740 sorties Has flown against targets on the
ROLLING THUNDER target list from 1 January - 15 December
1967. The campaign against the pOiver system resulted in
reduction of pm!er generating capability to approximately
1 5 percent of original capacity . Successful strikes against
the Thai Nguyen iron and steel plant and the Haiphong cement
plant re sulted in practically total destruction of these
tvlO installations. NVrr adjustments to these los ses have
had to be made by relying on additional imports from China,
the USSR or the Eastern European countries. The require ment for additional i mports reduces available shipping space
for war supporting supplies and adds to the congestion at
the ports . Interruptions in ravT material supplies and the
r equirement to turn to le ss efficient means of pOvTer and dis tribution has degraded overall production.
Economic losses to North Vietnam amounted to more
than $130 million dollars in 1967, representing over one-half
of the total economic loss es since the \Var began. 70/
This defense of the importance and contribution of the air
campaign to the overall effort in Vietnam was seconded by General West more l and later in January "Then he sent his year-end summary of progress
to 'V-lashington . In discussing the efforts of his men on the ground in the
South he described the bombing of the North as "indispensable " in cutting
the flow of support and maintaining the morale of his forces. 1!/
It
i s worth noting that COMUSHl\.CV ' s optimistic assessment was dispatched
just 4 days before the enemy launched his devastating Tet offensive,
provi ng thereby a formidable capability to marshall men and materiel for
massive attacks at times and places of his choosing, the bombing notwithstanding .
Less than a week l ater , Secretary McNamara appeared before
'Congress for the presentation of his last annual "posture" statement .
These r egul ar January testimonies had become an important forum in vThich
the Secretary revie'iTed the events of the preceding year , presented the
budget for the coming year and outlined the programs for the Defense
stablishment for the next five years . I n all cases he had begun vTith
: broad brush revie\'T of the int ernatio,nal situation and in recent years
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devoted a major portion of the revievr to the Vietnam problem. In his
valedictory on February 1, 1968 (just after the beginning of Tet) he
offered a far more sober appraisal of the ef~ectiveness of the bombing
than the military commanders in the field . In it he drew on much of
the analysis provided to him the previous fall by the JASON and SEACABIN
studies and his own systems analysts. His estimate of the bombing is
p~rhaps the closest to being realistic ever given by the Administration
and was a wise and tempered jud~nent to offer in the face of the enemy ' s
i mpressive Tet attacks.
The air campaign a gainst North Vietnam has included
attacks on industrial facilities, fixed military targets,
and the transportation system.
Attacks against major industrial facilities through
1967 have destroyed or put out of operation a l arge portion
of the rather limited modern industrial base. Ab out 70 per cent of the North ' s electric generating capacity is currently
out of operation, and the bulk of its fixed petroleum storage capacity has been destroyed. However, (imported diesel
generators are probably producing sufficient electricity
for essential services and, by dispersing their petroleum
supplies, the North Vietnames e have been able to meet
their minimum petroleum needs . Most, if not all, of the
i ndustrial output lost has been replaced by imports from
t he Soviet Union and China .
Military and economic assistance from other Communist
countries, chiefly the Soviet UniOn , has been steadily
incr easing . I n 1965, North-Vietnam re ceived in aid a total
of $420 million ( $270 million military and $150 million
economic); in 1966, $730 million ( $455 million mi litary and
$275 million economic ); and preliminary estimates indicate
that total aid for 1967 may have reached $1 bill ion ( $660
million military and $340 million economic ). Soviet mili tary aid since 1965 has been concentrated on air defense
materiel -- SAM's, AAA guns and ammo , radars , and fighter
aircraft.
Soviet economic assistance has included trucks, railr oad e~uipment , barges , machinery , petroleum, fertilizer,
and food . China has provided help in tl' e construction of
light industry, maintenance of the transportation system
and improvements in the cOfimunications and irrigation sys tems, plus some 30 ,000 to 50,000 support troops for use
in North Vietnam for repair and AAA defense .
Damage inflicted by our air attacks on fixed military
target s has led to the abandoQment of barracks and supply
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and ammunition depots and has caused a dispersal of supplies
and equipment. However , North Vietnam ' s air defense system
continues to function effectively despi've increased attacks
on airfields, SAM sites, and AAA positions . The supply of
SAM missiles and antiaircraft ammunition appears adequate,
notwithstanding our heavy attacks, and we see no indication
of any permanent drop in their expenditure rates .
Our intensified air, campaign against the transportation
system seriously disrupted normal operations and has increased
t he cost and difficulties of maintaining tr.affic flows.
Los ses of transportation equipment have increased, but inventories have been maintained by i mports from Communist countries.
The heavy damage inflicted on key railroad and highway bridges
i n the Hanoi-Haiphong areas during 1967 has been l argely offset by the construction of numerous bypasses and the more
extensive use of inland "Taterlvays .
While our overall loss rate over North Vietnam has been
decr easing steadily, from 3.4 aircraft per 1,000 sorties
in 1965 to 2.1 in 1966 and to 1.9 in 1967, losses over the
Hanoi-Haiphong areas have been r el atively high.
The systematic air campaign against fixed economi c and
military target systems leaves few strategically important
t argets unstruck . Other than manpO\'Ter, North Vietnam pro vides few direct resources to the "Tar effort, 'I'Thich is sus tained primarily by the l arge imports from the Communist
countries . The agrarian nature of the economy precludes
an economic collapse as a result of the bombing . Moreover
while we can make it more costly in time and manpo,ver , i t
i s difficult to conceive of any i nterdiction campaign that
would pinch off the flow of military supplies to the south
as long as combat requirements remain at anything like the
current 10,'1 l evels .

'J.lJ
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VI.

THE CORJ.\TER IS TUmJED -- JANUARY-MARCH 1968

The Johnsen Administration began 1968 ill a. mood of cautious hope
about the course of the war . Within a month those hopes had been
completely dashed . In l ate January and early February , the Viet Cong
and their North Vietnamese supporters launched the massive Tet assault
on the cities and tOlms of South Vietnam and put the Johnson ACLministration
and the American public through a profound political catharsis on the
,qisdom and purpose of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam and the soundness
of our policies for the conduct of the war . The crisis engendered the
most soul-searching debate wi thin the Administration about vThat cours e to
take next in the whole history of the war . In the emotion laden atmos phere of those dark days , there "I-rere cries for large-scale escal ation on
the one side and for significant retrenchment on the other . In the end
an equally difficult decision -- t o stabilize the effort in the South
and de-escalate in the North -- was made . One of the inescapable con clusions of the Tet experience that helped to shape that decision was
that as an interdiction measure against t he infiltration of men and
supplies, the bombing had been a near total failure . Moreover, it had
not succeeded in breaking Hanoi ' s will to continue the fight . The only
other ma jor justification for continuing the bombing Vias its punitive
value, and that began to pale in comparison 'ili th the potential (ne,dy
perceived by many ) of its suspension for producing negotiations with the
DRV , or failing that a l arge propaganda vlindfall for the U. S. ne gotiating
position. The President ' s dramatic decision at the end of March capped a
long month of debate . Adding force to the President ' s an..11ouncement of
the partial bombing halt "Tas his OvTn personal decision not to seek reelection.
A.

The Crisis Begins
1.

Public Diplomacy Gropes On

Follovring Ambassador Harriman I S visit to Bucharest in
November 1967 the next move in the dialogue of the deaf between Hanoi
and ~vashington was a slight l y new formulation of the North Vietnamese
position by Foreign Minister Trinh on December 29 . Speaking at a
reception at the Mongolian Embassy he stated :
After the United States has ended the bomb ing and all
other acts of vTar, ffiort h vietn8J!:.7 will hold talks with
the Unitec.. State s on questions cOllcerneJ.
shj.fting his tense from the "could" of his 28 January 1967 statement
to "will", Trinh had moved 'his position just slightly closer .to tha~ of
the U. S. This statement was, no dou~t , a part of a secret dJ_~lomat~c
d· lo ~e possibly through the Rumanlans , that must have contlnued lnto
t~: n~w ~ear. The State Department readily acknovTledged that Trinh's
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statement was a "new formulation ," but quickly pointed out that it
had been prefaced by a reaffirmation of the four points and did not
deal with the specifics of when, where and hGW negotiations would
take place. ?J
Rusk I S efforts to dovmplay the significance of the Trinh
statement notwithstanding, it can be assumed that some U.S. response
was sent to Hanoi . Reinforcing this i mpression i s the fact that on
January 3 bombing was again completely prohibited within 5 n . m. of both
Hanoi and Haiphong for an indefinite period . 3/ (Some confusion may
arise as to the various constraints that were-placed on the bombing near
the two major cities at different times and for different radii . "Pro hibited" meant that no strikes had been or vlOuld be authorized; "restricted"
meant that the area was generally off l imits but that individual targets,
on a cas e by case basis, might be approved by "highest authority" for a
single attack . The 30 n.m . re stricted zone aroLLlld Hanoi and its 10 n .m.
counterpart around Haiphong had existed since the beginning of the bombing
in 1965 . The prohibited zones were established in December 1966 . In
1967 they had been 10 n . m. for Hanoi and 4 n . m. for Haiphong .)
on January 16 vlhen the vlhite House Luncheon group met they authorized
only tvlO targets that 'McNamara and Rusk had not already agreed to in
December and they specifically reaffirmed the prohibition around the t wo
cities. ~/
The following day, the President, i n his annual State of
the Union address, softened somewhat the U. S. position in what may have
been intended as a message to Hanoi. He called for " serious " negotiations
rather than the "productive" talks he had asked for in the San Antonio
speech . Unfortunately, he also stated that the North Vietnamese "must
not take advantage of our restraint as they have in the past ." 5/ News men mistakenly took this for a hardening of the U.S. position by the
Pre s i dent, an error Dean Rusk tried to dispel the following day . But , as
on many occasions in the past , if this was intended as a signal to Hanoi
it must have been a confusing one . Once again the problem of multiple
audiences scrambled the commtmication . Not surprisingly then, on January 21,
Nham Dan, the official North Vietnamese newspaper condemned the San Antonio
f()"TIiiUlaas the "habitual trick" of the President who Ivas attempting to
i mpose "very insolent conditions ll on Hanoi. The U~S. had no right to
a sk reciprocity for a cessation of the bombing since it was the aggressor. §/
His intent having been mis construed, the ~resident used the
next most convenient opportunity to convey h~s message -- the confirmation
hearings of the Senate Armed Services Committee on the appointment of his
close fri end and advi sor , Clark Clifford , to be Secretary ot' Defense . In
the course of his testimony , Clifford replied to que stions by Senator
strom Thurmond ab?ut the t~ming and con~itions ~he A~~in istrati?n intended
for a bombinghal~. Here 1S the essent1al portlon of that test1mony :
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SEN~TOR THU~~ND: •••. This morning you testified about
the large quantities of goods that were brought in during
the cessation of bombing, and in view of your experience
and your knowledge, and the statements you made this
morning, I presume that you would not favor cessation
of bombing where American lives would be jeopardized?

MR. CLIFFORD: I \vould not favor the ces sation of
bombing under present circLunstances . I would express
the fervent hope that we could stop the bombing if we
had some kind of reciprocal word from North Vietnam that
they vTanted to sit down and, in good faith, negotiate .

I wou~d say only that as I go into this task, the
deepest desire that I have is to bring hostilities in
Vietnam to a conclusion under those circumstances that
permit us to have a dignified and honorable result that
in turn will obtain for the South Vietnamese that goal
which we have made such sacrifices to attain.
SEMTOR THURMOND: 1;fuen you spoke of negotiating,
in which case you vTOuld be willing to have a ce ssation
of bombing , I presume you -vTOuld contemplate that they
would stop their military activities, too, in return
for a ce ssation of bombing .
MR. CLIFFORD:

No , that is not what I said .

I do not expect them to stop their military activi ties. I would expect to folloiv the language of the
President when he said that if they would agree to
start negotiations promptly and not take advantage of the
pause in the bombing .
SEMTOR T"lIDRMOND : What do you mean by taking
advantage if they continue their military activities?
MR. CLIFFORD: Their mili tar:,r activity -vTill continue
in South Vietnam , I assume, until there is a cease fire
agreed upqn. I assume that they will continue to transport the pormal amount of goods , Inuniti0ns , and men ,
to South Vietnam. I assume that we will continue to
maintain OLIT forces and support our forces during t hat
period. So vlhat I am suggesting, in the language ,of
the President is, that he "l-Tould insist that they not
take advantage of the suspension of the bombing .

1.1
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Several days later, the Clifford te stimony I-las confirmed by the State
Depo,rtment as the po sition of the U. S. Gover;:1ment. This, then, "laS
t he final public position taken by the Administration prior to the
launching of the Tet offensive by the enemy on January 30. While it
amounted to a further softening, it vIas still considerably short of
the unconditional cessation the North Vietnamese 'I'l ere demanding. In
the aftermath of the Tet attack, both sides would scale down their
demands in the intere sts of opening a direct dialogue.
2.

The Tet Offensive

As planned, the Allie s began a 36-hour truce in honor of
the Tet holidays on January 29. The order vlaS shortly cancelled, hOI-lever, because of fierce enemy attacks in the northern provinces. Then,
suddenly on January 31, the Viet Cong and NVA forces launched massive
assaults on virtually every major city and provincial capital, and most
of the military installations in South Vietnam . In Saigon, attackers
penetrated the nevl American Embassy and the Palace grounds before they
were driven back. Whole sections of the city were under Viet Cong
control temporarily. In Hu~ an attacking force captured virtually the
entire city including the venerable Citadel, seat of the ancient capital
of Vietnam a nd cultural center of the country. Everywhere the fighting
was intense and the casualtie s , civilian as I'lell as military, were
staggering. Coming on the heels of optimistic reports from the field
commands, this offensive caught official ~fashington off guard and stunned
both the Administration and the American public. The Viet Cong blatantly
cmnounced their aim as the overthrov7 of the Saigon regime. But the
Allied forces fought well and the main thrust of the attacks on Saigon,
Danang, and elsewhere were blunted "lith the enemy suffering enormous
casualties. Only in Hu~ did the communists succeed in capturing the
city temporarily. There the fighting continued as the most costly of
the v7ar for nearly a month before the Viet Cong were finally rooted out
of their strongholds.
The le sson of the Tet offensive concerning the bombing
should have been Qnmistakably clear for its proponents and critics alike.
Bombing to interdict the flow of men and supplies to the South had been
a signal failure. The resources necessary to initiate an offensive of
Tet proportions and sustain the casualties and munitions expenditures
it entailed had all flo'l.,ed south in spite of the heavy bombing in North
Vietnam , Laos ond South Vietnam. It w~s now clear that bombing alone
could not prevent the communis ts from amassing the materiel , and infil.trating the manpO\'7er necessary to conduct massive operations if t hey
chose . Moreover, Tet demonstrated that the will to undergo the required
sacrifices and hard ships 'I'las more than ample.
The initial military reaction in Hashington appears to
have been addressed to the air war. On Februa ry 3, the Chiefs sent the
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Secretary a memo renewing their earlier proposal for reducing the
re stricted zone around Hanoi and Haiphong to 3 and 1.5 n .m. respectively, with f~eld authority granted to make strikes as required out side . The memo opened with a reference to the Tet offensive: "Through
his buildup at Khe Sanh and actions throughout South Vietnam during
t he past ''leek, the enemy has shmm a major capability for waging war
in the South."
In vie"T of the evident ineffectiveness of the bombing
in preventing the offensive, the succeeding sentence in the memo , pro viding the justification for the request, can only appear as a non sequitur :
"The air campaign against NVN should be conducted to achieve maximu..'1l effect
in reducing this enemy capability."

'§/

2/

ISA .

The arguments against such authorization were fo rmulated by
Mr . Warnke observed that:
In addition to the lines of corrnnunication the,t would be
opened f or attack by shrinking the control areas around Hanoi
and Haiphong only a couple of fixed targets not previously
authorized would be released for strike . These targets do
not appear to have large civilian casualties or other political liabilities associated with them. A description of
the se t argets is attached . (Tab B) The major effects thus
would be (1) to open to armed recce attack the primary and
secondary LOCs bet';veen the present "regular" 10 and 4 mile
circles and the proposed 3 and 1-1/2 mile circles, and, if
the Joint Staff interpretation i s accepted, (2) to r e lease
for strike the previously authorized targets within the
"special" 5 mile circles. }!})

other conside r ations also argued in favor of deferring action on thi s
proposal for the moment :
I recommend that, if this proposal is accepted, the
new circles be treated as containing areas ivhere no strikes
are to be made without new· individual authorization . In
any event, I believe the present restrictions should be
continued pending the r eturn of the 3 American ~vs who have
be en designated by Hanoi fo r r el ease . Our information i s
that the se men "Till be picked up '-)y 2 American pacifists
who are l eaving from Vientiane, Laos, for Hanoi on the
next avai~able fli ght . The next scheduled ICC fli ght to
Hanoi is ~n 9 February . ~
The issue 'vas probably raised at the White House Luncheon on February 6,
but the JCS proposal 'vas not approved . Strikes agains"i;; targets in
Haiphong apparently were authorized , however , since the first such raids
. over a month took place on February 10 . These , however, were onl y
~~e most immediate reactions to the trauma of Tet 1968 .. To be sure, a s
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time I·lent on , the air war would be shoved aside some"lhat by considerations of force ~ugmentation in the south - - the principle concern after
the massive Viet Cong attack. Bombing as an issue "lould more and more
be considered in relation to the possibility of negotiations and the
i mprovement of the U.S . diplomat ic position. The failure of the bombing
t o interdict infiltration and break Hanoi ' s will meant that it could be
militarily justified for the future only as a punitive measure . Never theless , many in the Pentagon would continue to advocate its expansion .
As events moved fOri-lard this punitive value would gradually seem less and
less important to the President compared with the potential of a bombing
suspension (even partial) for producing serious peace negotiations and/ or
appeasing public opinion. For the moment, however, the Tet assault appeared
only as a massive repudiation of U, S. peace overtures, hardly something
to warrant a reduction in our side of the confli ct .
On Sunday , February 4, Secreta ries Rusk and McNamara
appeared jointly on a special one-hour program of tl Meet the Press tl to
anSvler questions primari ly about the Tet offensive. When asked about
the meaning of these new' attacks for the diplomatic effort and the role
of the bombing, Rusk replied as follows:
MR. SPIVAK .

Secretary Rusk , may I ask you a question?

SECRETARY RUSK .

Yes .

MR . SPIVAK. The President the other day asked this
question, he said , what would the North Vietn~mes e be doing
i f we stopped the bombing and let them a l one? Now there is
s ome confusion about Il'hat we want them to do . What is i t
we want them to do today if we stop the bombing?
SECRETARY RUSK . ~oJe ll, many , many months ago the Presi dent said almost anything as a step tOlvard peace . Now I
t h i nk i t is important to understand the political signifi cance of the events of the last 3 or 4 days i n South Viet nam . President Johnson said some "leeks ago that we are
expl oring the difference between the statement of their
For eign Mini ster about entering i~to discussions and his
own San Antonio formula .
NOvl \ e have been in the process of exploring the
probl ems that arise vlhen you put those hlO statement.s
side by side . Hanoi k...110WS that . They know that these
explorations are going on because they were a par~y to
t hem . Secondly, we have exercised some restraint i n
our bombing in North Vietnam during this period of expl oration particularly in the i nmediate vicinity of Hanoi
and H~iphOng . Again, Han9i knows this . They also knew
that the Tet cease - fire period was coming up .
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MR . SPIVAK .

Have

1tle

stopped the bombing there?

SECRETARY RUSK. No, we have not h~d a pause in
the traditionally accepted sense but we have limited
the bombing at certain points in order to make it somewhat easier to carry fonTard these explorations so that
particularly difficult incidents 1tlOuld not interrupt
them . We have not gone into a pause as that w'ord is
generally understood .
But they ' ve also known that the Tet cease - fire was
coming up. And they ' ve known from earlier years that
we ' ve been interested in converting something like a Tet
cease-fire into a more productive dialogue, into some
opportunity to move toward peace .
Now' in the face of all these elements they partici pated in laying on this. major offensive . Now I think it
would be foolish not to draw a political conclusion from
this that they are not seriously interested at the present
time in · talking about peaceful settlement . Or in explor i ng the problems connected with the San Antonio formula .
I remind those who don ' t recall that formula that it was
that we I'lould stop the bomb ing when it lvould lead promptly
t o productive discussions . And we assumed that they
would not take advantage of this cessation of bombing
whil e such discussions were going on .
Now it ' s hard to imagine a more reasonable proposal
by any nation involved in an armed conflict·than that . And
I t hink 1tle have to assume that these recent offensives in
t he south are an anSl'ler, are an answer, in addition to
their public denunciation of the San Antonio formula .
MR . ABEL . Are you saying, Mr . Secretary, that we
i nterpret this offensive as their rejection of the diplomatic
overtures that have been made ?

SECRETARY RUSK. Well, they have rejected the San
Antonio formula publicl y, simply on the pol itical level.
And I t hink it ,'lOuld be foolish for us not to take i nto
a ccount w::--tat they ' re doing on the ground when we t r y to
analyze ,,,hat their political position is . You remember
the old saying that what you do speaks so loud I can ' t
hear what you say . Now we can ' t be indifferent to these
actions on the ground and think that these have no consequences from a political point of view. S9 they know
where we live . Everything that we ' ve said, our 14 points ,
28 proposals to which 'He ' ve said yes and to which they ' ve
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said no, the San Antonio formula, all these things remain
there on the table for anyone who is interested in moving
tm'lard pea ce . They ' re all there . But '~hey know 'ltlhere
we live and we ' d be glad to hear from them sometime at their
convenience when they decide that they want to move toward
peace.

MR . ABEL . I'm assuming, sir, that the San Antonio
formula stands as our longer t erm position here .
SECRETARY RUSK.

That is correct . ~

These views of the Secretary of State were reinforced on
February 8 when the North Vietn~mese, obviously in the flush of their
psychological victory, again broadcast a repudia tio n of the San Antonio
formula. Meamlhile , t hey had been engaged in secret contact s with the
U.S. through the Italian Foreign Office in Rome . On February 14, the
Italians disclosed that two representatives from Hanoi had visited Rome
on February 4 to meet Foreign Minister Fanfani "for talks about the
Vi etnam conflict and about possible hypotheses of a start of negotiations
to settl e it."
Washington 'ltlaS fully informed, yet Rusk announced
on the same day that all U. S. attempts to launch peace talks "have resulted
in r ejection" by Hanoi and that there was no indication she would restrain
herself in exchange for a bombing halt . To this the President, at an
unscheduled news conference two days later, added that Hanoi was no more
ready to negotiate at that time than it had been three years previously .
These reciprocating r ecriminations in the two capitals were the logical
outcome of such dramatic events as the Tet offensive . They would , however,
soon give way to cooler eval uations of the situation, presumably on both
sides.

W

W

The primary focus of the U.S. reaction to the Tet offensive
was not diplomat ic, however . It was another r eexamination of force
r equirements for avoiding defeat or disaster in the South . On February 9,
McNamara asked the Chiefs to provide him I·Ii th their vi ews on what forces
General Westmoreland would r equire for emergency augmentation and where
they should come from . The Chiefs replied on February 12 to the startling
effect that while the needs in South Vietn~m were pressing, i ndeed perhaps urgent, any further reduction in the strategic reserve i n the U.S.
would seriously compromise the U. S. force posture 'ltTorldwide and could not
b e afforded . They reluctantly recommended deferring the r equests of
General Westmo.:eland for an emergency augmentation .
Rather, they
propo sed a callup of r eserves to meet both the requirements of Vietnam
augmentation in the intermed iate futUre and to ?ring dra:rn-do'ltTn forc~s in
the strategic reserve up to strength . The tactlc the Chlefs were uSlng
as clear : by refusing to scrape the bottom of the barrel any £'urther
;
Vietnam they hoped to force the Pre sident to "bite the bullet" on
t~: callup of the reserve~ -- a step they had long.thought e~sen~ial,
d that they ,,,ere determlned 'ltlould not now be avolded . Thelr Vlews not a~th
· ng , the Secretary the next day ordered •an emergency force of
I'll
s Landl
1..0

W

•
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10 ,500 to Vietnam immediately to reconstitute COMUSMACV's strategic
re serve and put out the fire. 16/
With the decision to dispatch,among others,the remainder
of the 82d Airborne Division as emergency augmentation and its public
announcement, the policy process slowed down appreciably for the fol lowing ten days . The troops were loaded aboard the aircraft for the
flight to Vietnam on February 14 and the President flew to Ft . Bragg to
personally say farewell to t hem . The experience proved for him to be
one of the most profoundly moving and troubling of the entire Vietnam
war. The men, many of whom had only recently returned from Vietnam, were
grim . They were not young men going off to adventure but seasoned veterans
returning to an ugly conflict from which they F~ew some would not return.
The film clips of the Presid ent shaking hands with the solemn but deter mined paratroopers on the ramps of their aircraft revealed a deeply
troubled leader . He was confronting the men he was asking to make the
sacrifice and they displayed no enthusiasm. It may well be that the
dramatic decisions of the succeeding month and a half that reversed the
direction of American policy in the war had their genes is in those troubled
handshakes .

B.

The "A to Z" Review
1.

The Reassessment Begins

For 'roughly ten days, things were quiet in Washington . In
Vi etnam, the battle for the recapture of the Citadel in Hu~ raged on until
the 24th of February before the l ast North Vietnamese defenders were overrun. As conditions in South Vietnam sorted themselves out and some semb lance
of normality returned to the command organizations , ~~CV began a comprehensive r eassessment of hi s requirements . A~Tare that this revi e~T was going
on and that it woul d result in r equests for further troop augmentation,
the Pre s i dent sent General Wheeler, the Chairman of the JCS to Saigon on
February 23 to consult with General Westmoreland and report back on the
new' situation and its implication for further forc es .
Wheel er returned
from Vietnam on the 25th and filed his report on the 27th . The substance
of his and General Westmoreland ' s recornmendations had preceded him to
Washington, however , and greatly troubled the President . The military
were requesting a major reinforcement of more than 3 divisions and supporting for ces totalling in excess of 200,000 men, and were asking f or
a callup of some 280 ,000 reservists to fill tnese r equirements and fl esh
out the strategi c reserve and training base at home.
The issue was
thus squarely joined. To accept the military recommendat ions would entail
ot only a full - scale callup of re serves, but also putting the country
nconomiCallY on a semi - war footing , all at a time of great domestic dissent,
~iss at isfaction , and ~isillusiorment about both the purposes and the con~uct
of the Har . The Presldent was understandabl y reluctant to take such actlon ,
the more so in an election year.

11I
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The assessments of North Vietnamese intention, moreover,
were not reassuring. The CIA, evaluating a captured document, circulated a report on the same day as General Wheel er 's report that stated :
Hanoi's confident assessment of the strength of its
position clearly is central to its strategic thinking .
Just as it provided the rationale for the Communists '
'vTi nter-spring campaign, ' it probably vTill also govern
the North Vietnamese response to the present tactical
situation. If Hanoi believes it is operating from a
position of strength, as this analysis suggests, it can
be expected to press its military offensive--even at
the cost of serious setbacks . Given their vievT of the
strategic balance, it seems doubtful that the Communists
would be inclined to settle for limited military gains
i ntended merely to improve their bargaining position in
negotiations. ~
The alternatives for the President, therefore, did not seem very attractive.
With such a major decision to make he asked his incoming Secretary of
Defense, Clark Clifford, to convene a senior group of advisors from
state, Defense, CIA, and the White House and to conduct a complete review
of our involvement, re - evaluating both the range of aims and the spectrum
of means to achieve them . The revieH wo.S soon tagged the "A to Z Policy
Review" or the "Clifford Group RevievT ." }!})
2.

The Clifford Group

The first meeting of the Clifford Group was convened in
the Secretary's office at the Pentagon on Wednesday, February 23. Present
were McNamara, General Taylor, Nitze, Fowler, Katzenbach, 'Halt Ros.tow,
Helms, Warnke, and Phil Habib from Bundy ' s office .
In the meeting,
Cli fford outlined the task as he had received it from the President and
a general discussion ensued from "I':hich assignments were made on the preparation of studies and papers. The focus of the entire effort was the
deployment requests from MACV . The general subjects assigned were recapitulated the follovTing day by Bundy :

'!:2.1

OUTLINE FOR SUBJECTS AND DTVISION OF LABOR ON
VIErf M'.1 STAFF STUDY
.subjects to be Considered
1.

What alternative courses of action are available to the US?
Assignment:

2.

Defense - General Taylor - State - (Secretary )

What al ternative courses are open to the enemy?
ent
.
Asslgnm
- ·.

Defense and CIA
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3. Analysis of i mpli cations of Westmoreland's r eque st for
a dditional troops .
Series of papers on the following .
Military implications - JCS
Political implications - State
(Political i mplications in their broadest domesti c
and international sense to include internal
Vi etnamese problem) .
Budgetary results - Defense
Economic implications - Treasury
Congressional implications - Defense
I mplications for public opinion - domestic and
int ernational - State.

4.

Negotiation Alternatives
Assignment :

State ~

The papers were to be considered at a meeting to be held at Defense on
Saturday, March 2 at 10 :00 A.M. In fact, the meeting was later deferred
until Sunday afternoon and the whole effort of the Task Force shifted to
the drafting of a single Memor andum for the President with a recommended
course of action and supporting papers . The work became so intensive that
it was carried out in teams within ISA, one operating as a drafting committee and another (Mr . Warnke - ASD/ ISA, Dr . Enthoven - ASD/SA, Dr.
Halperin - DASD/ISA/PP, Mr . SteaQman - DASD/EA & PR) as a kind of policy
review board. Of the "iOr k done outside the Pentagon only the paper on
negotiations prepared by Bundy at State and General Tayl or ' s paper went
to the White House . The other materials contributed by the CIA and State
were fed into the deliberative process going on at -the Pentagon but did not
fi gure directly in the final memo . It would be mis l ead i ng , however, not
to note that the drafting group ",orking 'ftlithin ISA included staff member s
from both the state Department and the White House , so that the finaJ. memo
did represent an int er~gency effort . Nevertheless, the dominant voice in
t he considerat i on of alternatives as the working group progres sed t hrough
three different drafts before the Sunday meeting was that of OSD. To proide some sense of the i deas being debated with r espect to the air war
~nd negotiations, r elevant sections of a number of paper s written during
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those frantic days of lat e February-early March are included below,
even though mos'~ of them never reached the Pr ,~sident .
The CIA, responding to the requirements of the Clifford
Group for an assessment of the current communist position and the
alternatives open to them, sent several memos to the drafting committee
before the Sunday meeting. On February 29, they argued that the VC/NVA
could be expected to continue the harassment of the urban areas for the
next several months in the hope of exacting a suffi cient price from the
U.S. and the GVN to force us to settle the war on their terms. But, no
serious negotiation initiative was anticipated until the conclusion of
the military phase:

4. Political Options. Until the military campaign has
run its course and the results are fairly clear, it is unlikely that Hanoi will be seriously disposed to consider
negotiations with the U. S. A negotiating ploy is possible,
however, at almost any point in the present military campaign .
It \-/ould be intentionally designed to be difficult for the
US to reject . The purpose, however, would not be a serious
i ntent to settle the war, but rather to cause new anxieties
in Saigon, which might cause a crisis and lead to the collapse
of the Thieu-Ky government .
5. As of now Hanoi probably forese es two alternative
sets of circQms tance s in which a serious move to negotiate
a settlement might be entertained :
a. Obviously, if the military campaign is pro ducing significant successes and the GVN is in serious
disarray at some point Hanoi ,vould proba.bly give the
US the opportunity to end the war . This might take the
form of offering a general cease-fire follo\-/ed by nego tiations on terms \-/hich 'would amount to registering a
compl ete Co~munist polit ical success .
b. If, on the other hand, the military campaign
does not go well and the result s ere inconclusive, then
Hanoi v/ould probably change its military strategy to continue the struggle on a reduced level. ~
To this assessment was added a some\-rhat more detailed
stimate the follo'din g day addressed to several specific questions.
~xpanding on their memo of the previous day in respon~e. to a question
about whether the North Vietna.mese had abandoned the protracted confli ct"
concept, the Agency concluded :
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In our view the intensity of the Tet offensive and
the exertiJns being made to sustain prersures confirms
t hat Hanoi is now engaged in a major effort to achieve
early and decisive results. Yet the Communists probably
have no rigid timetable. They apparently have high hopes
of achieving their obj ecti ves this year, but they "lvill
preserve considerable tactical flexibility. ?JJ
Again in more detail, they r esponded to a ~uestion about negotiations, a
bombing suspension and terms of settlement :
What is the Communist attitude to"rard negotiations :
i n particular hoI;' Hould Hanoi deal with an. unconditional
cessation of US bombing of I\1VN and "I-,hat woul d be its
terms for a settlement?

8 . The Communists . probably still expect the war to
end eventually in some form of negotiations. Since they
hope the present military effort "I-Till be decisive in
destroyi ng the GVN and ARVN, they are not likely to give
any serious consideration to negotiations until this
campaign has progressed far enough for its results to
be fairly clear.
9. If, however, the US ceased the bombing of North
. Vi etnam in the near future, Hanoi ,vould probably respond
more or l ess as indicated in its most recent statements .
I t would begin talks fairly soon, would accept a fairly
wide ranging exploration of issue s , but "lould not moderate
its terms for a final settlement or stop fighting in the
South.
10. In any talks, Com.rnunist terms "Tould involve the
establishment of a new " coalition" gover:0.I!lent, which
would in fact if not i n appearance be under the domination
of the Communists . Secondly, they ivould insist on a guarant eed withdrawal of US forces within some precisely defined
period . Their attitude to"lvard other is sues ,vould be dic t ated by the degree of progress in a chieving these two
primary objectives, and the military- political situation
then obtaining in South Vietnam .
11. Cessation of bombing and opening of negotiations
without significant Corr®unist concessions Hould be deeply
disturbing to the Saigon government. There would be a
r eal risk that the Thieu- Ky regime ",ould collapse, and
this would in fact be part of Hanoi ' s calculation in accept ing negotiations . ~
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On March 2, the CIA made one additional input to 'the
deliberations, this tliae on the question of Soviet and Chinese aid
to North Vietna.:n. The intelligence offered ",- as based on the report
of a high-level defector and concluded ','lith a disturbing estimate of
how the Soviets 'w oul d react to the closing of Haiphong harbor. In
summary this is what the CIA expected in the way of international communist aid to Han~i:
International

Con~unist

Aid to North Vietnam

Summary
The USSR continues to provide the ovenlhelming share
of the increasing amounts of military aid being provided
to North Vietnam and is ,'Tilling to sustain this cormni tment
at present or even higher levels . A recent high-level
defector indicate s that aid deliveries 'will increase even
further in 1968 . He also makes it clear that there is
no quantitative limit to the types of the assistance that
the USSR "Tould provide with the poss ible exception of
offensive weapons that "Tould result in a confrontation
with the U.S. He also reports that the USSR cannot afford
t o provide aid if it wishes to maintain its position in
the socialist camp .
This source does not believe that the recent increase
in aid deliveries reflects an awareness on t he part of
European Communist power that the Tet offensive viaS imminent .
The defector confirms intelligenc e estj~ates that the
USSR has not been able to use its aid programs as a means
of influencing North Vietnam ' s conduct of the war . In
his opinion the Chinese are a more influential power .
Finally, the defector reports that the USSR will use
force to maintain access to the port of Haiphong. The
evidence offered to support this statement conflicts
sharply "Ti th the present judgment of the intelligence community and is lmdergoing extremely close scrutiny . ~
Bundy's office at State furnished a copious set of papers
dealing with mc..ny aspects of the si tua'cion t'lat are covered in greater
detail in Task Force Paper IVoc.6 . For our ~urposes I will consider
'only some of the. judgments off~red ~b out S~vi:t, Chine~e and other
.
, eactions to varlOUS courses of actlon agalnsv North Vletnam . The baslc
~lternatives 'Which were the basis of the appraisals of likely foreign
reaction vlere drafted by Bundy and approved by Kat zenbach as follows:
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Option _A
This would basically consist of accepting the Wheeler westmoreland recommendation aimed at sending roughly 100,000
men by 1 May, and another 100,000 men by the end of 1968 .
This course of action is asswned to mean no basic change
i n strategy '\.Ji th respect to areas and places \<le attempt to
hold . At the smne time, the option could include some shift
i n the distribution of our increased forces, in the direction
of city and countryside security and to some extent av:ray
from "search and destroy" operations avlay from populated
area.s.
The option basically v70uld involve full presentation
t o the Congress of the total Wheeler / lfTestmoreland package,
wi th all its Duplications for the reserves, tax increases,
and related actions .
At the same time, there are sub-options 'I'lith respect
t o the negotiating posture we adopt if we present such a
t otal package . These sub-options appear to be as follo\<lS :
Option A- l : Standing pat on the San Antonio
formula and on our basic position of what would be accept able in a negotiated settlement .
Option A- 2 : Accompanying our presenting the
announcement with a ne'lv " peace offensive" modifying the
San Antonio formula or our position on a negotiated
s ettlement, or both .
A- 3 : Making no present change in our
negotiating posture, but making a strong noise that our
obj ecti ve is to create a situation from which \<le can
i n fact move into negotiations within the next 4 - 8
months i f the s i tuation can be r ighted .
O~tion

,9ption B
The essence of this option would b~ a change in our
military strategy, involving a reduction in the areas and
places we sought to control. It might involve vTithdrawal
from the vlestern areas of I Corps and from the highland
areas, for example . The obj ecti ve '\'lOuld be to concentrate our forces , at 'Iqhatever level , far more heavily on
t he protection of populated areas . Again , there are
sub - options, roughly as follovrs : .
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Option B-1: Such a change in strategy, with
no incr ease or minimal increase in forces.
Option B-2: Such a change in strategy accompanied by a sUbstantial increase in forces, although
pos sibly l ess than the totals i ndicated. in the ~{heeler 
westmoreland proposals .
Option C:
This might be called the "air power" or " greater
emphasis on the North" option . It would appear to fit
most readily with an Option B course of action in the
South , but would mean that vTe ,'Tould extend. our bombing
and other military actions against the North to try to
strangle the '-Tar there and put greater pressure on
Hanoi in t his area. ~
Thre e other options were also offered but carried no specific proposals
for the air war or t he negotiations track.
These ' generalized options took on more specific form when
Bundy examined possible Soviet and Chinese reactions . Among the possible
U.S. actions against North Vietnam, he evaluated mining the harbors,
all-out bombing of the North, and invasion . These vTere t he Soviet
respons es he anticipated :

3. Mining or Blockade of DRV Port s . This is a pro s pect t he Soviets have dreaded . Mining, in particular , i s
a tough problem for them because it would not r eadil y permit them to pl ay on our Oim worries about escalation.
They could attempt to sweep the mines \'Thich vTe Ivould then
pr esumably reSO'-T . They could somehow help t he DRV in
attacking US aircraft and ships engaged in the mini ng
operation , even if this ,'Tas occurring outside territorial
waters, but such operations , apart from risking firefi ghts with the US, do not seem very promising . Blockade,
on the other hand, confronts the Soviets with the choice
of trying to run it. They might decide to try it in the
hope that ,-Te ,vould stand aside . They would almost certainly authorize their ship captains to resist US inspectior. , capture or orders to tUrn around . ~{hat happens next
aSain gets us into the essentially unknOl·mble. In any
case, however, it is unlikel y that t he Soviets would attempt
naval or DRV- based air escorts for their ships . Naval
escort "Tould of cour se require the dispatch of vessel s from
Soviet home ports . On balance, but not very ·confidently,
I would conclude that in the end the Soviets vTould turn
the ir ships around, a highly r epu~ sive possibility for
TOP
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MoscOl" . Presumably , in such an event, they vlOuld seek to
i ncrease s:"lipments via China, if China l~ts them . (Purely
in terms of the military impact on the DRV, it should be
understood that the bulk of Soviet military hardvTare goes
to the DRV by rail and a blockade would therefore not in
and of itself irnpede the floH of Soviet arms ).

4.

All- out US Bombing of the DRV. This one poses
tougher problems for the Soviets and hence for any assess ment of what they would do. Moscow has in the past shown
some sensitivity to the conseq,uences of such a US course.
If the US program resulted in substantial damage to the
DRV air defense system (Sft~s , MIGs, AAA, r~dars, etc .) the
Soviets vTill seek to replenish it as rapidly as possible
via China and, as suming the Chine s e "Till let them, i. e .
permit trains to pass and planes to overfly and land en r oute .
Soviet personnel can be. expected to part i cipate in the DRV
air defense in an advisory capacity and in ground operations
and the Soviets will presumably keep q,uiet about any casualties they might suffer in the process. It is likely, hOVlever,
t hat this kind of Soviet involvement would increase up to
and including , in the ercreme, the overt dispatch, upon
DRV req,uest, of volunteers . (Mos cow has long said it would
do so and it is difficult to see hOI'T it could avoid delivering
on its promise .) Such volunteers might actually fly DRV
. aircraft if enough DRV pilots had meanwhile been lost.
Needless to say, once this stage i s reached assessments
become less confident, if only because the US Administration
itself i'lill have to cons ider just hOi" far it "lants to go in
engaging the Soviets in an air battle in Vi etnam ~ The
Soviets for their part are not well situated to conduct a
major air defense battle in Vietnam and there is the further
q,uestion whether the Chinese would be prepared to grant
them bases for st aging eq,uipment and person~el or for
sanctuary. (On past form this seems unlikely, but this
might change if the US ai r offensive produced decisive
effects on the DRV's capacity to continue the war , in itself
a dubious result.)

5. Invasion of the Southern DRV . In this case, the
Soviets wO'J.ld continue and, if needed, f'tep up their hard ware assistance to t he DRV. If the fighting remained con fined to the Southern part of the DRV and did not threaten
the viability of the DRV regime , there "[ould probably not
be additional Soviet action , though conceivably some Soviet
personnel might show up in advisory capacities , especially
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if new and sophisticated Soviet equipment "lere being
supplied. If the invasion became a gen~ ral assault on
the DRV, an overt DRV call for volunteers might ensue
and be acted on. At this point of course the Chinese
would enter into the picture too and we are in a complex
new contingency. In general, it is hard to visualize
large numbers of Chinese and Soviet forces (transported
through China) fighting side by side against us in Vietnam and I -would assume that what we ,,70uld have would be
largely a US landwar against the DRV-China.

6. Matters would become even stickier if the US
offensive led to repeated damage to Soviet ships in DRV
ports. (There are roughly eleven Soviet ships in these
ports on anyone day). The Soviets might arm their
vessels and authorize them to fire at US planes. Once
again, when this point has been reached we are in a
new contingency, although the basic fact holds that
the Soviets are not well situated, geographically
and logistically, for effective military counter-action
in the DRV itself. ~
China's expected reactions to these three possible courses
of action were quite different in view of the 10"Ter level of its economic
and military support, the existence of ample land LOCs to China, etc.
Here is how Bundy foresaw Chinese responses :

3.

Mining and/or Blockading of Haiphong

China would probably not regard the loss of Haiphong
port facilities as critically dangerous to the war effort
since it could continue to supply North Vietnam-by rail
and_ road and by small ships and lighters . In addition,
Peking might seek to replace Haiphong as a deep sea
port, by expanding operations (Chanchiang , Ft. Bayard),
which is already serving as an unloading point for
goods destined for shipment by rail to North Vietnam .
China would be all means make sure that the flovl of
both Soviet and Chinese material for North Vietnam--by land and by sea--continued uninterrupted and might
welcome tLe additional influence ::. t wou'_d gain -as the
remaining main link in North Vietnam's life line . It
also would probably put at North Vietnam ' s disposal as
many shallo,-l draft vessels as it could possibly spare,
and assist Hanoi in developing alternate maritime offloading facilities and inland "TateTIlaY routes . At the
same time, the Chinese would probably be ready to
assist in improving North VietnaIrl:ese coastaJ- defenses,
and might provide additional patrol boats, possibly
including guided missile vessels .
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4. All-Out Conventional Bombing of North Vietnam,
Including Hanoi and Haiphong
China would probably be prepared to provide as
much logistical support and labor as the North Vietnamese
might need to keep society functioning in North Viet nam and to help Hanoi maintain the war effort in the
South. Peking would probably be ready to increase its
anti - aircraft artillery contingent in the South, (possibly
sending SAM b atteries), and would probably supply the
North Vietnamese air force with MIG-19 1 s from its own
inventory . Chinese airspace and airfields would be
made available, as and when necessary, as a refuge for.
North Vietnamese aircraft . There is a strong possibility
that Chinese pilots in MIG ' s with North Vietnamese
markings woul d engage US bombers over North Vietnam.
Hm"ever, we would 8.nticipate overt Chinese intervention
only if the scope of the bombing seemed intended to
destroy North Vietnam as a viable Co@nunist state .

5.

US Invasion of North Vietnam

Chinese reaction would depend on the scale of US
moves, on North Vietnamese intentions and on Peking ' s
view of US objectives . If it became evident that we
were not aiming f or a rapid takeover of North Vietnam
but intended chiefly to hold some territory in southern
areas to inhibit Hanoi ' s actions in South Vietnam and to
f orce it to q,uit fighting, we would expect China to
at tempt to deter us from further north"lard movement and
t o play on our fears of a Sino-US conflict, but not to
i ntervene massively in the war . Thus, if r eq,uested by
Hanoi, Peking would probably be willing to station infantry
north of Hanoi to attach some ground forces to North Viet namese units further south, and to contribute to any
"vol unteer " contingent that North Vietnam might organize .
At home, China "loul d probably complement these deterrents
by various moves ostensibly putting the count'1'y on a
war footing .

•

If U'e North Vietnamese, under thr~at of a full scale invasion, decided to agree to a negotiated settle ment , the Chinese would probably go along . On the other
hand, if the Chinese believed that the US was intent on
destroying the North Vietnamese regime ( either because
Hanoi insisted on holding out to the end, or because Peking
chronically expects the ';vorst from the US ), they would
probably fear for their own security and intervene on a
massive scale . ~
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Probably more influential than these State Department
Viel'ls on interl ational corrununist reactions W[;,S a cable from Ambassador
Thompson in Moscow offering his personal assessment of the Soviet mood
and what we might expect from various US decisions . The cable was
addressed to Under Secretary Katzenbach, but there is little doubt it
made its way to the White House in view of Thompson ' s prestige and the
i mportance of his post. For these reasons it is included here in its
entirety .
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TOP SECRET
PP RUEMC
DE Ru~HCR 2933FD 0611525
ZNY TTTTT
P 011515Z MAR 68
FM AME~ffiASSY MOSCOW
TO SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 7620
STATE GRNC
BT
TOP SEC RET MOSCOW 2983

CONTROL:
RECD:

2390

MARCH 1, 1968
2:11 P.M .

NODIS
LITERALLY EYES ONLY FOR Ul\1DER SECRETARY FROM AMBASSADOR
REF :

STATE

122443

BEFORE ADDRESSING SPECIFIC ACTION ALTERNATI\t~S I SUBMIT FOLLOWING
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS APPLICABLE TO ALLo MUCH WOULD DEPEND UPON
GENERAL SETTING IN WHICH GIVEN ACTION TOOK PLACE. IF ANY OF THEM
COME - OUT OF THE BLUE OR IN SITUATION WHICH APPEARED TO REFLECT UoS .
DECISION TO ACHIEVE CLEAR MILITARY VICTORY, SOVIET REACTION WOULD
BE FAR STRONGER THAN IF IT APPEARED TO BE EFFORT TO OFFSET MILITARY
REVERSES . IMPORTANT ALSO WOULD BE CURRENT WEIGHT OF OPINION IN

1.

r

PAGE 2 RUEHCR 2983FD TOP SEC RET
POLITBURO BETWEEN HAWKS AND DOVES OF WHICH WE KNOW LI TTLE
HOWEVER,
SOVIET FRUSTRATIONS AT BUDAPEST CONFERENCE, PROBABLE EFFECT ON
SOVIET LEADERSHIP OF THEIR OWN PROPAGAl')DA WHICH HAS BEEN INCREASING
IN STRIDENCY RECEl\TTLY AND WHICH HAS TENDED TO STRENGTHEN SOVIET
COMMITMENT NOT ONLY TO NVN BUT ALSO TO NLF, AND EFFECT ON LEADERSHIP
OF OTHER PROBLEMS SUCH AS MIDDLE EAST AND KOREA , ALL, IT SEEMS TO
ME, HAVE OPE~TED TO lfillKE SOVIET REACTIONS MORE LIKELY TO BE VIGOROUS
THAN WAS THE CASE A YEAR AGO o
0

2 . IT SHOULD ALSO BE NOTED THAT SOVIET REACTIONS WOULD NOT
NECESSARILY BE CONFINED TO VIETNAM. THEY COULD INCREASE TENSION
IN GERMANY, PARTICULARLY IN BERLIN, IN KOREA AND MIDDLE EAST .
THEY COULD REVERT TO ALL- OUT COLD WAR Ai'ID IN ANY EVENT WOULD STEP
UP DIPLOlf~TIC AND PROPAGANDA ACTIVITY .

3.

IN .4LL OF ALTERNATIVES ,MENTIONED I WOlTLD EXPECT INCREASED

npGE 3 :?JEHCR 2983FD TOP SEC RET
SOVIE~ 1VIILI~ARY AID mICH IN SO:v1E CASES MIGHT GO AS FAR AS USE OF
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- 2- MOSCOW 2983, MlI.RCH 1, 1968
VOLUNTEERS IF NORTH VIETNAtVI WOULD ACCEPT THEM, ALTHOUGH MOST LIKELY
IN .tUITTIAIRCRAFT Al"'ID OTHER DEFENSIVE ROLES
IN SOME CASES THEY
MIGHT PBK FOR USE CHINESE AIRFIELDS
I SHOULD THINK SUPPLY OF
MEDIUM RANGE ROCKETS OR OTHER SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT A REAL
POSSIBILITY.
0

0

4.

FOLLOWING.II.RE COMMEl\TTS ON SPECIFIC CASES ALTHOUGH I MUST ADMIT

MY CRYSTAL BALL IS VERY CLOUDY:

Ao MI~'TNG OF HAIPHONG HARBOR WOULD CERTAINLY PROVOKE STRONG SOVIET
REACTION
AS A IvlI£iRJM I WOULD EXPECT THEM TO PROVIDE MINESliJEEPERS,
POSSIBLY WITH SOVIET NAVAL CRETt-!S. BECAUSE OF INCREASED DEPENDENCE
OF NVN ON CHINA FOR SUPPLIES AS A RESULT SUCH ACTION, SOVIETS WOULD
READ INTO THIS WIDER IMPLICATIONS RELATED TO THE SINO- SOVIET QUARRELo
B. INTENSIFIED BOMBING OF HA.NOI HAIPHONG AREA jYiIGHT CAUSE SOVIETS
TO ARM TREIR MERCHAl\TT SKIPS OR POSSIBLY EVEN ESCORT TREM IF Ol\1E
WERE SUNK. IF HEAVY CIVILIJI.N CASUALTIES RESULTED TREY MIGHT PERSUADE
NVN TO AGREE TO BRING MATTER TO TRE UN AND WOULD AT LEAST ORGANIZE
WORLDWI DE PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN AND POSSIBLY PUSH FOR INTEfu~ATIONAL
BOYCOTT .
0

PAGE 4 RUEHCR 2983FD TOP SEC RET
C. AN INCHON- TYPE LMl)ING .WOULD PROBABLY CAUSE EXTRE..1V:lELY GRAVE
REACTION
NATURE SOVIET ACTION WOULD BE P.FFECTED BY liJH.AT CHINESE
ca~ISTS DI D.
SOVIETS WOULD NOT WISH TO BE IN POSITION OF
DOING LESS
THEY WOULD PROBABLY CONSIDER LANDING AS PRELlJDE TO
YuLL SCALE INVASION AND DESTRUCTION NVN GOVERl\~NT REGARDLESS OF
HOW WE DESCRIBED THE OPEP~TIONo
D. I DOUBT THAT OUR ACTIVITY IN NORTHERl~ PORTI ON OF DMZ WOULD BE
REGARDED AS VERY SERIOUS BUT RAIDS BEYOND THAT liJOULD CAUSE STRONGER
REACTION DEPENDING SOMEWHAT UPON HOW I T WAS REPORTED IN WORLD PRESS.
TREY WOULD BE CONCERlmD THAT WE MIGHT BE LAUNCHING TRIAL BALLOON
AND THAT THEIR FAILURE TO REACT STRONGLY MIGHT INVITE ACTUAL INVASION .
E. I AM INCLINED TO BELIEVE THEY WOULD T.4.KE US/GVN GROUl\1]) ACTION
I N LAOS LESS SERIOUSLY THAN SIMILAR ACTION IN CAMBODIA, PARTICULARLY
I F THIS FOLLOWED FURTHER SUCCESSFUL PATEREY LAO VNV OFFENSIVES.
F . I THINK THERE WOULD BE VERY LITTLE SOVIET REACTION TO INCREASED
U.S DEPLOYME~""TS IN SVN ALTHOUGH TRERE WOULD PROBABLY BE SOME
INCREASE IN QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED BY
SOVIETS
TEE SAME WOULD BE TRUE OF REQUEST FOR MASSIVE BUDGET
I NCREASE .
0

0

~

0

0
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- 3- MOSCOW 2983, MARCH 1, 1968

PAGE

5

RUEHCR 2983FD TOP SEC R E ~

5. IN SUM, ANY SERIOUS ESCALATION EXCEPr IN SOUTH VIETNAM WOULD
TRIGGER STRONG SOVIET RESPONSE ALTHOUGH I BELIEVE THEY WILL ENDEAVOR
TO AVOID DIRECT CONFRONTATION WITH US IN THAT AREA. A PRIOR BOMBlr-G
PAUSE WOULD MITGATE THEIR REACTION TO ALTERNATIVES DISCUSSED EVEN
THOUGH WE IVJIGHT HAVE TO RESUME .AFTER SHORT PERIOD BECAUSE OF INCREAS ED H.lFILTRATION OR CLEARLY UNACCEPrABLE DEMAlIjTIS FLJT FORWARD BY NVN
AT START OF NEGOTIATIONS. ANYThlNG WE CAN DO THAT WOULD DIMINISH
PICTTJRE SOVIETS HJI...\TE BUILT UP IN THEIR OWN MIJ\l1)S OF U.S. PUSUIT OF
WORLDWIDE OFFENSIVE POLICY, PB FOR EXAMPLE PROGRESS TOWARD MIDD~
EAST

SETTLElvJE~JT,

WOULD PROBABLY

~.AK:8

THE£.-! MORE TOLERADTT OF OUR

ACTIONS IN VIETNAM .
GP- l.
BT

THOIVlPS ON
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Genera l Maxwell Taylor, like Bundy, sought to place the
alternatives available to the U.S. into some sort of framework and to
package the sPecific actions and responses to the situation the U.S .
might take so as to create several viable options for consider ation
by the group . The memo he drafted on alternatives was more important
finally than the one done by Bundy since Taylor sent a copy of it
dir ectly to the Pre sident in his capacity as Special Military Advisor,
as well as giving it to the Clifford Group. With his background as a
military man, past Chairman of the JCS, and former Ambassador to Saigon
Taylor ' s views carry special weight in any deliberation . His memo was
sent to the White House even before the DPM the Clifford Group was
working on and i s therefore included in part here . Taylor wisely
began by r econsidering the objectives of the U. S. involvement in Vietnam,
both past and potential. ' They were, as he saw it, four :
Alt ernative Objectives of U.S. Policy in South Viet - Nam
2. The overall policy alternatives open to the U. S.
have al ways been and continue to be four i n number . The
fir st is the continued pursuit of our present objective
which has been defined in slightly different terms but al ways
in e ssent i ally the same sense by our political leaders . For
the purpose of this paper, I am taking the statement of
Pre sident Johnson in his speech at Johns Hopki ns Universi ty
i n Apri l, 1965 : "Our objective is the independence of
South Viet- Nam and its freedom from attack. We want nothing
for ourselves, only that the people of South Viet-Nam b e
allowed to guide t heir own country in their own way ."

3. We have sometimes confused the situation by suggesting t hat this is not r eally our objective, that we
have other things in mind s uch as the defeat of the "War
of Liberation" technique, the containment of Red China,
and a further application of the Truman Doctrine to the
resistance of aggression. However, it is entirely possible
t o have one or more of these collateral objectives at the
same time since they "lvill be side effects of the attainment
of the basic objective cited above .

4. Of the othe r three possible objectives, one is
above and· tvlO are below the nor m established by the present
one. We <..: an i ncrease our present obj eC-I,ive to total
military victory, uncond itional surrender , and the destruc tion of the Communist Government in Nor th Vi et - Nam .
Alt er natively, we can lO"ler our obj ecti ve to a compromi s e
r esul ting in something less than an i ndependent Viet- Nam
fr ee from attack or 've can drop back further and content
ourselves "Tith punishing the aggressor to the point that
we can wi thdra"\-;, feeling ;that the "War of Liberation"
t echnique has at l east been somel-;hat discredited as a
. cheap method of Communist expansion .
164
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5. We should cons ider changing the objective
which ''Ie t.'3.ve been pursuing consistently since 1954
only for the most cogent reasons. There is clearly
nothing to recommend trying to do more than what we are
now doing at such great cost. To undertake to do less
is to accept needlessly a serious defeat for which we
would pay dearly in terms of our world-'·Tide position of
leadership, of the political stability of Southeast Asia,
and of the credibility of our pledges to friends and
allie s .
6.

In summary, our alternatives are to stay with
our present objective (stick it out), to rai se our
objective (all out), to scale down our objective (pull
back), or to abandon our objective (pullout). Since
there is no serious consideration being given at the
moment to adding to or .subtra.cting from the present
objective , the discussion in this paper is limited to
considerations of alternative strategies and programs
to attain the present objective. 29/
With this review of the possible objectives and his own
statement of preference, Taylor turned to the possible responses to
General Westmoreland ' s troop request and the ramifications of each.
Here he devoted himself more to trying to develop the multiplicity
of considerations that needed to be weighed in each instance than to
passionate advocacy of one or another cour se . At the end of his
memo he considered the political implications of various options
with special attention to the problem of negotiations with Hanoi
a subject with which he had l ong been preoccupied. He concluded
by packaging the various military, political and diplomatic courses of
act ion into three alternative programs . Here is how he reasoned:
b. As the purpose of our military operations is
to bring security to South Viet- Nam behind which the GVN
can restore order and normalcy of life and,at the same
time, to convince Hanoi of the impos sibility of r ealizing
it s goal of a Co~munist -c ontrolled government imposed
upon South Viet - Nam , '\'Ie have to consider the political
effect of our military actions bath on Saigon and on
Hanoi. Wi th regard to Saigon , a refusaJ. to reinforce
at this time "Till bring discouragement and rene,ved sus picion of U. S. intent ions ; in Hanoi, an opposite effect.
On the other hand, a l arge reinforcement may lessen the
sense of urgency animating the Vietnamese Government and
result in a decrease of effort ; in Hanoi, it ,may cause them
to undertal\.e further escalation .
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c. Our decision on reinforcement inevitably will raise
the 'luestion of hOlil to relate this action to possible negotiations. Anything vie say or do with rE;gard to negotiations
causes the sharpest scrutiny of our motives on the part of
our Vietname se allies and we should be very careful at this
time that we do not give them added grounds for suspicion.
If it appears desirable for us to make a new negotiation
overture in connection with reinforcement, it will need
careful preliminary discussion with the GVN authorities.
d. The fo l lowing political actions are worth considering
in connection with our decision on reinforcement :

(1) A renewed offer of negotiation, possibly
wi th a private communication that i'le ivould suspend the
bombing for a fixed period without making the time limitation public if we ·were assured that productive negotiations
woul d start before the end of the period .
(2) A public announcement that we would adjust
the bombing of the North to the level of intensity of enemy
ground action in the South .

(3) As a prelude to sharply increased bombing
levels, possibly to include the closing of Haiphong, a
statement of our intentions made necessary by the enemy
offensive against the cities and across the frontiers .

(4) Announcement of the withdrawal of the San
Antonio formula in viei'l of the heightened level of aggression
conducted by North Viet - Nam.
(5)

Keep silent .

The for egoing is merel y a tabulation of possible political actions to consider i n chossing the military alternative. In the end, military and political actions should
be blended together into an integrated packag~.
e. The choice among these political a l ternatives
will depend largely on our decision with regard to reinforcements for General Westmoreland . HOi-levex, the present mili tary situation in South Viet-Nam argues strongly against a
new negotiation effort (E' (1)) and any thought of r educing
the bombing of the North . If we decide to meet General
Westmoreland ' s re'luest , we could underli ne the significance
of our action by ~. (3 ). In any case, 1tle would appear welladvised to withdraw from the San Antonio formula (~. (4 ) ).

•
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13 . From the foregoing considerations, there appear
to b e at least three program packages wurth serious consideration. They follow :
Package A
a . No increase of General Westmoreland ' s forces
in South Viet - Nam .
b.

New strategic guidance.

c.

Build- up of Strategic Reserve .

d.

No negotiation initiative .

e.

Withdrawal of San Antonio formula.

f.

Pressure on GVN to do better .
Package B

a . Partial acceptance of General westmoreland ' s
r ecommendation .
b.

New strategic guidance .

c.

Buil d- up of Strategic Reserve .

d.

No negotiation initiative.

e.

Wi thdral,;al of San Antonio formula.

f.

Pressure on GVN to do better .
Package C

a.

Approval of General Westmoreland ' s ful l

b.

New strategic guidance .

c.

Build-up of Strategic Reserve .

d.

No negotiation initiative .

r equest.

e . Withdrawal of San ~ntonio
ment of intention to close Haiphong .

for~ula

and announce -

•
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f.

Pr essure on GVN to do better .

~.

Major effort to rally the hJmefront .

M. D. T. 30/
Whi le these papers were all being written outside the
Pentagon , the Clifford working roup under the direction of Assistant
Secretary Warnke had worked feverishly on several succeeding dr afts of
a Memorandum for the President including various combinations of tabs
and supporting mater ial . The int ent of the group was to produce a memo
t hat made a specific rec o~nendation on a course of action rather than
presenting a number of alternatives with their pros and cons. The process
r equired the reconciling of widely divergent views or the exclusion of
those that were incompatible vlith the thrust of the recOIl1.mendation. With
respect to the war in the South the memo in its l ate-stage form on March 3
proposed a sweeping change in U.S. ground strategy based on a decision not
to substantially increase U.S. fOrces as General Westmorel and and the
Chiefs desired. In essence, the draft memo recommended the adopt i on of
a strategy of population protect ion along a "demographic frontier " in
South Vietnam and the abandonment of General Westmoreland ' s hitherto
sacrosanct large unit " search and destroy" operat ions . The portion of
the paper devoted to the air war recommended no escalation above current
l evels. It specifically turned back proposals for reducing the Hanoi Haiphong restricted perimeters, closing Haiphong harbor , and bombing
popul ation centers as a ll likely to be unproductive or wor se . The section
in question argued a s follows:
SIGNI FICANCE OF BOMBING C~~AIGN IN NORTH TO OUR
OBJECTIVES IN VIETNAM
The bombing of North Vietnam was undertaken to limi t
and/or make more difficult the infiltration of men and
supplies i n the South, to show them they would have to
pay a price for their continued aggression and to rai se
the morale in South Vietnam. The last two purposes
obviously have been achieved .
It has become abundantly cleer that no level of
bombing can prevent the North Vietnamese from supplying
the neces s,ary forces and materi el necessary to maintain
their military operations in the South . Th e recent Tet
offensive has shown that the bombing cannot even prevent
a significant i ncrease in these military operations, at
l east on an i ntermittent basis .
The shrinking of the circles around Hanoi and
Haiphong vlill add to North Vietnam t s costs and difficulty
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in supplying the NVA/vc forces. It
capability to support their present
activity. Great er concent ration on
in Laos and in the area immediately
prove effective from the standpoint

'vill not destroy their.
level of military
the ~nfiltration routes
North of the DMZ might
of interdiction .

Strikes within 10 miles of the center of Hanoi and
within four miles of the cent er of Haiphong have required
initial approval from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Secretaries of State and Defense, and, finally, the F-.cesident.
Thi s requirement has enabled the highest level of government to maintain some control over the attacks against
targets located in the populous and most politically
sensitive areas of North Vietnam. Other than the Haiphong
Port, no single target within these area s has any appreci able significance for North Vietnam's ability to supply
men and material to the South . If these areas of control
were reduced to circle s 'having a radii of 3 miles from the
center of Hanoi and 1-1/2 miles of the center of Haiphong,
some minor fixed targets not previously authorized would be
released for strike. More significant is the fact that the
lines of communication lying within the area previously
requiring Washington approval would be open for attack by
shrinking the control areas around Hanoi and Haiphong . The
que stion would simply be ,·rhether it is worth the increase in
airplane and pilot losses to attack these lines of communication in the most heavily defended part of North Vietnam
where our airplane loss ratio is highest .
The remaining issue on interdiction of supplies has to
do "rith the closing of the Port of Haiphong. Although this
is the route by ,vhich some 80% 'of North Vietnamese imports
come into the country, it is not the point of entry for most
of the military supplie s and ammunition . These materials
predominantly enter via the rail routes from China .
Moreover, if the Port of Haiphong were to be closed
effectively, the supplies that now enter Haiphong could,
albeit vlith considerable difficulty, arrive either over
the land routes or by lighterage, which has been so suc cessful in the continued POL supply. Under these circumstances, t~le closing of Haiphong Fort wculd not prevent
the continued supply of sufficient materials to maintain
North Vietnamese military operations in the South .
,
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Accordingly, the only purpose of intensification of the
bombing campaign in the North and the addition of further
targets vlculd be to endeavor to break tLe vTill of the North
Vi etnamese leaders . CIA forecasts indicate little if any
chance that this would result even from a protracted bombing
campaign directed at population centers.
A change in our bombing policy to include deliberate
. strikes on population cente rs and attacks on the agricultural
population through the destruction of dikes would further
al ienate domestic and foreign sentiment and might well lose
us the support of those European countries which now support
our effort in Vietnam . It could cost us Australian and
New Zealand participation in the fighting.
Although the North Vietnamese do not mark the camps
where American prisoners are kept or reveal their locations,
we know from intelligence sources that most of these facili ties are located in or near Hanoi. Our intelligence also
i ndicates that many more than the . approximately 200 pilots
officially classified by us as prisoners of war may, in
fact, be held by North Vietnam in these camps . On the
basis of the debriefing of the three pilots recently
r eleased by Hanoi, we were able to identify over 40 addi t i onal American prisoners despite the fact that they
were kept in relative isolation . Heavy and indiscriminate
attacks in the Hanoi area would jeopardize the lives of
t hese pri soners and alarm their wives and parents into
vocal opposition . Reprisals could be taken against them
and the idea of war crimes trials vlould find cons iderable
ac ceptance in countries outside the Communist bloc .
Fi nally, the steady and accelerating bombing of the
North has not brought North Vietnam closer to any real
move toward peace . Apprehensions about bombing attacks
t hat woul d destroy Hanoi and Haiphong ~ay at sometime
help move them toward productive negotiations . Actual
destruction of these areas would eliminate a threat
t hat could infl uence them to seek a pol itical' settlement
on terms acceptable to us .

l!/
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The Clifford Group principals convened on the afternoon
of Sunday, Marcf, 3, to consider this draft mer.o .
Mr. vTarnke read the .
memo, completed only shortly before the meeting , to the assembled
group. The ensuing discussion apparently produced a consensus that
abandoning the initiative completely as the draft memo seemed to imply
could leave allied forces and the South Vietnamese cities themselves
more, not les s, vulnerable . Hi th respect to the bombing, opinion ,vas
sharply divided. General Wheeler advocated the r eduction of the
re stricted zones around Hanoi and Haiphong and an expansion of naval
activity against North Vietnam. The Chiefs had apparently abandoned
for the moment efforts to secure authority for mining the approaches
to the ports, although this alternative was considered in the State
drafts . ISA on the other hand sharply opposed any expansion of the
air war but particularly in Route Packages 6A and 6B which a recent
Systems Analysis study had shm·m to be especially unproductive as an
anti - infiltration measure . 32/
As for negotiations, all were agreed
that nd much could be expected in the near futUre from Hanoi and that
there Has no reason to modify the current U. S. position . The conclusion
of the long meeting Has to request ·H arnke I s working group to write an
entirely new draft memo for the President that : (a) dealt only with
the troop numbers i ssue, recorrunending only a modest increase; (b) called
for more emphasis on the RvTIAF contribution to the war effort; (c) called
for a study of possible new strategic guidance; (d) recomrnended against
any new initiative on negotiations; and (e) acknowledged the split in
opinion about bombing policy by including papers from both sides . Thus,
after five days of exhausting work, the working group started over again
and produced a completely fresh draft for the following day .

3. The March 4 DPM
The new DPM was completed on Monday and circulated for
comment but later transmitted to the P".cesident ,vi thout change . by
Secretary Clifford . In its final form this DPM represented the recommendations of the Clifford Group. The main proposals of the memo
were those mentioned above . The specific language of the cover memo
with respect to bombing and negotiations was the following :

5. No ne"l peace initiative on Vietnam. Re -statement
of our terms for peace and certain limited diplomatic aC~lons
to dr~matize Laos and to focus attention on the total threat
to Southe2st Asia . Details in Tah E.
6. A general decision on bombing policy, not excluding
future change, but adequate to form a basis for discussion
with the Congress on this key aspect . Her~ your advisers
are divided:
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a. General vn1eeler and others would advocate a
substantial extension of targets and authority in and
near Hanoi and Haiphong, mining of Haipr.ong, and naval
gunfire up to a Chinese Buffer Zone ;
b. Others ivould advocate a seasonal step-up
through the spring, but without these added elements .

W

The two detailed tabs to the memo of special interest to
this study vTere "E" and "F" dealing with negotiations and bombing respec ti vely. The negotiations pa.per T,vas ,\·Tri tten by Bundy and was a lengthy
argument for doing nothing we had not already done . Its central message
vTas contained in a few paragraphs near the middle of the paper :
As to our conditions for stopping the bombing and
entering into talks, vTe continue to believe that the San
Antonio formula is "rock bottom ." The South Vietnamese
are in fact talking about much stiffer conditions~ such
as stopping the infiltration entirely . Any move by us
to modify the San Antonio formula dOvlDlvard would be extremely
dis turbing i.n South Vietnam, and would have no significant
offsetting gains in US public opinion or in key third
countries . On the contrary, we should continue to take the
line that the San Antonio formula laid out conditions under
which there was a reasonable prospect that talks would get
somewhere and be conducted in good faith . Hanoi ' s major
offensive has injected a nevi factor, in vThich vie are bound
to conclude that there is no such prospect for the present.
Moreover, we should at the appropriate time -probably not in a major stateme nt, but rather in response
to a quest ion -- make the point that "normal " infiltration
of men and equipment from the North cannot mean the much
increased levels that have prevailed since October . We
do not need to define exactly what '\ve '\vould mean by
"normal tl but we should make clear that we do not mean the
levels since San Antonio was set out.
Apart from this point on our public posture, vTe should
be prepared -- in the unlikely event that Hanoi makes an
affirmative noise on the "no advantage " assumption -- go
go back at, them through some char..nel aEl make this same
point quit e explicit .
In short, our public posture and our private actions
should be designed to :
a. Maintain San Antonio and our general public
willingness for negotiations.
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b. Add this new and justified interpretation
of San Antonio so that i n fact we would not be put on
the spot l·ver the next 2- 4 months .
c. Keep sufficient flexibility so that, if the
s i tuation should improve, we could move during the summer
i f we t hen judged it wise. ~
This position represented the ,\·lidely held belief at the time that the
question of negotiations, in spite of continuing contacts through third
parties , was no le ss moribund than it had been at any time in the
previous year . The San Antonio formula was regarded as eminently
reasonable and DRV failure to respond to it was interpr eted as evidence
of their general disinterest in negotiations at. the time . In that
context, and in the ''lake of the ferocious attacks in South Vietnam, new
initiatives could only be construed by Hanoi as evidence of allied
"Teakness . Hence, no ne,v offers were recommended.
As alr eady noted, the Clifford Group \'las split on the
issue of bombing policy, therefore, hTo papers on the subject "Tere
i ncluded . The first had been I'lri tten by the Joint Staff and was sub mitted by General ~~eeler . It advocated reduction of the Hanoi/ Haiphong
perimeters , the extension of naval operations and authority to use
sea-based surface - to - air missiles against North Vietnamese MIGs . The
cover memo for this tab noted that: "In addition General Vlheeler "Tould
favor action to close the Port of Haiphong through mining or otherl'Tise.
Since this matter has been repeatedly presented to the President,
General Hheel er has not added a specifi c paper on this. propo sal. II
The General had apparently gotten the word that closing the ports just
wasn It an action the President "las going to consider, even in this
"comprehensive" review. The JCS bombing paper began with a discussion
of t he history of the air war and offered .some explanations f or its
seeming failtITe to date :

J.2I

1. The air campaign a gainst North Vietnam is no",
entering the fourth year of operations . Only dur i ng the
l atter part of the past favorable weather season of April
through October 1967, hOvlever , has a significant weight
of effort been applied against the major target systems .
During this period, even though hampered by continuous and
t emporarily i mposed constraints, the air campaign made a
mar~ed im;act on the capability of North Vietnam to prosecute the ·\Var. Unfortunately, this i mpact was rapidly
overcome . The constraints on operations and the change
in the monsoon Heather provided North Vietnam '\vi th numerous
opportunities to recuperate from the effec~s of the air
strikes . Facilities vlere rebuilt and reconstituted and
disper sal of the massive material aid from communist
. countries continued .
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2. There is a distinct differen ce between the North
Vietnam that existed in early 1965 and the North Vietnam
of today. The difference is a direct y;sult of the material
aid received from external sources and the ability to
accommodate to limited and sporadic air strikes. The Hanoi
r egime throughout the air campaign has not shown a change
in national will, but outwardly displays a determination to
continue the war . The viability of the North Vietna.m mili tary posture res ults from the availab ility of adequate
a ssets received from communi s t countries which permits
defense of the homeland and support of insurgency in the
South. ]§J

To make the air campaign effective in its objectives in the months ahead,
the Chiefs recommended modification of the existing regulations. The
campaign they had in mind and the changes in present policy required for
it were as follol-ls:

4. A coordinated and sustained air campaign could
hamper severely the North Vietnam war effort and the
continued support of aggres sion throughout Southeast
Asia. An integrated interdiction campai gn should be
undertaken against the road, rail and waterway lines
of communication with the objective of isolating the
logistics base of Hanoi and Haiphong from each other and
from the rest of North Vietnam. To achieve this objective,
the follovTing tasks must be performed employing a properly
balanced weight of effort:
a. Destroy war supporting facilities as well as
those producing items vital to the economy.
b. Attack enemy defenses in order to protect
our strike forces, destroy enemy gun cre'ivS and 'w'eapons,
and force the expenditure of munitions .

c. Conduct air attacks throughout as large an
area and as continuously as possible in order to destroy
lines of communication targets and associated- facilities,
dispersed material and supplies and to exert maximum
suppression of normal activities because of the threat.

Attack and destroy railroad rolling stock,
vehicles and waterborne logistics craft throughout as
large an area as possible, permitting minimum sanctuaries .
d.

5. Targeting criteria for the effective accomplishment of a systematic air campaign would continue to
preclude the attack of population as a target, but accept
•
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greater risks of civilian casualties in order to achieve
the stated obj ective . The initial changes in operating
authori tL~s necessary to the initiation of an effective
air campaign are:
a. Delete the 30/10m~ Hanoi Restricted/Prohibited
Ar ea and establish a 3NM Hanoi Control Area (Map, TAB
).
b. Delete the 10/4NM Haiphong Restricted/~ro
hibited Area and establish a 1.5NM Haiphong Control Area
)
(Map, TAB

.

c. Delete the Special Northeast Coastal Armed
Reconnaissance Area . 37/
As explanations of how the r emoval of these restrictions
would achieve the desired results, the Chiefs gave the following arguments :

6. The present Restricted Areas around Hanoi and
Haiphong have existed since 1965 . . The Prohibited Areas
..[ere created in December 1966. Nu..rnerous strikes, ho,vever,
have been permitted in these areas over the past two
and one-half years, e . g ., dispersed POL, SAM and AAA sites,
SAM support facilities; armed reconnaissance of selected
LOC and attacks of LOC associated targets, and attack of
approved fixed targets. The major political requir ements
for having established control areas in the vicinity of
Hanoi and Haiphong are to provide a measure of control of
the i ntensity of effort applied in consonance with the
national policy of graduated pressures and to assist in
keeping civilian casualties to a minimum consistent with
the importance of the target . These requirements can still
b e satisfied in the control areas are reduced to 3NM and
1. 5NM around Hanoi and Haiphong, respectively . These new
control areas ,viII contain the population centers, but
permit operational commanders the necessary flexibility
to attack secondary, as well as primary , l ines of communication to precl ude ~NN from accommodating to the
interdiction of major routes . A reduction of'the control
areas would expose approximately 140 additional mil es of
primary road, rail and waterway line s of corrununication to
armed rec)nnaissance , as well as hundr~is of mil es of
secondary lines of communication, dependent upon 1~N reactions
and usage . Additional mi litary targets would automatically
become authorized for air strikes under armed reconnaissance
operating authorities . This ,vauld broaden ~he target base,
spread the de~en~es, and thus add to the cumulative effects
of the interdlctlon program as \VeIl as reducing risk of
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aircraft loss. At the present time, the air defense
threat throughout all of the northeast area of NVN is
formidable:. It is not envisioned that ,Lircraft will
conduct classifical low level armed reconnaissance up
and down the newly exposed lines of communication until
the air defense threat is fair l y well neutralized .
Attacks of LOC or LOC associated targets and moving
targets in these areas will continue to be conducted
for the time being using dive bombing, or "fixed target "
tactics as i s currently employed throughout the heavily
defended northeast . Consequently, the risk to aircraft
and crews will not be increased. In fact these new
operati ng areas should assist in decreasing the ri sks .
Nevl targets within the control areas will continue to
be approved in Washingt on .

7. There mve been repeated and reliable intelligence
report s that indicate civilians not engaged in essential
war supporting activities have been evacuated from the
cities of Hanoi and Haiphong . Photographic intelligence,
particularly of Haiphong, clearly shows that materials of
war are stockpiled in all open storage areas and along
the streets throughout almost one - half of the city.
Rather than an area for urban living, the city has become
an armed camp and a large logistics storage base . Con sequently, air strikes in and around these cities endanger
personnel primarily engaged directly or indirectly in
support of the war effort.

8. The special coastal armed reconnaissance area
in the Northeast has limited attacks on NVN craft to those
within 3 NM of the NVN coast or coastal islands . This
constraint has provided another sanctuary to assist NVN
in acco~modating to the int erdiction effort . To preclude
endangering foreign shipping the requirement is imposed
on strike forces to ensure positive identification prior
to attack . Identification can be accomplished beyond
an arbitrary 3 NM line as well as within it, and deny
the enemy a privileged area . 38/
To complement the expanded strike program lifting these restrictions
envisageu, the Chiefs asked for the expansi01 of the SEA DRAGON naval
activities against coastal water traffic from 20 0 to .the Chinese border,
thereby opening up the possibility of attacks against some of the
traffic moving supplies in and near the ports. Furthermore they desired
rmiss ion to use sea- based S~Is, particularly the 100-mile range TALOS ,
peainst MIGs north of 200
In concluding their discussion of the need
~~r these new authorizations, t he Chiefs were careful to hedge about

..
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what results might be expected immediately . It was pointed out that
adverse weather ,,,,ould continue to inhibit operations for several months
and partially cffset the new measure s.
13. Authorization to conduct a campaign against North
Vietnam employ ing air and naval forces under the proposed
operating authorities should have a significant i mpact on
the ability of NVN to continue to prosecute insurgency.
It is not anticipated that this impact will be immediately
apparent. Unfavorable weather, while partially offset by
the expanded use of naval forces, will preclude air strike
force s from applying the desired pressures at the most
advantageous time and place. The cumulative effects of
the air strikes and naval bombardment will gradually
increase to significant proportions as erosion of the
distribution system progresses. In addition to the mater ial effects against 1~N 's capability to wage war, approval
of the proposed operating authorities and execution of the
campaign, envisioned will signal to NVN and the remainder
of the world the continued US resolve and determination to
achieve our objectives in Southeast Asia. 39/
The ISA memo on bombing policy, drafted in Harnke ' s o,m
office, tersely and emphatically rejected all of these JCS recommendations
for expanding the ai r war, including mining the harbor approaches . . The
case against further extension of the bombing was made as follows:
The Campaign Against North Vietnam:

A Different View

Bombing Policy
It is clear from the TET offensive that the air attack
on the North and the interdiction campaign in Laos have not
been successful in putting a low enough ceiling on infiltration of men and materials from the North to the South to
prevent such a level of enemy action . We do not see the
possibili ty of a campaign 'VThich could do more than make
the enemy task more difficult . Bombing in Route Packages 6A
and 6B is therefore primarily a political tool .
The ~.C.S. recommend a sUbstantial r educt ion in previous
political control over the attacks in t.he Haiphong and
Hanoi areas. Except for General Hheeler, we do not recommend such a reduction.
It is not until May that more than fQur good'bombing
days per month can be anticipated. The question arises as
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to' hOvl best to' use thase appartuni ties.

We believe the
palitical value af the attacks shauld be aptimized . We
believe t1.2 palitical value af the attac.ks shauld be
aptimized . The effective destructian af clearly important
military and ecanamic targets without excessive popul ation damage Hauld seem indicated . Excessive lasses in
r elatian to results Hauld have an adverse political effect .
The air fields (perhaps including Gia Lam) wauld meet
the crit eria . The Hanai power plant would probably meet
the criteria. There are few other targets of sufficient
importance, not already authorized, to dO' so .
In particular, this view opposes the praposal to
define only 3-mile and 1-1/2-mile "closed areas " around
Ha,nai and Haiphong respectively. Individual targets
within Hanoi and Haiphong and between the 10- and 3-mile
circles far Hanoi and the 4 and 1 - 1/2 mile -circles for
Haiphang, sho~ld be considered an a case-by-case basis
in accordance with the above criteria . However, blanket
authority far operations up to the 3 -mile and 1-1/2-mile
circles, respectively, appears to' take in only small
targets hving no appreciable military significance ; on
the ather hand, experience has indicated that systemati c
operatians particularly against road and rail rautes
simply and slightly to the repair burdens, while at the
same time invalving substantial civilian casualties in
the many suburban civilian areas lacated alang these rautes.
In addition, a picture of systematic and daily bombing
this close to Hanoi and Haiphong seems to us to run sig nificant risks of major adverse reactions in key third
nations. There is certainly some kind of "flash paint"
i n the ability of the British Gavernment to maintain its
support for our positian, and we believe this "flash
point" might well be cros sed by the proposed operations,
in contrast to' operations against specified targets of
the type that have been carried out i n the Hanoi and
Haiphang areas in the past .
Hining af Haiphang
We believe it to' be agreed that substantial amounts
af military- related supplies mave through the Port of
Haiphong at present . Nevertheless, it is also agreed
that this flow of supplies cauld be made up through far
greater use af the raad and rail l ines r unRing thraugh
China , and through lightering and other emergency techniques
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at Haiphong and other ports . In other words, even from a
military s~andpoint the effect of closi~~ the Port of
Haiphong would be to impose an impediment only for a period
of time, and to add to difficulties which Hanoi has shown
in the past it can overcome. Politically, moreover, closing
the Port of Haiphong continues to raise a serious question
of Soviet reaction. Ambassador Thompson, Governor Harriman,
and others believe that the Soviets would be compelled to
react in some manner -- at a minimum through the use of
mines"l'leepers and possibly through protective naval action
of some sort. Again, we continue to believe that there
is some kind of "flash point" both in terms of these likely
actions and their implications for our relation with the
Soviets in other matters, and for such more remote -- but
not inconceivable -- possibilities as Soviet compensating
pressure elsewhere, for example against Berlin. Even a
small risk of a significant confrontation with the Soviets
must be given major weight against the limited military
gains anticipated from this action.
Finally, by throwing the budden of supply onto the
rail and road lines through China, the mining of Haiphong
would tend to increase Chinese leverage in Hanoi and would
force the Soviets and the Chinese to work out cooperative
arrangements for their new and enlarged transit . We do
not believe this would truly drive the Soviets and Chinese
together, but it vlould force them to take a wider range of
common positions that would certainly not be favorable to
our basic interests .
Expanded Naval Operations (SEA DRAGON)
These operations, expanded north along the coast to
Haiphong and to other port areas, .w ould include provision
for avoiding ocean-going ships, while hitting coast -wise
shipping assumed to be North Vietnamese .
We believe this distinction will not be easy to apply
without error, and that therefore the course of action
involves substantial risks of serious complications Hith
Chirese a,d other shipping . In view of the extensive
measures already authorized further south, Ive doubt if
the gains to be achieved would warrant these risks .
Surface-to-AirMissiles
As in the past, we believe t4is action would involve
substantial risk of triggering some new form of North
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Vietnamese military action against the ships involved.
Moreover, ,',nother factor is whether we C1.n be fully
certain of target identification. The balance on this
one is extremely close, but we continue to question
whether expe cted gains would counter-balance the risks. ~
It is interesting that the entire discussion of bombing on
both sides in the DPM is devoted to various kinds of escalation. The proposal that was eventually to be adopted , namely cutting back the bombing
to the panhandle only, was not even mentioned, nor does it appear in any
of the other drafts or papers related to the Clifford Group's work. The
fact may be misleading, however, since it apparently was one of the
principle ideas being discussed and considered in the forums at various
levels . It is hard to second-guess t he motivation of a Secretary of
Defense , but, since it is widely believed that Clifford personally advocated
this idea to the President, he may well have decided that fully countering
the JCS reco@nendations for escalation was sufficient for the formal DPM.
To have raised the idea of constricting the bombing below the 19th or 20th
parallel in the memo to the President would have generalized the knowledge
of such a suggestion and invited its sharp, full and formal criticism by
the JCS and other opponents of a bomb ing halt . Whatever Clifford's reasons,
. the memo did not contain the proposal that was to be the main focus of the
continuing debates in March and would eventually be endorsed by the President.
C.

The President Weighs the Decision
1.

More Meetings and More Alternatives

The idea of a partial bombing halt "laS not new wi thin the
Admini stration . It had been discussed in some form or other as a possible
alternative at various times for more than a year. (In the DPM of May 20,
1967, McNamara had formally proposed the idea to the President .) It was
brought up anew early in the Clifford Group deliberations and, while not
adopted in the final report, became the main alternative under consideration in the continuing meetings of the various groups that had been formed
for the Clifford exercise. As indicated previously, Secretary Clifford
report edly suggested personally to the President the idea of cutting back
the bomb ing to the North Vietnamese panhandle. The first appearance of
the idea in the documents in March is in a note from Clifford to \{heeler
on the 5th tran smitting for the latter 's excJusive "information" a proposed "statement " drafted by Secretary Rusk. The statement, which was
given only the status of a "suggestion" and therefore needed to be closely
held announced the suspension of the bombing oZ North Vietnam except in
the fr area associated with the battle zone." It was presumably intended
for Presidential delivery . Attached to the draft statement, which shows
Rusk himself as the draftee, was a list. of explanatory reasons and conditions for its adoption . Rusk noted that bad weather in northern North

•
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Vietnam in the next few months would severely hamper operations around
Hanoi and Haiphung in any event and the propoJal did not, therefore,
constitute a serious degradation of our military position. It was to
be understood that in the event of any major enemy initiative in the south,
either against Khe Sanh or the cities, the bombing would be resumed.
Further, Rusk did not want a major diplomatic effort mounted to start peace
talks. He preferred to let the action speak for itself and await Hanoi ' s
reaction. Finally, he noted that the area still ogen to bombing would include
everything up to and including Vinh (just below 19 ) and there would be no
limitations on attacks in that zone. ~
Clifford's views of the proposal
and its explanation do not appear in his note. It can be inferred, however,
that he endorsed the idea. In any case, by the middle of March the question
of a partial bombing halt· became the dominant air war alternative under
consideration in meetings at State and Defense . It is possible that the
President had already indicated to Clifford and Rusk enough approval of the
idea to have focused the further deliberative efforts of his key advisors
on it.
On March 8, Bundy sent a TS-NODIS memo t o CIA Director Helms
requesting a CIA evaluation of four different bombing options and troop
deployment packages, none of Ylhich, however, included even a partial bombing
halt. Indicating that he had consulted y7ith Secretary Rusk and Walt Rostow
before making his request, he noted the CIA papers already discussed in this
study but expressed a need for one overall summary paper. The options he
wanted evaluated were :
A. An early announcement of reinforcements on the order
of 25,000 men, coupled with reserve calls and other measures
adequate to make another 75,000 men available for deployment
by the end of the year if required and later decided . The
bombing would be stepped up as the weather improved, and would
i nclude some new targets, but would not include the mining of
Haiphong or major urban attacks in Hanoi and Haiphong .
B. A similar announcement of immediate reinforcement
action, coupled with greater actions than in A to raise our
total force strength, making possible additional r einforce ments of roughly 175,000 men before the end of 1968 . Bombing
program ~s in A.
C. O~tion A plus mlnlng of Haiphon6 and/ or significantly
intensified bombing of urban targets in Hanoi and Haiphong a.reas .
D. Option B plus an intensified bombing program and/ or
mining of Haiphong . 42/
I

addition to an assessment of likely DRV reactions, he wanted to know

~at could be expected from th& Chinese and the Soviets under each option.

:e also noted that, !lAt this stage, none of us knows what the timing of
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the decision- making will be. I think this again argued for a CIA-only
paper at the outset, to be completed perhaps uy next Wednesday night
/fAarch 1l7·" 43/
A more complicated draft memo to CIA asking for a review
of various bombing alternatives was prepared at about the same time in
ISA, but apparently not sent. It contained twelve highly specific different
bombing alternatives, including three different bombing reduction or halt
options : (1) a concentration of bombing in Route Packages 1, 2 and 3 with
only 5% in the extreme north ; (2) a complete halt over North Vietnam; and
(3) a complete halt over both North Vietnam and Laos . ~
No particular
attention was focused on a partial halt, again ind.icating that knowledge
of the proposal was being restricted to the immediate circle of Presidential
advisor s . Presumably the CIA did prepare a memo in response to Bundy's
reque st, but it does not appear in the available material.
Meanwhile, a separate set of escalatory options had been pro posed to Mr . Nitze by Air Force Secretary Brown on March 4 in response to
the latter ' s February 28 request.
Brown ' s view \-TaS that apart from
the various ground strategy alternatives, there were also a number of ways
the air war, both north and south, could be expanded to meet the changed
situation after T.et . The three alternatives he suggested were:

!!2J

First, actions against North Vietnam could be intensi fied by bombing of remaining important targets, and/or neutraliza tion of the port of Haiphong by bombing and mining .
1.

2. Second, air actions could be intensified in the
adjoining panhandle areas of Iaos/NVN.

3. Third, a change to the basic strategy in. SVN is
examined, in ,'7hich increased air actions in SVN are substituted for increased ground forces . 46/
Brown appraised the relative advantages of the various proposed campaigns
i n this \-lay :
I ntensification of air actions against NVN would be aimed
at forcing the enemy to the conference table or choking off
imports to NVN to an extent \-7hich would make their level of
effort in :JVN insupportable. The second and third campaigns,
individually or together, are more limited in aim . It
appears likely that, given adequate sortie capab ility, the
greatest adverse effect on the enemy would result from a
plan v7hich simultaneously employed all three campaigns . 47/
Under program # 1, Brmm envisaged the elimination of virtually all the
constraints under which the bombing then operated and an aggressive attack
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on North Vietnamese resources, import capability and population centers
along the line s of proposals from CINCPAC:
The present re strictions on bombing NVN would be lifted
so a s to permit bombing of military targets without the present
scrupulous concern for collateral civilian damage and casualties. The following targets systems ~vould be emphasized :
1. Military control points, military headquarters,
storage facilities, government control centers, and such
population centers as are known to harbor di spersed materiel
and vehicles .

2. The Ports of Haiphong, Hon Gai and Cam Pha, by
a combination of mining and bombing . This would be designed
to force over-the-beach delivery of seaborne imports which
would require shipping to remain off the coast in unsheltered
waters, ther eby restricting operations to periods of relative
calm seas.

3.

Over - the-beach deliveries by bombing and possibly

mining.

4. Intensified bombing attacks on the northeast
and northwest rail lines and other r oad LOCs contiguous to the
NVN-Chicom border . ~
The objective to be achieved by this expanded campaign was described in
the succeeding paragraph :
The aims of this alternative cQmpaign would be to erode
the i-lill of the population by exposing a wider area of NVN to
casualties and destruction; to reduce maritime imports by
closing the major ports, and by attacking the resulting over-theb each del iveries; to bring about a saturation of r emaining import
arteries, thereby creating greater target densities ; and to
di srupt the movement of supplies into SVN by attacking military control points and storage facilities wherever l ocated .
The hopeful assumption is that North Vietnam would then be
forced to decide on a priority of imports--war-making goods
v s . li fe - supporting goods --and that it would choose the
l atter . TLis in turn would attenuate it :. ; ability to supply
forc es in SVN and vlould thus slow dOvln the tempo of the
fighti ng there . In time, these cumulative pressures i.;auld
be expected to bring NVN to negotiation of a compromise
settlement , or to abandonment of the fight in SVN. ~
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The Soviet and Chinese reactions to the se measures were expected to be
confined to incY2ased aid, some "volunteers" a~d an overall worsening
of relations with the U. S. All these 'were regarded as manageable if not
desirable. But in evaluating the likely results of such a bombing
program, Brown vIas forced to admit that:
Barring that effect, I would judge that Campai gn #1
can, in military t erms , limit SVN actions by NVN near
their pre-Tet level, and belo\v the level of February 1968.
This campaign cannot be demonstrated quantitatively to be
likely to reduce NVN capability in SVN substantially below the
1967 level, but in view of possible disruption of North Viet namese distribut ion capability around Hanoi and Haiphong, such
an effect could take place . The campaign would take place
beginning in March, and should conceivably have its maximum
effect by October . During the following season of poor
weather, the North Vietnamese transportation system vlOuld begin
to be reconstitut ed .
The other pos s ible i mpact is on the North Vietnamese \vill
to continue the war. Clearly their society would be under
even greater stress than it is now. But so long a s they have
the promise of cont inued Soviet and Chinese material support,
and substantial prospe ct of stalemate or better in SVN, the
North Vietnamese government is likely to be willing to undergo
these hardships. Its control over the populace will remain
good enough so that the latter will have no choice but to do
so.

22.1

The other two programs were regarded as having even less
potential for inhibiting communist activity in the south . Program #2
involved simply a greatly intensified program of strikes in the panhandle
areas of North Vietnam and Laos, while Program #3 proposed the SUbstantial
relocation of South Vietnamese population into secure zones and the desig nation of the remaining cleared areas as "free strike" regions for intensi fied air attack. Brown's three alternatives apparently did not get wide
attention, however, and were never considered as major proposals within
the inner circle of Presidential advisors. Nevertheless, the fact that
they were supported by over fifty pages of detailed analysis done by the
Air Staff: is a r~flection of the importance everyone attached to the reassess ment going on \·d thin the Administration .
,.
Of the other major advisors, Katzenbach had participated
to a limited degree in the Clifford Group work and repor.tedly was opposed
to the s~bsequent propo sal for a partial suspension because he felt that
a bombing halt vlaS a tru..rnp card t hat could be used only once and should
otbe \-lasted vThen the prospects for a positive North Vietnamese response
~n negotiations seemed so poor.~ He reportedly hoped to convince the
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President to call a complete halt to the air war later in the spring
when prospect~ for peace l ooked better and vThen the threat to Khe
Sanh had been eliminated. 51/ Walt RostovT, the President's personal
advisor on national security matters, apparently r esisted all suggestions for a r estriction of the bombing, preferring to keep the
pre ssure on the North Vietnamese for a response to the San Antonio
formula . These various opinions represented the principal advice
the President i·Tas receiving from his staff within the Administration .
Other advice from outside, both i nvited and uninvited, also played a
part in the final decision.
2.

The Ne\v Hampshire Primary

In the days immediately follmving the early March deliberations, the President, toiling over the most difficult decision of his
career, was faced with another problem of great magnitude - - how to
handle the public reaction to Tet and the dHindling public support for
his war policies. From this point of view probably the most difficult
\-leek of the Johnson Presidency began on March 10 vThen the New York
Times broke the story of General Westmoreland ' s 206,000 man troop request
in banner headlines . 52/ The story Has a collaborative effort by
four reporters of national reputation and had the kind of detail to give
it the ring of authenticity to the reading public . In fact, it Has very
close to the truth in it s account of the proposal from iffiCV and the
debate going on within the Administration. The story Has promptly
picked up by other newspapers and by day's end had reached from one end
of the country to the other. The Pres ident Has reportedly furious at
this leak Hhich amounted to a fl agrant and dangerous compromise of
securi ty . Later in the month an investi gat ion vTaS cond.ucted to cut dOHn
on the possibility of such leaks in the future .
The follmTing day, March 11, Secretary Rusk Hent before
Fulbri ght ' s Senate Forei gn Relations Com~ittee for the first time i n
tyro years for nationally televised hearings on U. S . vTar policy . In
sessions that lasted late that Monday and continued on Tuesday, the
Secretary vTas subjected to sharp questioning by virtually every member .
While he confirmed the fact of an "A to Z" policy review Hithin the
Administration, he found himself repeate dly forc ed to anSVTer questions
obliquely or not at all to avoid compromising the ~resident . These
trying tvTO days of testimony by Secretary RULk \-TaS completed only hours
before the re sults from the Ne"I-V Hampshire primary began to come in.
tro the shock and consternation of official Ivashington, the President
had defeated his upstart challenger, Eugene McCarthy, Ivho had based
his c ampaign on a halt in the bombing and an end to the vTar, by only
the slenderest of margins . (In fact, Hhen the "l-Vrite - in vote vTas finally
t abulated l ate r that i.Teek, McCarthy had actually obtained a slight
plurality over the President in the popular vote . ) The reaction across
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the country was electric . It 'vas clear that Lyndon Johnson, the master
politician, had been successfully challenged, not by an attractive and
appealing alternative vote-getter, but by a candidate who had been able
to mobilize and focus all the disc ontent and disillusionment· about the
war . National politics in the election year 1968 would not be the same
thereafter.
Critics of the President 's policies in Vietnam in both parties were
buoyed by the Ne,v Hampshire results. But for Senator Robert Kennedy
they posed a particularly acute dilemma . With the President's vulner ability on Vietnam now demonstrated, should Kennedy , his premier political
opponent on this and other issues, now throw his hat in the ring ? After
four days of huddling with his advisers, and first informing both the
President and Senator McCarthy, Kennedy announced his candidacy on March 16.
For President Johnson, the threat vTas now reaL McCarthy, even in the
flush of a New Hampshire victory, could not re asonably expect to unseat
the incumbent President . But Kennedy v-Tas anot her matter . The President
now faced the prospect of a long and divisive battle for renomination
within his own party against a very strong contender, with the albatross
of an unpopular war hanging around his neck .
For the moment at least, the President appeared determined.
On March 17, he spoke to the National Farme rs' Union and said that the
trials of American responsibility in Vietnam would demand a period of
domestic "austerity" and a "total national effort." 53/ Further leaks,
however, were undercuting his efforts to picture the Administration as
firm and resolute about doing whatever was necessary. On March 17, the
New York Times had again run a story on the debate within the Administration. This time the story stated that the 206,000 figure would not be
approved but that something between 35,000 and 50,000 mo re troops would
be sent to Vietnam, necessitating some selective call - up of reserves. ~
Again the reporters ivere disturbingly accurate in their coverage . Criti cism of the President continued to mount . Spurred by the New Hampshire
indic ations of massive public disaffection with the President's policy,
139 members of the House of Representatives co - authored a resolution
calling for a complete reappraisal of U.S . Vietnam policy including a
Congress ional review .

3.

ISA Attempts to Force a Decision

The President ' s reluctance to make a decision about Vietnam
·and the dramatic external political developments in the U. S . kept the
members of the Administration busy in a continuing round of new draft
proposals and further meetings on various aspects of the proposals the
President vTaS considering . Within ISA at the Pentago n, attention focused
'.vays to get some movement on the negotiations in the absence of any
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decisions on fcrces or bomb ing . On March 11, Policy Planning produced
a lengthy draft memo to Clifford outlining the history of Hanoi ' s
positions on "talks" ,"negotiations" , " settlement", and " no advantage"
provlslon of the San Antonio formula . Its conclusion was that Hanoi
had indicated "acceptance of the operative portion of the San Antonio
f ormula," if we r eally wished to acknowledge it . 55/ Policy Planning
suggested testing this by asking them to repeat recent private assurances
about not attacking Khe Sanh, the cities, across the DMZ, etc . In an
effort to move the Administration to a more forthcoming interpretation
of the San Antonio formula, this memo proposed discussions with GVN to
define what constituted North Vietnamese acceptance .
The memo which Warnke signed the next day ,vent to both
Clifford and Nitze and began with the statement: "I believe that 'de
should begin to take steps nmv which will make possible the opening of
negotiations with Hanoi within the next few months . I believe that
such ne gotiat ions are much much in our interest ...• " 56/ Hi s arguments
were : With respect to the San Antonio formula, he pointed to a number
of Hanoi statements accepting the "prompt and productive" U. S . stipulat i on for the negotiations, and offered his opinion that Hanoi had also
hinted understanding and acquiescence in the "no advantage " provision .
Warnke argued tha t further U. S . probing for assurances about " no advantage "
would only reinforce Hanoi's impres s ion t hat this was really a condition .
I f this occurred, he argued, Hanoi "may continue to denounce the San
Antonio formula i n public . This will make it difficult for us to halt
t he bombing if '\<Te decide that it is in our interest to do so ." 57/ On
the basis of these conclusions, Warnke recommended discussions with the
GVN to explain our view of the desirability of negotiations. and urged
t he compl etion of an i nter ~ agency study preparing a U. S . position for
t he negotiations . He summed up his recommendation as fol l ows :
After holding discussions with the GVN and completing
the i nteragency study, we should h8.1t the bombing and enter
into negotiations, making "no advantage " and mutual de escal ation the first and i mmediate order of bus i ness at
the negotiations .
If you approve this course of action , we wi l l work
Stat~ on a det ailed scenario for you to discuss with
Mr . Rusk ~nd the President . 58

with

Attached to Harnke ' s memo ,vere separate suppor ting tabs outl ining
Hanoi ' s public and private responses to the San AntoniC? formula and
arguing that Hanoi ' s conception of a~ acceptable negoti~ted. s~t~lement,
as revealed in its statements , embodled a good deal of r lexlblllty .
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On the same day, \varnke signed c memo to the Director of
CIA r equesting a study of seven alternative bombing campaigns for the
futur e . For unknovm reasons, the memo was apparently never sent. 59/
The options for examination in this memo vTere all taken from the
earli er draft memo vTi th t'lvel ve options. Options 1-3 were all reduction
or half options, but the "lOrding of them suggests again that ISA "TaS not
aware of the high l evel attention being fo cused on a complete bomb ing
halt north of 20 0 •
Nei ther Clifford's nor Ni tze' s reaction to Warnke's memo
is available in the files, but two days later the Policy Planning Staff
drafted a memorandum to the President for Clifford's signature which
recommended a leveling off of our effort in the "Tar -- i. e . , no new
troops and a reconcentration of the bombing to the panhandle area.
The memo ,.,rent through several drafts and is probably typical of efforts
going on simultaneously in other . agencies. In its final form it urged
the retargetting of air strikes from the top of the funnel in North
Vietnam to the panhandle vTi th only enough sortie s northward to prevent
the DRV from relocating air defenses to the south. 60/ A more detailed
discussion of the bombing alternatives was appended to the memo and
included consideration of four alternative programs . The first two
were (1 ) a continuation of the current bombing program; and ( 2 ) an
increase in the bombing including the reduction of the restricted zones
and the mining of Haiphong . These tvlO were analyzed jointly as follows :
The bombing of North Vietnam Ivas undertaken to limit and/or
make more difficult the infiltration of men and supplies in the
South, to show Hanoi that it VTould have a price for its continued
aggression, and to rais e morale in South Vietnam. The last tim
purposes obviously have been achieved.
I t has become abundantly clear that no level of bombing can
prevent the North Vietnamese from supplying the forces and
materiel necessary to maintain their military operations in
the South at current levels. The rec ent Tet offensive has
shown that the bombing cannot even prevent a significant increase
in these military operations, at least on an intermittent basis .
Moreover, the air "Tar has not been very successful when measured
by its i mpact on North Vietnam's economy . In spite of the large
di VE:rsion of men and materiels necessi tr.ted by the bombing,
communist forei gn aid and domestic reallocation of manpovTer have
sharply reduced the destruction effect of our air strikes . " 61/
The other two alternatives considered were a partial and a complete
cessation of the bomb ing . Here is how ISA presented them :
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3. A reV1Slon of the bombing effo:ct in North Vietnam so
that a maximum effort is exerted against the LOC's in Route
Packages 1, 2, and 3 'Hith bombing north of the 20th parallel
limited to a l evel designed to cover only the most significant
military targets and prevent the redistribution southward of
air defenses, e.g. 5% of the attack sorties.
This reprogrrumning of our bombing efforts would devote
primary emphasis on the infiltration routes south of the
20th parallel in the panhandle area of North Vietnam just to
the north of the DMZ. It includes all of the areas now within
Route Packages 1, 2 and 3. This program recognizes that our
bombing emphasis should be designed to prevent military men
and materiel from moving out of North Vi etnarn and into the
South, r ather than attempt ing to prevent materiel from
ent ering North Vietnam. , Occasional attack sorties north
of this area lvould be employed to keep enemy air defenses
and damage repair creVTS from relocating and to permit attack
aginst the most important fixed targets. The effort against
this p art of North Vietnam through which all l and infiltration
pas ses would be intensive and sustained. Yet it provides
Hanoi vTi th a clear message that for political reasons we are
willing to adjust our mi litary tactics to accom~odate a construc tive move toward peace. A distinct benefit of this decision
would be the 10lver plane lo ss rates which ar e re alized in the
southern areas of North Vietnam . (In 1967 the joint loss rate
per thousand sorties in Route Packages 1, 2 and 3 vms 1.36,
while it was 5 . 73 in the more heavily defended Route Package 6
in which Hanoi and Haiphong are located.)
1+ .

A complete cessation of all bombing in North Vietnam .

It would be politically untenable to initiate a complete
cessation of the bombing of North Vietnam at a time whe n our
forces in the northern provinces of South Vietnam are seriously
threatened by large forces of North Vietnamese regul ars, unless
we were confident that these attacks would cease . Nevertheless,
we must recognize that our intelligence analysts have advised
that in spite of our significant bombing effort over the last
2- 1/2 years, Hanoi retains the capabili~y and the will to support
the present or an increased level of hostilities in South Vietnam .
On the other hand, they inform us that :
"If, however, the U. S . ceased the bombing of No rth
Vi etnam in the near future, Hanoi would prob ably respond
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more 0r le ss as indicated in its mORt recent statements .
It would begin talks fairly ' soon, would accept a fairly
wide ranging explor ation of issues, but would not moderate
its t erms for a final settlement or stop fi ghting in the
South . "
As discussed elsewhere in thi s memorandum, a cessation of the
bombi ng by us in North Vietnam is the requir ed first step if a
political solution to the conflict is to be found. We may want
to seek some assurance from Hanoi that it would not attack from
across the DMZ if vle halt the bombing . Alternatively, we could
stop all bombing except that directly related to ground operations and indic ate that our attacks are in the nature of
returning fire and will be halted ,.,rhen the enemy halts its
attacks in the area. ~
These views of Clifford's staff never went to the White House, but
are indicative of the direction and tone of the debates in the policy
meetings within the Administration. Another aspect of the policy environment in March 1968 was ISA's isolation in arguing t hat Hanoi ,.,ras moving
toward acceptance of the San Antonio formula and a negotiated settlement .
As we shall see, when the decision to halt the bombing north of 20 0 was
finally made, it was not in the expectation that North Vietnam would
come to the negotiating table.

4.

The !:Senior Informal Advisory Group"

At this juncture in mid- March, with the President vacillating
as to a course of action, probably the most important influence on his
thinking and ultimate decision was exercised by a small group of prominent
men outsi de the Government, knmm in official Washington as the "Senior
Informal Advisory Group ." All had at one time or another over the last
twenty years served as Presidential advisers . They gathered in Washington
at the request of the President on March 18 to be briefed on the latest
developments in the war and to offer Mr . Johnson the benefit of their
experience in making a tough decision . Stuart Loory of the Los Angeles
' Times in an article in May reported vThat has been generally considered
to be 'a reliable account of ,.,rhat took place during and after their visit
to Washington and what , advice t hey gave the Yresident . The story as
Loory report ed' it is included here in its entirety .
Hawks' Shift Precipitated Bombing Halt
Eight prominent ha'ivks and a dove - - all from outside the
government - - gathered in t he White House for a night and day
last March to judge the pro gress of the Vietnam war for
President Johnson.
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Their deliberations produced this verdict for the chief
executive :
Continued escalation of the war -- intens ified bombing
of North Vietnam and increased American troop strength in
the South -- would do no good . Forget about seeking a
battlefield solution to the problem and instead intensify
efforts to seek a political solution at the negotiating
table.
The manner in which Mr. Johnson sought the advi ce of the
nine men before arriving at the conclusiori to de - escalate the
war announred in his now famous March 31 speech, has been
pieced together from conversations with reliable sources who
asked to remain anon~nous .
The nine men, Republicans and Democrats with ext ensive
experience in formulating forei gn policy, "lvere among those
frequently consulted by Mr . J ohnson from time to time durin~
the war . At each conSUltation prior to March they had been
overwhelmingly in favor of prosecuting the ,var vigorously
"lvi th more men and material, with 'intensifi ed bombing of
North Vietnam, with. increased efforts to create a viable
government in the South .
As recently as last December t hey had expressed this
view to the President . The only dissenter ~mong them -one who had been a dissenter from t he beginning -- vlaS former
Undersecretary of State George Ball .
March 18th Meeting
The men who have come to be known to a small circle in
the government as the President's lI senior informal advisory
groupll convened in the White House early on the evening of
March 18th.
Present in addition to Ball were : Arthur Dean, a
Republican New York laylyer who "lvas a Korean War negoti ator
during the Eisenhower administration; Dean Acheson, former
Presi dent Truman ' s Secretary of State; Gen . Matthe"lv B.
Ridgeway, the retired commander of United Nat ions troops in
Korea; Gen. Ma~vel l Taylor, former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff; Cr£us Vance, forme r Deputy Defense Secretary
and a key troubleshooter for the Johnson Administration ;
McGeorge Bundy, Ford Foundation President i'Tho had been special
assistant for National security affairs to Mr . Johnson and
former President Kennedy; forme r Treasury Secretary C. Douglas
Dillon and Gen . Omar Bradley, a leading supporter of the
Pre s ident's war policies .
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First the group met over dinner wi ti.: Secretary of State
Dean Rusk; Defense Secretary Clark M. Clifford; Ambassador
W. Averell Harriman; ",Talt W. Rostow, the Pres ident t s special
assistant for National security affairs; Gen. Earle G. Wheeler,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Richard Helms, Director
of the Central Intelligence Agency; Paul Nitze, Deputy Defense
Secretary; Nicholas Katzenbach, Under Secretary of State; and
William P . Bundy, Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian
and Pacific Affairs.
The outsiders questioned the government officials carefully
on the war, the pacification program and the condition of the
South Vietnamese government after the Tet offensive. They
included in their deliberations the effect of the war on the
United States .
Three Briefings
After dinner the gover nment officials left and the group
received three briefings .
Philip C. Habib, a deputy to William Bundy and now a
member of the American negotiating team in Paris, delivered
an unusually frank briefing on the conditions in Vietnam after
the Tet offensive . He covered such matters as corruption in
South Vietnam and the growing refuge e problem~
Habib, according to reliable sources, told the group that
the Saigon government was generally weaker than had been
r ealized as a result of the Tet offensive. He r elated the
s ituation, some said, with greater frankness than the group
had previously heard .
In addition to Habib, Maj . Gen . William E . DePuy, special
assistant to the Joint Chiefs for counterins~rgency and special
activities, briefed the group on the military situation, and
George Carver, a CIA analyst, gave his agency" s estimates of
conditions in the war zone .
The briefings by DePuy and Carver r~flected what many
understood as a dispute over enemy strength between the
Defense Department and the CIA which has been previously
reported . Discrepancies in the figures resulted from the
fact that DePuy ' s estimates of enemy strengt h covered only
identifiable military units, while Carver ' s included all known
military, par &~i litary and parttime enemy strength available .
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Striking Turnabout
The morning of March 19, the advisory group assembled in
the White House to discuss what they had heard the previous
evening and arrived at their verdict . It was a striking
turnabout in attitude for all but Ball.
After their meeting, the group met the President for
lunch. It was a social affair . No business "ras transacted .
The meal finished, the adviser s delivered their verdict to
the President .
He was reportedly greatly surprised at their conclusions .
When he asked them where they had obtained the facts on which
the conclusions were based, the group told him of the briefings
by Habib, DePuy and Carver .

Mr. Johnson knew that the three men had also bri efed his
governmental advisers, but he had not r eceived the same
picture of the war as Rostow presented the r eports to him .
As a result of the discrepancy, the President ordered
his own direct briefings . At least Habib and DePuy -- and
almost certainly Carver -- had evening sessions with the
President.
Habib was reportedly as frank with the ~£esident as he
had been with the advisory group. The ~£esident asked tough
questions. "Habib stuck to his guns, " one source r eported .
On t op of all this, Clifford, since he had become Defense
Secretary, came to the same conclusions Robert S . McNamara
had reached -- that the bombing of North Vietnam "Tas not
achieving it s objectives .
The i mpact of this group ' s r ecommendation coupled with the new
briefings the President received about conditions and prospects in the
war zone were major factors in cementing the decisJon not to expand
t he war but to attempt a de - escalation . The Joint Chiefs fo r their
part "Tere still seeking authorization to strike targets with the Hano i
and Haiphong restricted areas and further escalation of the bombing.
On March 19, a Tuesday, they proposed hitting one target in Hanoi and
one in Haiphong that had previously been rejected by both Rusk and
McNamara plus the Hanoi docks near large population concentrations. §l/
These "Tere probably con si dered at the noon luncheon at the White House,
but they "Tere apparently not approved as no attacks occurred . The
military le aders, even at this late hour "Then the disposition of the
administration against any f urther escalation seemed clear, still pressed
for ne,{ targets and ne"T authority .

•
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D.

March 31 -- "I Shall Not Seek .•. Another Term as Your President.
1.

The Decision.

No exact date on which the President made the decision to
curtail the bombing can be identified with certainty. It is reasonably
clear that the decisions on the ground war were made on or before March 22.
On that date, the President announced that General William Westmoreland
would be replaced as COMUSMACV during the coming summer . He '\<las to return
to Washington to become Chief of Staff of the Army. The decision was clearly
related to the force deployment decisions explicitly taken and the new strate~J
they implied. Three days after this ap~ouncement, that had been greeted in
the press as a harbinger, General Creighton Abrams, Deputy COMUSMACV, arrived
in Washington 'ili thout prior announcement for conferences with the President.
Speculation '1ms rife that he was to be named ~Testmoreland ' s successor . On
the 26th he and the President huddled and Mr. Johnson probably informed him
of his intentions, both 'i'li th respect to force augmentations and the bombing
restraint, and his intention to designate Abrams the new Cru~SMACV. In the
days that folloHed, the speech drafters took over, writing and r ewriting the
President ' s momentous address. Finally, it was decided that the announcement
speech would be made on nation-wide television from the White House on the
evening of March 31.
The night before the speech a cable under Katzenbach's signature,
drafted by ~li lli am Bundy, went out to US Embassies in Australia, New Zealand,
Thailand, Laos, the· Philippine
s and South Korea slugged "Literally Eyes Only
,
for Ambassador or Charge." It instructed the addressees that they were to see
their heads of government and inform them that:
After full consultation with GVN and with complete concurrence of Thieu and Ky, President plans policy announcement
Sunday night that would have following major elements:
a. Major stress on importance of GVN and ARVN
increas ed effectiveness, with our equipment and other support
as first priority in our own actions.
b. 13,500 support forces to be called up at once
in order to round out the 10,5 00 combat units sent in February.
c . Replenishment of strategic reserve by calling up
48,5 00 additional reserves, stating that these would be designed
for strategic reserve.
d. Related tax increases and budget cuts already
largely needed for non-Vietnam re asons .
•.. In addition , after similar ·constutation and concurrence,
President proposes to announce that bombing will be restricted
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to targets most directly engaged in the battlefield area and
that this meant that there would be no bombing north of 20th
parallel. lJ1nOUncement would leave open I ~ ow Hanoi might
respond, and would be open-ended as to time. However, it would
indicate that Hanoi ' s resPQnse could be helpful in determining
whether we were justified in assumption that Hanoi would not
take advantage if we stopping bombing altogether. Thus, it
would to this extent foreshadow possibility of full bombing
stoppage at a later point. ~
The significance of the decision they v[ere to communicate
to their respective heads of government could hardly have been lost on the
Ambassadors. Nevertheless, the cable dramatized the importance of preventing premature leaks by stating that the Ambassadors ,'lere to tell the
heads of Government to ."hom they were accredi tted that they were "u..nder
strictest injunction to hold it in total confidence and not to tell anyone
repeat anyone until after mmouncement is made . This is vi tal. Similarly
you should tell no member of your staff whatever ." §2/
It is important to
note that the cable defines the delimited area for the bombing halt as north
of 20 0 • This apparently was the intent of the President and his advisors
all along, but sometime before the speech was delivered any specific reference
to the geographic point of limitation was eliminated, for undetermined reasons,
if it ever had been inc]uded.
The March 30 cable offered the Ambassadors some additional
explanatory rationale for the new course that they were to use at their discretion in conversations with their heads of government . These are important
because they represent the only available recorded statement by the Administration of its understanding of the purposes and expectations behind the new
direction in Vietnam. policy . It is also significant that the points concerning the bombing halt are extremely close to those in Secretary Rusk's
draft points of March 5. Here, then, is hOyT the Administration understood
the new policy, and wished to have understood by Our allies:
a. You should call attention to force increases that
would be announced at the same time and would make clear our
continued resolve. Also our top priority to re-equipping ARVN
forces.
b. You should make clear that Hanoi is most likely to
denounce the project and thus free our hand after a short
period • . NO.letheless, we might wish to cOJltinue the limitat ion
even after a formal denunciation, in order to reinforce its
sincerity and put the monkey firmly on Hanoi 's back for what ever follows. Of course, any major military change . could compel
full-scale resumption at any time.

c. With or .without denunciation, Hanoi might yTell feel
limited in conducting any major offensives at least in the
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northern areas. If they did so, this could ease the pressure
where it iz most potentially serious. If they did not, then
t his 'ivould give us a clear field for whatever actions were
t hen required.
d. In vi ew of weather limitations, bombing north of
the 20th parallel vlill in any event be limited at least for the
next four weeks or so - - which l'le tentatively envisage as a
maximum testing per iod in any event . Hence, we are not giving
up anything r eally serious in this time frame . Moreover, air
power nO;"1 used north of 20th can probably be used in Laos (where
no policy change planned) and in SVN .
e. Insofar as our announcement foreshadows any possi bility of a complete bombing stoppage, in the event Hanoi
r eally exercises reciprocal restraints, we regard this as
unlikely. But in any case, the period of demonstrated restraint
would probably have to continue for a period of several weeks,
a nd we would have time to appraise the situation and to consult
carefully vTith them before we undertook any such action . 66/
It i s important to note that the Administration did not
expect the bombing restraint to produce a positive Hanoi reply . This view
apparently ;,.!as never seriously disputed at any time during the long .m onth
of deliberations within the Government, except by ISA. The fact that the
President was willing to go beyond the San Antonio formula and curtail the
air raids at a time when few responsible advisors were suggesting that .such
action would produce peace talks is strong evidence of t.he major shift in
t.hi nking that took place in Washington about the war and the bombing after
Tet 1968 . 'I'he fact of anticipated bad weather over much of northern North
Vietnam in the succeeding months i s important in understanding the timing
of the halt, although it can plausibly be argued that many advisors woul d
have found another convenient rationale if weather had been favorab l e .
Finally, the message concl uded· with an invi tation for the
r espective governments to respond positively to the announcement and wi th
an apology for the tardiness with which they were being i nformed of thi s
momentous action . "Vital Congressional timing factors " was the rather
lame excuse offered, along with the need for "full and frank" consultation
with the GVN be~ore the decision (contradicting the impression the GVN put
out after the announcement) . The stage was thus finall y set for the drama
of the President ' s speech.
2.

The Speech

At 9 :00 p .m. Eastern Standard Time on Thursday March 31
Lyndon Johnson stepped before the TV came ras in the Oval Room of the
White House and began, in grave. and meq,sured tones , one of the most
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important speeches of his life .
was to come:

His first words struck the theme of what

Good Evening, my fellow Americans.
Tonight I want to speak to you of peace in Vietnam
and Southeast Asia. 67/
Underscoring the peaceful motivations of past and present U.S . policy
in the area, he reviewed the recent history of U.S. attempts to bring
peace to Vietnam:
For years, representatives of our government and others
have travelled the world - - s eeking to find a basis for
peace talks .
Since last September, they have carried the offer that
I made public at San Antonio .
That offer was this :
That the United States would stop its bombardment of
North Vietnam when that \vould lead promptly to productive
discussions -- and that we would assume that North Vietnam
would not take military advantage of our restraint .
Hanoi denounced this offer, both privately and pub l icly . Even while the search for peace \vas going on,
North Vietnam rushed their preparations for a savage
assaul t on the people, the government, and the allies of
South Vietnam .
The ~resident noted that the Viet Cong had apparently
decided to make 1968 the year of decision in Vietnam and the i r Tet offensive
had been the unsuccess~~ attempt to win a breakthrough victory . Al though
t hey had failed, the President acknowledged their capabili ty to r enew the
attacks if they wished . He forcefully asserted, however, that the a l lies
would again have the power to r epel their assault i f they did decide to
attack . Continuing, he led up to his announcement of the bombing halt i n
this way :
If th8Y do mount another round of hp.avy attacks , they
wi ll not succeed in destroying the fighting pOvler of South
Vietnam and its allies .
But tragically, this is also clear : many men' -- on
both sides of the struggle -- will be lost . A nation that
has already suffered 20 . years of \varfare vfill suffer once
again . Armies on both sides will take new casual ties . And
the vlar will go on .
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There is no need for this to be so.
There is no need to delay the talks that could bring an
end to the long and this bloody war.
Tonight, I r ene"T the offer I made last August
to
stop the bombardment of North Vietnam. We ask that talks
begin promptly, that they be serious talks on the substance
of peace. We assume that during those talks Hanoi will not
take advantage of our re straint .
We are prepared to move i mmediately toward peace through
negotiations.
So, tonight, in the hope that this action ,'Till lead to
early talks , I a.rn taking the first step to de-escalate the
conflict. We are reducing -- substantially reducing -- the
present level of hostilities.
And we are doing so unilaterally, and at once.
Tonight, I have ordered our aircraft and our naval
vesseis to make no attacks on North Vietnam, except in the
area north of the DeMilitarized Zone where the continuing
enemy build-·up directly threatens allied forward positions
and where the movements of their troops and supplies are
clearly r elated to that threat.
The Pre sident then defined, albeit vaguely, the area within which the
bombing would be restricted and suggested that all bombing could halt if
the other side would reciprocate by scaling down hostilities.
The area in ,vhich "Ie are stopping our attacks includes
almost 90 percent of North Vietnam 's poptuation, and most of
its territory. Thus there will be no attacks around the
principal populated areas, or in the food-producing areas
of North Vietna.rn.
Even this very limited bombing of the North could come
to an early end -- if our restraint is matched by restraint
in Hanoi. But I cannot in good conscience stop all bombing
so lcng as to do so "Iould immediately anc'1. directly endange r
the lives of our men and our allies . Whether a complete
bombing halt becomes possible in the ~Qture will be determined
by events.

.

.
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In the hope that the unilateral U.S. initiative would
"permit the contending forces to move closer to a political settlement,"
the President cc.lled on the UK and the Soviet Union to do what they could
to get negotiations started. Repeatin g his offer to meet at any time
and place he designated his representative should talks actually occur:
I am designating one of our most distinguished Ameri cans, Ambassador Averell Harriman, as my personal representative for such talks. In addition, I have asked
Ambassador Llewellyn Thompson, Ivho returned from Moscow
for consultation, to be available to join Ambassador Harriman
at Geneva or any other suitable place -- just as soon as
Hanoi agrees to a conference.
I call upon President Ho Chi Minh to respond positively,
and favorably, to this new step toward peace.
But if peace does not come now through negotiations,
it will come vlhen Hanoi understands that our common resolve
is unshakable, and our common strength is invincible.
Turning his attention to other matters, the ~resident outlined
the limited steps that the U.S. would take to strengthen its forces in South
Vietnam and the measures he would push to improve the South Vietnamese Army.
He then discussed the costs of the nel'l efforts, the domestic frugality they
would require, and the balance of payments efforts necessary to their implementation. Next he outlined his own views of the unlikelihood of peace, in
an attempt to head off any false hope that the bombing ces sation might
generate:
Now let me give you my estimate of the chances for
peace:
the peace that will one day stop the bloodshed .in
South Vietnam,
-- that all the Vietnamese people will be permitted
to rebuild and develop their land,
-- that will permit us to turn more fully to our own
tasks here at home .
I cannot promise that the initiative that I have
announced tonight will be completely successful in achieving
peace any more than the 30 others that we have undertaken
and agreed to in recent years.
But it is our fervent hope that North Vietnam, after
years of fi ghting that has left the issue unresolved, will
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now cease its efforts to achieve a military victory and will
join with us in moving toward the peace table.
And there may come a time when South Vietnam -- on both
sides -- are able to work out a way to settle their own
differences by free political choice rather than by war .
As Hanoi cons iders its course, it should be in no
doubt of our intentions. It must not miscalculate the pressures within our democracy in this election year.
We have no intention of widening this "ltJar .
But the United States will never accept a fake solution
to this long and arduous struggle and ca.ll it· peace .
No one can foretell the precise terms of an eventual
settlement.
Our objective in South Vi etnam has never been the
annihilation of the enemy . It has been to bring about a
recognition in Hanoi that its objective
taking over the
South by force - - could not be achieved.
We think that peace can be based on the Geneva Accords
of 1954 -- under political conditions that permit the South
Vietnamese -- all the South Vietnamese -- to chart their
cour se free of any outside domination or interference, from
us or from anyone else.
So tonight I r eaffirm the .pledge that we made at
Manila -- that "ltle are prepared to withdraw our forces from
South Vietnam as the other side withdraws it s forces to the
North, stops the infiltration, and the level of violence
thus subsides .
Our goal of peace and self- determination in Vietnam
is directly related to the future of all of Southeast Asia
where much has happened to inspire confidence during the past
10 years. T,'!e have done a ll that we knew now to do to contribute
. and to help build that confidence .
The President praised the progressive developments in much
of Asia in recent years and offered the prospect of similar progress in
southeast Asia if North Vietnam \'lOuld settle the Har . He r epeated the
Johns Hopkins offer of assistance to North Vietnam to rebuild its economy.
In his peroration he spoke ·with deep conviction and much feeling abe>ut
t he purposes and reasons for the U. S. involvement in Southeast Asia ' s
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destiny vlhich he had authori zed. It represents perhaps our best" insight
into the Presid e~t ' s QDderstanding and motivation in the war, as well
as his hopes and dreams:
One day, my fellovl ci ti zens , there will be peace in
Southeast Asia .
It vlill come because the people of Southeast Asia
want it -- those whose armies are at war tonight, and those
vlho, though threatened, have thus far been spared .
Peac e will come because Asians were willing to work
for it -- and to sacrifice for it -- and to die by the
thousands for it.
But let it never be forgotten: peace will come also
because America sent her . sons to help secure it.
It has not been easy -- far from it. During the past
four and a half years, it has been my fate and my respons ibility to be co~mand er-in-chief. I have lived -- daily and
nightly -- vIi th the cost of this war . I know the pain that
i t has inflicted . I know perhaps better than anyone the
misgivings that it has aroused.
Throughout this entire, long period, I have been sustained by a single principle:
-- that what we are doing nOl'1, in Vietnam, is vi tal
not only to the security of Southeast Asia, but it is
vital to the security of every American.
Surely 1'1e have treaties 1'lhich we must respect.
Surely we have commitments that 1'1e are going to keep.
Resolutions of the Congress testify to the need to resist
aggression in the world and in Southeast Asia.
But the heart of our involvement in South Vietnam
under three Presidents, three separate Administrations
has always been America I s O1'Tn secLU'i ty.
And the larger purpose of our involvement has always
been to help the nations of Southeast Asia become inde~
pendent and stand alon~, self-sustaining as members of a
great world community.
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At peace with themselves, and at peace ,'lith all
others .
Wi th such an Asia, our country -- and the vTorld -- will
be far more secure than it is tonight .
I believe that a peaceful Asia is far nearer to
reality, because of ,,,hat America has done in Vietnam.
I believe that the men vTho endure the dangers of battle
fighting there for us tonight -- are helping the entire world
avoid far greater conflicts, far wider I·rars, far more destruction, than this one .

The peace' that will bring them home some day will come.
Tonight I have offered the first in what I hope vTill be a
series of mutual moves toward peace.
I pray that it vi ill· not be rej ected by the
North Vietnam. I pray that they I·lill accept it
by which the sacrifice s of their own people may
And I ask your help and your support, my fellow
for this effort to reach acros s the battlefield
early peace.

leaders of
as a means
be ended.
citizens,
toward an

Listing the achievements of his administration and warning
against the perils of division in America, the President ended his speech
with his emotional announcement that he would not run for re-election.
Through all time to come, I think America ,"ill be a
stronger nation, a more just society, and a land of greater
opportuni ty and fulfilJ.ment because of ,,,hat we have all done
together in these years of unparalleled achievement.
Our reward will come in the life of freedom, peace,
and hope that our childr en will enjoy through ages ahead.
What we won when all of our people united just must
not now be lost in suspicion, distrust, selfishness, and
politics among any of our people.
Believing this as I do, I have concluded that I should
not permit the Presidency to become invo'_ved' in the partisan
divisions that are developing in this political year.
With knerica's sons in the fields far away, with
America's future under challenge right here at home, I'Ti th
our hopes and the world ' s hopes for peace in the balance
every day, I do not believe that I should devote an hour
or a day of my time to any persona.l partisan causes or to
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any duties other than the awesome duties of this office -the Presidency of your country.
Accordingly, I shall not seek , and I will not accept,
the nomination of my Party for another term as your President.
But let men everywhere kno\-T, however, that a strong,
a confi dent, and a vigilant America stands ready tonight to
seek an honorable peace -- and stand ready tonight to defend
an honored cause -- whatever the price, whatever the burden,
whatever the sacrifices that duty may require.
Thank you for li stening .
Good night and God bless all of you.
The speech had an electric effect on the U.S. and the whole
world. It completely upset the American political situation, spurred
world-wide hopes that peace might be imminent and roused fear and concern
in South Vietnam about the depth and reliability of the American commitment.
As already noted, no one in the Administration had seriously expected a
positive reaction from HanOi, and when the North Vietnamese indicated three
days l ater that they would open direct contacts with the U.S. laoking toward
discussians and eventual negotiation af a peaceful settlement of the conflict,
the \-Thole camplexian and cantext of the war 'ivas changed . TO' be sure, there
was the unfartunate and embarrassing wrangle about exactly where the narthern
limit of the U.S. bambing 'iwuld be fixed, with CINCPAC having sent extremely
heavy sarties to' the very limits af the 20th parallel on the day after the
announcement anly to' be subsequently ardered to' restrict his attacks belO'\v
190' on April 3. And there was the exasperatingly long public struggle
between the U. S. and the DRV abaut where their representatives \-Tould meet
and'i'That title the contacts vlould be given, nat finally resalved until May .
But it \-las umnistakably clear thraughaut all this time that a maj or corner
in the war and in American policy had been turned and that there was no
going back. The President's decisian was enarmausly well received at hame
and greeted with enthusiasm abroad where it appeared at long last there was
a passibility of remaving this annayingly persistent little war in Asia as
a roadblock to progress an other matters af world-wide impartance invalving
East and west.
The President's speech at the end of March was, af course,
not the eJd of ~he bambing much less the war, and a further histary cf the
role of the limited air strikes cauld and should be undertaken. But the
decision to cut back the bombing , the decision that turned American palicy
taward a peaceful settlement of the \-rar, is a logical and fitting place to
terminate this particular inquiry i nto the policy pracess that surrounded the
ir war. Henceforth, the decisians abaut the bombing wauld be made primarily
~n- the Pacific by the field cow~anders since nO' vitally sens itive targets
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requlrlng continuing Washington level political review were within the
reduced attack zone . A very significant chapter in the history of U.S.
involvement in the Vietnam war had come to a close.
As those ",ho struggled ",ith the policy decisions about the
bombing came to learn , any dispass ionate and objective appraisal of it is
a~ost i mpossible . As McGeorge Bundy noted in September 1967 after the
Stennis hearings, both its proponents and its opponents have been guilty
of excesses in their advocacy a nd criticism . . As Bundy put it, " My own
summary belief is that both the advocates and the opponents of the bombing
continue to exaggerate its importance ." §§}
To be sure, the bombing
had not be en conducted to its fullest potential , but on the other hand it
had been much heavier and had gone on much longer than many if not most of
its advocates had expected at the outset. ~fuether more might have been
accomplished by different bombing policy decisions , at the start or along
the way -- in particular the fast full squeeze favored by the JCS -- would
necessarily remain an open question. What can be said in the end is that
its partial suspension in part did produce what most had l east expected -a breakthrough in the deadlock over negotiations . And that in the l onge r
view of history may turn out to be its most s i gnificant contribution.
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